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MeasuringReaderFailure
at the Catalogue
Cenor, A. Snvuoun
and

J. L. Scnormr-o
Library Ma.nagementResearch Unit
ge U n ia ersi ty
Camb ri,d.
Cambridge, England
In an effort to deaelap a simple metkod for libtarians to employ to
measureanrl eaaluateauthor catalogue use, the Library Management
Research Ilnit tested a saraey design in four varying libraries. The
reader wasashedto note details a! items not faund in the catalogue,
the source of the reJerence,and his status. The items were then
by library stafi to discouerlhe causeof "failure." Library staff
cheched.
intentieued, samples of catalogue users to deterrminethe ouerall tate
oJ "failure," the cooperation (with "Catatogue Query Slips") rate, and
the action readersproposed to take in order to abtain the item(s) not
foand in the catalogue.
Introduction

by the reader to obtain the item
this nonavailability "failure"-failure
desired. This does not by any means imply that the reader is always at
fault, that he "failed" because he did not look in the right place on the
shelf or because he did not use his intelligence or his energy in searching
the catalogue (although these faults are sometimes Present). There are
many other possible reasons tbr failure, or nonavailability, such as the
book being on loan or at the bindery, the reader having been given an
inaccurate reference, the library not owning the trook, etc.
Many surveys have shown that the reader's approach to finding a desired book rnore often than not consists of looking on the shelf first,
* The unit is supported by a grant from the Ofrce
Information, Depar*ment of Education and Science.
Manuscri/t

'6
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then, sometirnes, consulting the catalogue. f'his pattern emerged in ttre
survey of undergraduate library use carried out by the LMRU in twenty-one university libraries (unpublished).
In known-book searches,an average of 3g percent consulted rhe catalogue first, while 50 percent went straight to the shelves. (Two of the
universities proved exceptions to this pattern, with Sl percent and BB

proportions of those failing in shelf failure and in catalogue failure
surveys may be similar (as they were in the Cambridge Universiry Li
brary'. 27 percent and 25 percent resFecrively), the acrual numbers af
rcaders experiencing catalogue failure will generally be much smaller
than those experiencing failure ar the shelves"The unit has studied the
problems of failure at the shelf and failure at the catalogue separately.
The results of our studies on shelf failure can he found elsewhere.s
We concentrate here on our investigations of failure at the catalogue"
Among the many studies of catalogue use, few have concentrated on
failure at the catalogue. Most research has centred on how often the
reader uses the catalogue, with what inforrnation he approaches it, and
what characteristics he remernbers most about a book when he is attempting to find it again; these studies are carried out with a view of irnproving the catalogue.4-6 In the Birmingham survey already meutioned,
readers were asked, in addition to the que$tions above, what action t}ey
intended to take after failing to find the irem they had been looking
tor.
The Catalog Use Committee of the Arnerican Library Association's
Reference Services Division also can-ied out some studies, in twelve university and eleven public libraries-?-s Reference litrrarians were asked to
fill in a form for any catalogue query they dealt with over a threemonth period, checking off the "Type of Difficulty" amd "Probable
Cause." Difficulties encounLered by parrons induded lack of entry (for
a book which was, ne\rerthetress,in the library) (5.2 percent) , lack o[
cross references (13.4 percent), and confusion about filing arrangements
(15.2 percent); probable causes cited, included Library of Congress cataloguing (I4.9 percent), local policy (20"? percenr), and dsical errors
(10.4 percent).
A recent catalogue use study at Yale University was undertaken as
part of a project on computerizing the catalogue"e The researchers wanted information on how readers used the catalogue, in order to determine
"how to design the computerized catalog to do its job most eficiently."
Volume 17, Nwnber I, Winter 1973
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Figure I
CatalogueQuery Slip
Recto
MBRIDGE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
Catalogue Query Slip
Please fill in this slip if you cannot find what you are looking
CataIogu.e.
Use a SEPARATE slip for each item not found in the Catalogue.
Underline all names and words which you checked.

AUTHOR or other pemon or org"anisation responsible (if known):
SOURCE (S) of this
reference:
Iecturer/Supervisor
Reading list
Book/ Periodical article
Separate bibliography
Colleague/Friend
Reviews
Publicity media/
Bookshops/etc.
Other

First year undergraduate
Secondyear undergraduate
Third/fourth year
undergraduate
Affiliated student
BA and ResearchStudent
Resident MA
Non-resident MA
Other

D
E

tr
o
c
o

in

the

TITLE, date, other information about
the book, periodical, etc. (if known):

YOUR STATUS:

tr
tr

for

tr
n
o

If this query
originated in the
Supplementary
Catalogue please
tick here:

o
tr
n

tr

D
D

Verso

FOR LIBRARY USE ONLY
-

Main Catalogue
Supplementary Catalogue
Bibliography

-

Not yet catalogued

-

On order
Not on order

-

Author's name
Sumame

-

Forename
Q61pe1ate body
Form heading

-

Edition
Insufficient information
Not in Catalogue
Other

Note-"Other"
at the bottom of the right-hand column (verso) was divi4ed at the
time of analysis into various specific cat€g;ries such as "Title," "Series"' "Wrong cataIogue," "No apparent problem." On subsequent versions of the slip "Title" was listed

separately.
o$
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They therefore carried out interviews-before and after a catalogue
search-with over 2,000 catalogue users. Although some data gathered
were on similar topics to those we were interestecl in, the method usedinterviewing-would obviously be impractical for a librarian to employ
himself.
Method
Our object in the survey (which covered Author/Name catalogues
only) was two-fold.* First, we wanted to discover the size of the "catalogue failure" problem and the various reasons for it; second, we were
attempting to develop a simple system for conveying this information
to the librarian which would not be inordinately time-consuming for the
staff. The survey designed comprised two parts. One part was the "CataIogue Query Slips" (Figure l) which r,veredistributed around the catalogue area, to be completed by the reader upon his failure to fincl a required known item in the catalogue. The sections "Source of reference"
and "Status of reader" were modified to suit the various libraries in
which the survey took place.
The "Catalogue Query Slips" were collected daily, counted, and
checked, first of all in the catalogue to see if the items noted had been
overlooked by the readers. If not found there, the items were checked
in national and subject bibliographies to establish positive identification.
When a bibliographical recorcl found was substantially different from
the notation on the query slip (e.9. u major variation in the title) the
item was rechecked in the catalogue. The final checks were in records of
books on order and books received but not yet fully processed.
Brief interviews with a sarnple of users of the catalogue formed the
seconclpart of the survey. A rnember of the LMRU or a member of the
library's staff carriecl out the interviews for two 30-minute periods per
day. Observations of catalogue use prior to the start of the survey established times of peak use from which were chosen periods for interviewing (in order to make the best use of the interviewer's time). The purpose of the interviews was to provide a basis on which to judge the number and scope of the completed query slips received-e.9. What proportion o{ total failure recorded in the interviews did they represent? Were
the proportions of each type of reader who filled in query slips similar
to the proportions found by interviews to be failing? The interviews also gave a basic idea of how big the failure problem was, and provided
information on what action was planned by those who had failed which
might be of use in planning library services. Those interviewed were
reaclersleaving the catalogue area who had been observed using the catalogue. (Whether or not they had been seen filling in a query slip was
immaterial.) The following questions were asked:
* In Englancl, most "Subject catalogues" are classified. In the "Author catalogues"
along rvith the authors and some titles are included books about people and places,
'l)e
called "Names." There are not to
confused rvith entries in the "Subject catalogue."
-Ed.
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l. Did you find all the items you were looking for in the catalogue?
2. How many items were you looking for?
[If vrs in Question l, go on to Question 6]
3. How many did you find?
4. Did you fill in a query slip at the catalogue for each item not
found?
5. What further steps, if any, do you plan to take to obtain the
item (s) you could not find?
6. What is your status in the university?
The survey was carried out in four libraries: Cambridge University
Library, Leicester University Library, London University Institute of Education Library, and Bradford University Social Sciences Library. Cambridge University Library, a large copyright deposit library, is considered
to be chiefly for reseatch, although it is heavily used by undergraduates
as,well; there are many departmental and college libraries within the
university, however, whose main function is to serve the needs of course
work. The University of Leicester Library is medium-sized and caters for
both course work and research.It is virtually the only library within the
university. The Institute of Education Library, London University, although small, is the main research library in the field within the university. It is situated about ten minutes' walk from the main London University Library, Senate House. Bradford University Social Sciences Library is a small library catering to course work and limited research.The
Bradford City Library, nearby, is fairly large and well-stocked.
The period of the survey was five weeks during the autumn term in
Cambridge and Leicester University libraries, and seven weeks during
the spring term in the Institute of Education Library, London, and
Bradford Social SciencesLibrarv.
Results
The response from readers (in terms of query slips returned) in the
Institute of Education and Bradford Social SciencesLibraries was only
7 percent and 6 percent respectively of the total number of query slips
(648) collected from all four libraries. Although admittedly these two
lihraries are smaller than the others, the interviews show that only 7 percent and l0 percent, respectively, of the readers who reported failing in
those libraries were cooperating in the survey. Cooperation rates derived
from interview data in the other libraries were 28 percent (Cambridge)
and 16 percent (Leicester).
These cooperation figures may seem quite low. And, in fact they are
much lower than cooperation rates recorded in our shelf failure surveys,
e.g. 67 percent at Cambridge.l There may be several reasons for this. As
far as the difierence between the two surveys is concerned the reason
may be degree of expectation, or conversely, level of frustration. Going
to the catalogue in the first instance, a reader does not know for certain
that the book he wants is in the library. His expectations have no cause
to be great, therefore his frustration at not finding the book cannot be
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very great (irritation, maybe, but not frustration). But when a reader
goes to the shelf, he usually has prior knowledge that the book is in the
library and he can reasonably expect it to be on the shelf. He is consequently more likely to experience frustration and disappointment when
it is not. To express this frustration-and perhaps to relieve it-he fills
in a "failure slip."
Another reason we have postulated for the low cooperation rates on
the query slips is that if a reader has high expectations of finding his
book elsewhereimmediately (e.g., at the Institute of Education, with the
main London University Library so close) or if he does nor feel that the
book not found is vital to his work, he may not feel moved to participate in the survey. Often we found readers who felt that by filling in
a query slip they were asking the library staff for the book (even though
no names were requested and notices publicising the survey clearly stated
that it was merely a survey); so if the book was not important to them
they did not bother to fill in a query slip. Equally, of course, there
would be the readers who, becauseit was just a survey and not a guarantee that the book would be produced for them, also did not bother to
fill in slips.
Interuiews
Between one-quarter and one-third of the readers interviewed were
unable to find euerything they had looked for (although they may have
found some of the items). Table I contains an outline of the responses
of readersin each of the four libraries.
fABLE I
Ixtrnvlrws-Pnorrrn

Profile of responses
Readers interviewed
Readers not fully satisfied
Reader failure rate
Readers filling in query slips
Reader cooperation rate
Individual items looked for
Individual items not found
Item failure rate
Query slips reported filled in
Item cooperation rate
Estimated full item failure

or RnspoNsns

Cambridge

446
ll0
25%
3l
28%
1370
193

r4%
39

z0%
2035

Leicester

262
90
34%
14
16%
713
204
27%
l5
7%
2200

Inst.
of
Educ.

Bradford

193
69
36%

369
105
28%
It

7%
827

ro%
4r3

r79
20%
r07
5%
960

106
26%
1Vo
557

The "reader failure rate" and "reader cooperation rate" describe the
extent of the survey in each library-what proportion of those using
the catalogues ("readers interviewed") would have been eligible to take
Volume 17, Number I, Winter 1973
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Part in the survey ("readers not fully satisfied"), and then what proportion of the latter actually did participate. The "item failure rate" indicates the extent of failure at the Author Catalogue-how many of all
the books looked for by all those interviewed were not found by them.
The total number of items not found during the period of the survey,
by all readers ("estimated full item failure") can be estimated by using
the proportion of items not found for which interviewees reported filling in query slips ("item cooperation rate") and the actual number of
query slips collected. (The latter figures appear in Tables 5a and 5b for
Cambridge and Leicester Universities respectively, and in Table A, Appendix, for the other two libraries.)
The difference in numbers, noted in the Introduction, between "failures" at the shelf and "failures" at the catalogue can be illustrated here.
The bottom line of Table I shows 2035 estimated catalogue failures at
Cambridge over the 5-week survey (which included one week of the vacation period). The shelf failure survey conducted a year earlier produced an estimate of 5000 failures over the ten-week survey period (of
which four weeks were vacation). Somewhat similar figures can be
shown for Bradford, although the shelf failure suf,vey was conducted
in the ScienceLibrary (whereas the catalogue failure survey was carried
out in the Social SciencesLibrary). Estimated item failures were over
15,000 at the shelf and 557 at the catalogue (over ten- and seven-week
survey periods respectively).
Table 2 shows the varying proportions of failure by those in different status grouPs.
TABLE 2
Irrrnvrnws-FAILURE RerEs or Sour Drrrnnrxr Typrs or RreosRs
Average lailure rates of groups
Inst. of
Cambridge
Leicester
Educ.
Bradford

Status group of reader
Undergraduates (all years)
Post-grad. course and research students
Academic stafi

24%
2s%
30%

30%
44%
r8%

27%
40%

35%
5r%
3e%

The fact that undergraduates seemed to experience a smaller proportion of failure than others is probably due not to any greater skill in
using the catalogue, but rather to the types of books they looked for,
which were more likely to be in the library. (Analysis of items noted on
query slips showed that about half of the overall failure was due to the
books nof being in the library. See Tables 6a and 6b following, and Table A, Appendix.)
In Table 3 one can see what further sreps readers planned in order
to obtain the item (s) they needed. Percentageswill not always toral 100
percent becausesome readers mentioned several possible steps.
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TAtsLE 3
Aprrn Farr-unr
INrrnvrnws-AcrroN PLANNED

Action planned after failure
Total no. of readers failing
Recheck reference
Look on shelf
Ask library stafi
Ask supervisor/ colleague
Look in bibliography
Attempt to purchase
Try another library
Try interlibrary loan
Recommended to librarv
Try to find substitute
Other
Forget it

Proportions of readers intending difierent
types of action in
Inst. of
CamBradford
Educ.
Leicester
bridge
ll0

90

5%
a-/o

rr%
12%
6%
6%
r8%
2%
2%
4%
4%
28%

r7%t
r8%
4%
0d
170

8%
r4%
r2%
r%
2%
2e%

69
7%
e%
r3%
2Vo
r%

105

ro%
35%
5%
5%
r0%
3e%
3%
r%
4%
17v"*
rt%

25%

e%

3%
7%
4%

re%

t Includes l3/o who said they rvould look on the shelves of unprocessed books
within each subject area.
* Includes lSlo who said they would "reserve it." In this library this means filling
in a card for a book not found, whether in the catalogue or on the shelf.

The physical situation of the library surveyed is reflected by some of
the answers to this question. In the Institute of Education Library (near
the main university library), almost 40 percent of those failing said they
would try to find their book in another library. Leicester University Library, with almost no departmerital libraries in the system,had the lowest proportion of those who would try another library; and it also had
the greatest proportion of those who would try to get the book through
interlibrary loan. Not a large percentage of those who failed in three of
the libraries were planning to buy the book. Readers in the Institute of
Education Library seemed more anxious than the others to obtain the
books they could not find in the library: l0 percent intended to try to
buy them, 35 percent were going to ask the staft, and only I I percent
were able to "forget" them.
In analysing readers' intended actions to obtain desired items, the librarian will note areas of service which deserve scrutiny. For instance,
at Cambridge the librarian may wonder why the interlibrary loan service
was not considered more often. The Bradford Social Scienceslibrarian
might investigate why none of the interviewees (who were predominantly undergraduates) intended to buy any of the books not found in the
catalogue; perhaps it was becausethey expected to find them at another
library. In all the libraries the possibilities of substitutability might be
explored with the teaching staff. And the reasonswhy so many were Prepared to look no further for the items not found would also prove inV o l u m e1 7 , N u m b e r l , W i n t e r 1 9 7 )
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teresting. (Was it because they really did not need the book but were
just looking "in case?" Was it because it would not be useful if they
could not have it at that moment? Or were they unaware of other possible sources?)
Query Slips
The first thing one wants to know about the query slips to be analysed is whether or not they are representative of all catalogue users.
Table 4 is a comparison of proportions of the various "status," or typeof-reader, groups participating in the survey, comparing those who were
interviewed with those who filled in query slips. In most casesthe proportions are similar, leading one to assumethat, given a reasonable number of completed query slips, they will be representative of the total
population of catalogue users (of which the interviewing was intended
to produce a representative sample). A very small number of query
slips, however, could not be relied on to be representative. For example,
both the London University Institute of Education Library and the
Bradford Social SciencesLibrary returned small numbers of slips; but
while in the former, the status group proportions in interviews and
query slips were quite similar, in the latter they were not.
TABLE

4

Qurnv Sr-rps-PanrrcrpATroN or DrEprnrNr Tvprs
or Rneorns rN r:nr SuRvnv
Percentagesof participation at each university
Institute of
Bradford
Education
Leicester
Cambridge

bg
Status groups of readers
Undergraduates
Post-grad. course
and research
Academic staff
TOTAL NUMBERS
Number of query slips
as a proportion of
number of interviews

! . i

H

>

F*
A t 4

bg
! . <

l)(t)

H

>

>-

b5

ho

\J

('

i

t- ' u. -

>

-.
u3
5'=

At1

\lU)

5r% 53% 77% 8r%

u5

:o
H

>

d3_
5.=

^t4

ltct>

69Vo 50%

3 r % 27% 18% 1 r % s2% s0% r3% 16%
t 8 % 20% 5% 1 2 % 8% r0% 18%34%
446

407

sr%

262

t5+

5s%

369

48
r8%

193

39

20%

There are many correlations which could be made from the information presented by analysis of the query slips filled in by readers. Such
questions as the following are answered by the tables presented:
o \,Vheredid different sorts of readers get their references?
o Where were the titles from the various sources of reference located (by
subsequent staff searches)?
o Of the titles found to be in the catalogue, what were the readers' appar-
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ent problemsin finding them, and where did the referencesthey used
comefrom?
o Was one type of reader more prone than others to a certain type of
"failure?"
o What were the dates and placesof publication of titles not found by
readers?
o How much staft time was involved in identifying and locating titles given
on query slips?
Since the total numbers of query slips returned in both the Institute of
Education, London, and the Bradford Social Sciences Libraries were
small, it is improbable that results of analyses would be significant.
Therefore we have concentrated in the following tables on the results
from Cambridge and Leicester University libraries. Tables A and B
TAtsLE 5a
Qurnv Sr,rps-Srarus or Rneorn/Sourcr on RnrnnrNcn
CAMBRIDGE

Source of
Reference
Status of Reader

q

is.E--i3ri*El=E c .;a
i.t &S 3X.fE8;E&.EA 6 Qt'ee'e

lst year undergraduate
2nd year undergraduate
lrd/ 4t}ayear undergraduate
Affiliated student*
'B.A.'
(chiefly
researchstudents)
'M.A.'
(chiefly
academic stafi) *
Other
TOTAL
PERCENT

{l^ g
=7?
i-

;-b.
i.Fu
.;6.
gf .f trfs$=
i'3;,

r0

17

4

I

I

4

4

73 31
lr2rl

25

4

2

6

8

5 (21)
3(l)8

7

S

9

e

4r

ft

F
t2

(2)

l0

16

8

56r3

(5)

(5)

6i

F

(2)

73

(6) r2r

t8

30
o

(7) 108 27

(l) 67 1 6
r8
c
618
t44 55 123 33 24 25 29 40 (34) (16) 407
t0
35 14 30 8 6 6 7
1l

9919

8

lt

3124

7

4

N.Il.
In some cases a reader indicated that his reference came from not one
but two or three sources. Each source has Lreen counted separately in the
"soutce of reference" columns, but only once in the totals of the "status oI
reader" rows, so as not to distort these totals. For example, in the second row,
the raw total is 82; but since 5 of the second year undergraduates gave two
sources of reference for one item and two gave three sources, the total of 82
is9 (5 x I extras +2x2
extras) more than the actual number of second year
undergr:aduates filling in slips, which was, as given, 73.
* At Cambridge, "affiliated students" are those originally from other univenities who
are reading for undergraduate degrees, and "M.A.'s" are, for the purposes of the library, gradluate memb6rs of the uiiversity over twenty-five years of age. These include
some research students and all academic stafi.
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TABLE 5b
Qunxv Sr,rps-Srerus or Rneorn/Souncn or Rmrnrxcn
LEICESTER

Sourceof
Reference
Statusof Reader
lst year undergrad.
2nd year undergrad.
lrd/ 4th yr. undergrad.
Post-grad. dipl. stud.
Research student
External reader
Academic staft/
Research fellow
Other

TOTAL
PERCENT

2
3
lt
lr lt 27
107rr32624
| 3 132
2
7l

IJ

r2(3)
l3

I

l0 2r

r

% n 40 55 I0 7 8 2 9
15 13 2 6 3 6
6 5516

4

(3) 43
(2)
68
(2)85
l0
(l)
ll

(l)

28
44
6

l7
ll
00

(4(E*

showing the two main subjects of analysis-"sources of reference," and
"results of the subsequent searches by stafi members"-are given for
both of the smaller libraries in the Appendix. rn alr ..ses, pelr.enrages
have been rounded ofi to the nearestwhole number.
The greatest proportion of overall reader failure was on references
from lectureis or supervisors. This is an area in which the librarian
could possibly initiate some improvement, such as by persuading lecturers to be more careful when giving references-both more accurate and

to references from academic stafi were not in the Leicester university
Library.)
.
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TABLE 6a
Qunnv Sr.rps-Rnsur,rson SrAnnSrancrr/Souncsor RsFnRENcr
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2

(e)
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(l) 106 26
(3) 64 16

Results of
Staff Search

In catalogue
In process
On order
RemainderIdentified
Remainder-Not
Identified
TOTAL
PERCENT
N.B.

49 14
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54 29
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3 r0 r3 3
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9l
743r52
r44 55 t23 33 24 25 29 40
35 74 3 0 8 6 6 7 l 0

"Remainder"

3l

(l)

(34)

8

(16) 407

includes all titles not held by the library.

In Cambridge over 40 percent of the books not found in the catalogue by readers were found by checkers to be in the library at the time,
26 percent being in the catalogue, and l6 percent in process. (Incidentally, of the 106 items which were in the caialogue at the time of failure,
46 were found easily by the stafi members, but rhe rest required some
TABLE 6b
Srrps-Rrsurrs
or
Srerr Srancn/Souncr or Rrrr*nNcr
Qurnv
LEICESTER
h

Source of
Reference
Results of
Staff Search

In catalogue
In process
(being recat.)
On "Unprocessed"
shelf
On order
Remainder-Identified
Remainder-Not
Identified
TOTAL
PERCENT
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I
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4
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detective work because of obscurities on the part of, variously, readers
and catalogue. Apparent reader problems in finding these books are
shown later, in Table 7a.) Only about one-third of the titles queried by
readers which had been recommended by lecturers/supervisors, either
personally or on reading lists, were in the catalogue.
Books which are awaiting cataloguing at Leicester University Library
are placed on shelvesmarked "Unprocessed" within each subject area, so
that they will be more readily available to the readers. Thirteen percent
of the items queried during the survey were on these shelves.* Flowever
TABLE

7a

Qurn v Slrps-Rnenpn Pnosr,rlrs/ SouRcE oF RrrrnnNcr
(Boor rN Cererocun)
CAMBRIDGE
Source of
Reference
Reader
Problem in
Finding Book
in Catalogue

Author's surname
Author's forename (s)
Title
Corporate body
Form heading
Edition
Insufficient information
Other
No apparent problem
TOTAL
PERCENT
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i ; J 5 8 : . g E3 E& E 3 5 E . e e . i E
E
>H "" b .EI
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4
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J1t

I

2r
(r)

2r

5

I
4
9
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(r)

22t

I
I

4
4

t9\

ll
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4 t

t7 196
16186

2r4
132
oot
obt

2
3

(3)
(3)

(r)

14 (10) (l)
13

30

,R

6
l3

r2

6

9

I

l0

9

9

I

6

6
25
24

26
25
r20*

* This total is more than
the 106 itcms found in rhe catalogue (Table 6a)' o rbecausc
s e v e r a l .q u e r y s l i p s s h o w e d c v i < I e n c co f m o r e t h a n o n e p o i n t " o f c o n f u s i o n
misinformation on the part of the reader. percentages givenl however, are based on thc
actual total of items (106) rather than on the augmented total (120).

readers in Leicester seemed to have less trouble with books which were
in the library than with books which were nor-neatly 70 percent of the
titles they looked for were not in the library. Of these, almost half (47
out of 107)had been recomrnended by the academic staff.
In both libraries, authors' surnames provided the biggest identifiable
problem for readers looking in the catalogue (Tables 7a and 7b). Generally, the name was misspelled on the query slip, which meant rhat the
reader had looked in the wrong place and had not tried any alternatives.
* This figure, and the proportion of only l3
percent, shown in Table 3, of interviewees who were planning to look on the "Unprocessed" shelves after failing to find
a book in the catalogue, has led to a review of procedures for unprocessed books at
Leicester,

.
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(We asked readers to underline the words or names r,vhich they used in
their catalogue searches.Not many did this, ho.r,vever,so we cannot be
certain what approaches were used.) Errors on such names as Thompson/Thomson and Clarke/Clark were common. A large proportion of
failure in each library on titles which were acrually in ihe catalogue
seemed due to lack of energy, because there uras no other cause apparent; the title was in the catalogue where it should have been according
to information given on the query slip. This was true of 24 percent of
such titles in Cambridge and 40 percent in Leicester (6 percint and, Z
percent, respectively, of.the tatal failure recorded in each library).
"Other" problems (25 percent) include chiefly having looked in the
wrong catalogue (the main catalogue at Cambridge does not contain entries for all items in the library), confusion with series; and failure to
realise that an item was only a part of a journal or monograph rather
than the whole of it.
TABLE 7b
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notable exceptions to this pattern occurred among the individual groups.
The first was among first year undergraduates, where the proportion of
50 percent of their failures found to be actually in the catalogue was
much larger than the 30 percent average. This could have been due to
inexperience in using the catalogue (or to ttre fact that the total number
of first year undergraduates in the group was quite a lot smaller than the
numbers in the other groups and therefore possibly not sufficient to be
rePresentative).
The second variation was among B.A.'s (research students) of whose
queried titles only l5 percent were in the catalogue, while 72 percent of
the items they were looking for were not in the library at all (the average was 53 percent), 59 percent having been positively identified. Since
it has been shown (Table 5a) that this group gathered two-thirds of
their references from published sources-books, periodical articles, or
separate bibliographies-this preponderance of items not in the library
may be due to the specialisednature of their needs.
We also analysed the Cambridge slips to see whether any particular
type of reader made a particular mistake in using the catalogue (causing
him to miss titles which were actually there). The results are shown in
Table 8.
TABLE
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The biggest problem for undergraduates appears to have been surnames; the only notable difficulty among research students or academic
stafi was that about one-third of the sixteen research students had trouble with titles. "Other" problems, again, were chiefly looking in the
wrong catalogue and not realising the nature of the item desired.
Table 9 is given as an example of additional information which can
be drawn from the query slips. We have analysed the dates of publication and countries of origin of titles not found by readers, in Cambridge University Library only.
TABLE 9
Plrrrculens
Qurnv Sr"rps-Rnsur.'rsor SEencH/PuBLrcATroN
CAMBRIDGE
Place of
publication

Date of publication

H
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rtrooo QI:
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s sE EE 83!8tE
F F

%%%%%%
In catalogue
In process
On order
Remainder-Identified
Remainder-Not Identified
PERCENT OF TOTAL
TOTAL NUMBER
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81 66 100 ll2 24 24 r3r 167 89 20
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t06
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8
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4{\7

By checking this information the librarian may find alreasin which
the collection might be strengthened.; for example, here books from
North America accounted for 53 percent of the identified titles not held
by the library. (Eighty-seven percent altogether were of foreign origin.)
Bottlenecks in processing procedures might emerge as well, if, for instance, English and foreign language books were processedby difierent
departments. Individual titles in demand would, of course, also be evident from the slips, as would general subject areasin demand.
The stafi who checked the Leicester University Library query slips recorded the time they spent on (most of) the individual slips. Unfortunately no time was recorded for unsuccessful searches; however, one
must assume that more time would be taken for an unsuccessful search
than for the longest successfulsearch (in this case, 3 minutes on average). Table l0 gives a general idea of how much staff time was involved
in checking the query slips in a library of about 400,000 volumes. On an
average of 2.6 minutes per slip, checking the 154 Leicester slips probably
took about 6sf hours.
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TABLE IO
Qurnv Sr,rps-Tnm Sprnr SnencnrNc(MINurns)
LEICESTER
Iime SpentSearching

..

Results of Search
In catalogue
In process
On "Unprocessed" shelf
On order
Remainder-Identified
Remainder-Not identified
TOTAL
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25
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20
2
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r Estimates, based on the recorded longest average search. Additional time, twentyfive hours, was spent in interviewing by the library staff, and the LMRU spent about
three rveeksanalysing all of the results.

Conclusion
We believe that we have developed a simple system for conveying
valuable information on reader behaviour and needs to the librarian. By
asking direct questions in brief interviews, he collects data on the numbers incl difieient types of readers who are not finding in the Author
Catalogue the titles they require. He also learns the proportion of titles
nor found of all those looked for, which helps to put the failure into
its proper context. And he records the planned future action of those
failing. Such information shows him the extent of the reader's exploitation of the library's servicesand staff.
By analysing query slips filled in by readers failing, the _librarian
learni the categories oi readers (among those who trouble to fill in the
slips) having the least successat the catalogue. This information complements the data given by the interviews. The reasons for their failure,
?he sources of their references (which can sometimes be linked to reasons for failure), and the individual titles not found also become apparenr. The librarian can, as well, discover gaps in the library's collection from analysis of dates of publication and especially countries of
origin of titles in demand.
Could the same type and quantity of information be gained from
analysesof enquiries it the readers' service desk and of readers' book
recommendation cards? Undoubtedly some of it could. Book recommendation cards already in use could be modified to provide the additional
information asked ior on a query slip. Conversely, query slips could be
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used for recommendations, with the addition of a box to be ticked if
the reader wished the library to purchase the item in question and a
space for his name if he wished to be notified. But an analysis of enquiries at a services or reference desk requires that they must first be recorded, and reference/readers' service librarians are often too hardpressedto welcome such an additional burden. With the query slips, the
reader does the initial work. Also, of course, not everyone likes to ask
for help from a member of the library stafi; some people would prefer
the anonymity of putting a slip in a box, right at the point of failure
(or, nonsatisfaction). The quantity of data gathered at the interviews
would not be expected from analysis of merely those queries which
reached an enquiry desk; nor would such analysis give any indication of
the numbers of catalogue users who were not f.ailing, nor of those
queries which did not reach the enquiry desk.
Although the query-slip response from readers in the two smaller libraries was disappointing (in view of the fact that their failure rates
were no lower than those of the two larger libraries), rve do not consider
that the survey itself was a failure. Certainly there were enough slips
collected from the two larger libraries to establish the usefulness of the
format as a vehicle for collecting worthwhile data in those libraries.
Possibly the existence of readily-available alternative sources of books
to the smaller libraries (in the one case the Senate llouse Library, University of London, and in the other, the Bradford City Library) lessened people's motivation for participating in the survey. In the case of
interviews, stafi members in all four libraries were diligent in carrying
out their interviews, so we have been able to build up a reasonably reliable picture of catalogue use and failure at the catalogue from the information they provided.
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APPENDIX
TABLE

A

Qurnv Srrps-SouncEs oF REFERENcE
LIBRARY
OF EDUCATION
LONDON UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE
BRADFORD UNIVERSITY
SOCIAL SCIENCES LIBRARY
Institute of
Education Library
Sourcesof Reference

Number*

Percent.

48%
13%
27%
6%
r0%
6%

Lecturer/ Tutor/ Supervisor
Reading list
Book/ Periodical article
Separate bibliography
Colleague/Friend
Reviews
Publicity/Bookshops
Television/Radio
Other

23
6
t3

TOTAL

58 (48)

J
D

3
0
5

r0%

Bradford Social
SciencesLibrary
Number

Percent.

26%
r0%
3r%
5%
3%

l0
4
12
I

I
0
I

3%
23%

I
39

* On some query slips more than one source of reference was given. The actual total
of slips returned was 48,

TABLE B
Qutnv Srrps-Rnsur,rs or Srancurns BY SrAFF
LONDON UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION LIBRARY
BRADFORD UNIVERSITY SOCIAL SCIENCES LIBRARY
Institute of
Education Library
Results of Search
In catalogue
In process
On order
Remainder-Identified
Remainder-Note identified
TOTAL

SLIPS

* In this library temporary
order or in process.
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Number
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48

Percent.

Bradford Social
SciencesLibrarv
Number

Percent.

25%
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28%

40%
25%
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56%
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cards are put into the catalogue for titles which

are on
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Why Not Bofh?
Lpsr-rr R. Monnrs
Technical Seruices
Reed Library
State Uniuersity of New York
Fredonia, New York

A semi,-humorous
article suggestingthat libraries should haae both a
d,ictionarycatalogand a diaided catalog,The author also suggests
additional card catalogs,such as a people catalogand a place catalog,
A FTER READING A NUMBER OF ARTICLES on the merits of
.t1 the divided card catalog versus the dictionary card. catalog, I have
stumbled onto the supreme answer-why not both? In fact, why only
both? Why not ofier the patron any number of accesspoints including
the following: a dictionary catalog, a title catalog, an author catalog, a
subject catalog, a people catalog, a places catalog, and (for librarians
only) a corporate author catalog?
The Dictionary Catalog
All librarians are familiar with the advantages of the dictionary catalog, including serendipity, so there is no reason to enumerate them. The
dictionary catalog has served us well for many years, ergo, every library
should have one.
The Title Catalog
Many libraries have an author-title catalog, but very few have the
simplest of all, the title catalog. Yours could be the first library with a
title catalog on your block. The title catalog is the one patrons really
want. In a project submitted to NSF (National Silly Foundation), we
were going to prove that the title catalog was the most used by the patron. Since the project was never funded (which proves that they are not
so silly), we did not bother.
The Author Catalog
The author catalog is useful to the patron. He thinks he knows the
Receiaedfor rev[.ew,Aug. D, 1972; manuscript accepted for publication, Sept. 18,
1972.
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author, so why not let him try to find his book that way. We can laugh
when he fails. "Keep the corporate authors out of the author catalog"
is a slogan akin to "Keep the Arabs out of Israel."
The Diuided Catalog
On what mountain was the "Law of Author-Title Catalog, Subject
Catalog Division" handed down? What is the relationship of authors to
titles?
The Subiect Catalog
The subject catalog is for subjects. Patrons do not understand how
a person can be a subject, and neither do I. In one college library, which
actually exists, the Tibrafian despaired of teaching undergraduates that
to rvrite a paper on Walt Whitman they must search both the authortitle catalog and the subject catalog. He therefore put the personal name
subjects into the author-title catalog. Result: author-title-personal namesubject catalog and a subject catalog.
The People Catalog
Now we are getting to the good part. Another catalog that the patrons need is the peoples name cataloS. Patrons do not ask for a book
about Roosevelt, Theodore, or a book by Roosevelt, Theodore, but a
book on Roosevelt, Theodore. Therefore, we should have a catalog of
people's names. Let the patron choosehis own poison. (The patron does
not usually ask for Roosevelt, Theodore either, but for T.R., Teddy
Roosevelt, the Bull Mooser, Eleanor Roosevelt's cousin by marriage, etc.,
but that is a subject for another paper.)
The PlacesCatalog
"Write 500 words on Washington, D.C." is a typical teacher's assignment. The student comes to the library, and he does not care whether
the material is by Washington, D.C. as a corporate author, or is about
Washington, D.C. as a subject. Give the patron what he needs.
The Corporate Author Catalog
The corporate author catalog should be kept in technical services
away from the unwary patron. The patron should not be allowed to use
this one without guidance.
The Thing Catalog
We have people and places so we need a thing catalog, but I have not
figured out what goesinto it.
Conclusion
The multiplicity of catalogs may seem like overkill, but the Patron
really is confused by the card catalog. The multiple access approach
would either confuse him more, or give him better service. The multiple
.26.i
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accesscard catalog is expensive, but becomes less frightening if the card
catalog is computer-based.The expense, in a comPuter-basedcatalog, is
in getting the entries into the computer, not getting them out. The cumulative issues of a computer-based catalog would become expensive,
but in an on-line system, multiplicity of accesspoints costs almost nothing. A little extra coding, and the patron can have almost any access
point which librarians are imaginative enough to offer.
The chart indicates which cards go where. A I means that all cards
of one kind are in both catalogs, e.g., all title cards are in the dictionary
catalog. An X means that some cards may be in the other catalog, e.8.'
subject cards ntay be in the place catalog, but not necessarily.A blank
means those cards are not in that catalog, e.g., title cards cannot be in
the subject catalog.
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The U.C.L.A.
LibraryCatalogSupplement
Rosnnre NrxoN
Technical SeraicesTask Force
and
Rev Bnrr,
SystemsDepartment
ResearchLibrary
Uniuersity of Cali,fornia, Los Angeles

In an efiort to speedmaterialsto the user while allowing a maturation
period in order to take full adaantageof the National Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging, many libraries are making their newlyacquiredmaterialsauai,lablein a public area for circulation before cataloging. The U.C.L.A. library's scheme employs the use of an inhouseIBM 360/20 computer to produce a weekly updated author and
title listing of thesematerials;booksare shelaedand circulated by acnumber unti.l catalogingcopyanives.
cessi.on

NT EARLY ALL LARGE RESEARCH LIBRARIES are holding much
I \ of their current acquisitions by some method in order to maximize
their return on national shared cataloging (N.P.A.C.). Member libraries
of the Association of Research Libraries (A.R.L.) have found that a
maturation period of twelve to eighteen months will yield as high as 90
percent Library of Congress copy. The problem has been how to provide
library users with accessto newly-acquired material during the waiting
period.
Since April 1969 the library at the University of California, Los Angeles (U.C.L.A.) has experimented with a computer-based system for
covering this maturation period for current material. The books are
physically available in an open stack area by accessionnumber. A machine-produced campuswide record is issuedon a weekly basis.
After three years the maturation collection has reached some 40,000
volumes with the main research library and eleven of twenty-two branch
libraries participating. Books are added and withdrawn weekly. Material
withdrawn from the older end of the collection is cataloged with or
without Library of Congress copy, but up to 90 percent yield of LC
copy is found. The books with computer-produced labels and machinereadable book cards are identified by an accessionnumber preceded by
Manuscript
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an "X," and are circulated tluough the standard automated system used
to circulate all material from the research library collection. The books
are shelved in a public area. Two complete computer-produced author
and title lists are made weekly for the central public catalog area, and
one complete list is located near the collection. Superseded lists are distributed to other main points on the campus and to the libraries of other University of California campuses.
The books included are those for which LC cards can reasonably be
expected, based on known Library of Congress cataloging priorities. Excluded from the collection are books published before 1966, added editions, governm€nt documents, books with doubtful entries or with unusual format. Unbound material goes into the collection with the exception of very flimsy pamphlets which are "pam-bound" within the library
before inclusion.
The material for inclusion is screened through the Bibliographic
Control Section of the Technical Services Department. Order slips accompanying books from the receiving point are compared with the
books for correct and complete information. The slips are revised as
necessary,languages determined, and a consecutive accession number assigned. Information keyed into the record includes accession number
(which serves as call number), location, LC card number, International
Standard Book Number, author, title, place, publisher, date, edition,
series,volume number, and language.
Edited copy that is to be added to the "Catalog Supplement" is keyed
on a CRT terminal which is on-line to the U.C.L.A. Campus Computing
Network IBM 360 Model 91. This method of input ofiers several advantages over punched-card input: keying is done more rapidly as 400
characters can be keyed in one block; editing is easier becausethe entire
record is displayed on the screen; the keyboard has upper-lower case
characters; and corrections are greatly simplified. Once the data has been
keyed and edited, a tape is produced from a disc where the data is stored
for subsequent processing.
With the exception of the input procedures all processing is done on
the U.C.L.A. library computer. This is a dedicated machine for processing located in the library's Systems Department. The computer is an
IBM 360 Model 20 with a 600 line per minute printer, 4 tape drives, and
l2k storage. All updating, format conversion, sorting, and printing of
the "Catalog Supplement" are done on this machine.
The first step in processing the weekly input is a MARC format conversion program. The data is keyed free form using one-character codes
to designate the field type. The format conversion program organizes
this input and converts it to a University of California MARC II format. The U.C. MARC II format is merely an augmentation of the Library of Congress MARC II format and not an alteration of it. For example, the blanks in the leader contain such data as a campus code and
record ID number. Any program used in processing the "Catalog Supple-
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ment" will operate on an LC MARC II recorcl. The N{ARC II format
was chosen for this project because it is being acccpted as a national
standard, eliminates the problems of fixed fields, and provides the capability of developing programs which will process our own data, as well
as that received from the Library of Congress.
The data base is maintained in three separate files; a shelflist file, author file, and ritle file. The size of the file together with the large
amount of time necessaryto sort on a computer with lorv speed tape
drives make it necessaryto maintain three files and merge in the additions.
Sorting of the author and title files is accomplished by generating a
sort key at the front of the record. This sort key is then utilized by a
standard sort utility. The sort key is generated in such a way that some
filing difficulties are resolved, although it is certainiy not an approximation of library filing rules. All punctuation is removed in the sort key,
all lower-caseletters are translated to upper case, and initial articles are
removed. These features of the sort key program have elirninated some
of the most obvious filing problems, but many remain.
The original print format of the "Catalog Supplement" was a single
column which was printed onBr/2" x 11" paper. This rnade a filore lnanageable size for the user. However, as the number of entries increased,
the list became too large to handle easily. To overcome this problem the
format was changed to double columnar which cut the number of pages
by half. The resultant 14" x ll" print out is reduced on a Xerox Computer Forms Printer to 8r/2" x ll", which eliminates bursting, deleaving,
and the problem of bad carbon copies. The lists are given a simple
"therma-bind" binding and distributed from the library.
Tlrere are variations in processing procedures for the branch libraries. Self-cataloging branch libraries send only the record for keying.
The books are shelved in the individual library. Book cards and labels
are not required for all branches, but all do receive a separate weekly
listing.
Books are only temporarily listed in the "Catalog Supplement," and
are pulled from the shelves for full cataloging in the order they were
originally received. Routine bibliographic searching is done, and LC or
NUC copy is used if available. Once the books are cataloged, the call
number replaces the accession number in the "Catalog Supplement";
the iisting is deleted only when the catalog cards have been filed in the
main card catalog.
IJser respcnse has been good though gradual in corning. Some users
scan the latest additions for material in their particular subject area as
the books are added to the end of the collection each week. Initial staff
reaction to the project was highly critical but constructive. Meetings
among personnel from the Technical Services,Public Services,and Systems Departments have led to improvements in the project which have
resulted in staff acceptance.
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The project, as it has from its inception, continues to be expanded
or modified almost weekly. Participaticn of additional branch libraries,
expansion of the project coverage to include all incoming acquisitions
and a variety of products such as listing on 3" x 5" cards, as well as
language and subject listings are possible.
This experiment has required the cooperation of the Technical Services, Circulation and SystemsDepartments supported by a special Technical ServicesTask Force. Great flexibility and particularly imaginative
and successfulprogramming efiorts have contributed to the development
of the project. The most important objective, providing users with records for and accessto newly-acquired material, has been realized. In addition, the staff has been provided experience with machine-readable
data basesand the library with the capability to participate in statewide
University of California and national mechanization programs.

SOUTH AFRICAN UNION CATALOG TO BE
PUBLISHED ON MICROFICHE
The State Library at Pretoria (South Africa) announces publication of the
first national joint catalog based on ISBNs (International Standard Book Number) on microfiche, called Unicat,
The South African Joint Catalogue of Monographs commenced in l94l and
by l97l had 15I member libraries that contributed an average of 26,000 catalog
cards to represent new acquisitions per month. The catalog cunently contains
approximately 2r/2-I:J'lllion cards. Because the maintenance of such a large cata1og is difficult and expensive and the information it contains is also only readily
obtainable at one central point, the State Library decided to close the existing
Joint Catalogue and starts a new printed catalog.
Member libraries supply ISBNs of new acquisitions or withdrawals. The
code number of libraries and 5 ISBNs are fed into the computer. A cumulative
microfiche catalog will be published quarterly in the form of a numerical list
of ISBNs with the codes of holding libraries. Each fiche will contain 11,799 entries, and a reduction factor of 42x will be used. The last image on each fiche is
an index of that fiche; from the fiche it can be learned which library holds a
book required. It is anticipated that, as soon as the number of fiches becomes
awkward to handle, a cumulation on microfilm will be compiled and a new series started on microfiche.
According to the State Library, the advantages of the published Uni.cat ate
that: difierences in cataloging in individual libraries are eliminated, the unique
book number identifies the book, the joint catalog with additions and withdrawals is always up-to-date, and information is cumulated quarterly and available
to all libraries ar a low cost.
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An Expansionof Libraryof Congress

Classes
PT26OO-2688
Grnne AnNruanrr JoNns
German Section
Monographs Department
General Library
Uniaersity of California
Riu.ersid e, Calif ornia
ErrzesnrH H. Wnnrs
Monographs Department
General Library
Un iaersity of Calif orni a
Riu ersi,de, Calif ornia

A brief descriptionof the reasonsfor and methodsemployedin arriaing at an expansion of the Library of Congressclasses
PT2600-2658.

Introduction
IVERSIDE IS ONE OF THE NEWER of the nine campusesof the
R
r\
University of California. It opened its doors for undergraduate instruction in letters and science in 1954, and its General Library's collection was started primarily as an undergraduate collection. In 1960, the
regents of the university made the decision to expand Riverside to a general campus ofiering graduate work. Graduate instruction in German, beginning then, was extended to the doctoral level in 1967.
In support of this teaching and research program, the library surveyed its collection in German literature during the summer of 1968.
There was evidence that the collection was not well rounded and not
representative. (There seemedto be an especially serious gap in the field
of medieval German literature.) This survey was accomplished by making a detailed analysis of the library's shelflist. As a result, an ambitious
program of building a collection of German language and literature
with special emphasis on the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries has
been pursued.
.?9.
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In answer to this lack within the Library of Congress schedules,
greatly expanded scheduleswere developed.* They cover German literature from 1860 to the present. This note is a brief description of the
meqlgq employed in arriving at rhe expansion of both PT2600-2659
(individual aurhors 1860/70-1960),and pT2660-2688 (individual authors l96l
) a n t l a d e s c r i p t i o no f t h e a u x i l i a r y t a b l e u s e t l .
Expansions
The PT2600-2653schedule was expanded by incorporatins rhe names
and dates of approximately 350 authors who were iepresented in our
collection. Cutter numbers used by the Library of Congress were adopted. When no Cutter numbers were available for authors, they were established and recorded. The complete schedule was rhen retyped. Since
August 1968 it has been necessaryto add only approximately 140 new
names or cross references to this section. We therefore feel that it is virtually complete for our purposes.
The PT2660-2688 schedule includes most post-World War II aurl-rors
-approximately 1,360. In expanding rhis, we harre applied the Library
of Congress criteria of placing an author in the period of his maximum
productivity, as expressedby his publication dates. Several authors were
discovered who should have been classified here but had been placed in

* Since several classifiers who
are acquainted with these expansions of the pT
schedules have urged that I4'e share them with others, and have expressed an interest
in securing copies, we have written this note and offer copies of the schedules on a cost
plus postage basis. The approximately 2,700 names and dates included could also serve
as a selection and collection building tool. Address: German Secrion, Monographs Department, General Library, University of California, Riverside, CA 92507, P. O. Box
5900. $5.50 postpaid. Kindly prepay, making checks payable ro "Regenrs of the
University of California."
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authors whether or not they were represented in our collection, which
explains the very large number of authors in this section. Room was left
for expansion; and, as we find numbers assigned to new authors by the
Library of Congress,our schedule is examined and annotated. If we have
not included the author. he is fitted into the schedule.
Auxiliary Table
Within these German literature schedules,Gerhart Hauptmann and
Ilermann Sudermann are the only authors with individual classification
numbers. Other voluminous authors-Brecht, Kafka, Mann, Rilke, etc.
-are represented by two Cutter numbers. The first stands for the name
of the author (example: 165 for Rilke). The second Cutter number is
assigned A-2, according to the following table:
TABLE I
COLLECTED
.xdate

.xAll-13
.xAl5
.xAl6
.xAl7
.xAl9

By Date
Editor
Collected
Collected
Collected
Collected

(date mandatory)

Novels (including "Romane" and Selected Novels)
Essays,Miscellaneous, etc.
Poems (including Selected Poems)
Plays (including "Dramen" and Selected Plays)

COLLECTED

.xA2-29
.xA3-39
.xA5-59

WORKS IN GERMAN

TRANSLATED

WORKS

(date optional)

English. By Translator (example: A23 fot Duncan)
French. By Translator (example: A37 for Roget)
Other. By Language (alphabetically) (example: A58 for Spanish)

.xA6
.xA7-24

SELECTIONS OF SEVERAL FORMS OF LITERATURE
SEPARATE WORKS (INCLUDING TRANSLATIONS FOR THE
SEPARATE WORKS)
.xZ4l
MANUSCRIPTS (NACHLASS)
(BRIEFE UND
.x242-247 LETTERS AND EXCHANGE OF LETTERS
BRIEFWECHSEL)
.x248
DIARIES (TAGEBUCHER)
.x249
AUTOBIOGRAPHIES

.x2549

BIOGRAPHY

AND CRITICISM

This table is an adaption of Table IXa as outlined in the "Tables of
Subdivisions for Individual Authors" in the Library of Congress PT
schedule.The primary difference between the two tables is in the Z4l-49
sequence.We consider manuscripts, letters, diaries, and autobiographies
worthy of separate treatment. As such, these forms are not inserted into
the 25-299 range. They can be expanded decimally-Z4z, 2421, 2423, etc.
-or by adding the publication date to the call number. We do not use
this expanded table for other literatures.
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A PredictionEquationProvidingSome
Obiective Criferiafor the Acquisition
of TechnicalReporfs by fhe College

or UniversifyLibrary
JoeN Asu, Jalrns Ar-onrcrt,
and Brnuanp FIaNBs
CaI i.fornia Stat e U niu ersity
Northridge

Regressiontechniquesare used to define a method determining when
and to what extent technicalreports should be collectedby collegeor
uniaersitylibraries.Data gatheredfrom a questionnairesent to ninetywas analyzed.The refour such libraries and from ttublished sou,rces
sult wasa f ormula which can be used to predict the nurnber of technical reportsa li,braryshouldhaueat eachpoint in its deuelopment.
Problem
-f-HE OBJECT OF THIS STUDY is the formulation of a method by
I which a college or university librarian can objectively determine
when and to what extent technical reports (TR's) should be collected.
Data was gathered from a questionnaire and a number of published
statistical sources for the purpose of finding answers to the following
questions: Is library size alone a factor in the extent of technical report
collecting? Is the college curriculum a factor? Is engineering enrollment
a factor? What are other possible factors?
Bachground
Tables I through 5 describe some of the characteristicsof the sixty libraries returning questionnaires. Volume and staff size were obtained
frorn Library Statistics of Colleges and Uniaersities and American CoIIeges and Uniuersities.l'2 Table I includes data on volume size for
libraries which did not answer as well as those that did. As may be seen
Manuscript recei.uedf or revieu, Nouember 1970; reaised manuscript
publication, April 1972.

(tccepted' Ior
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the two groups of libraries roughly corresponded in size. The median
size, above and below which fifty of the cases fall, is 459-thousand
volumes. Staff sizeis reported in Table 2.
I

TABLE

Srzr or LIsRAnrrs Qurnrno. Voruiuns Anr GrvnN rt.t TsouseNns.
A Torer, or NrNrry-Foun LrnnAnrrs Wrnu Ournrnn.
Libraries
Answering

Volurnes

Number

950-1000
850-900
750-800
650-700
550-600
450-500
350-400
250-300
r50-200

8
4
I
3
I
t5

r4
5
I

TOTAL

60

Not Answering

lo of.Total
Libraries
Answering

Ntrmber

r3

2

lo olTotal
Libraries
Not
Answering

6
0
6
6
32

0
o

c)

o

J

15
25
23
8
2

ll
8
6

94

l8
8
0

J

0

r0oTo

JA

t00yo

TABLE 2
Srznor PnorusstoNerSrerE e'r LrsnAnrnsWurcn RrrunNno
QursrroxNarnes.Dera Nor Avarrenrn rN An Cesrs.
Stafi Size

50 and over
4649
42_45
38-41
34-37
30-33
26-29
22-25
r8-21
14_r7
l0 l3
7-10
under 7
TOTAL

.36

Number

07
/o

+

8
6
6
6
6
8
I
l1
l6
l6
5
0

J
3
J
J

+
5
6
I

I
I

0
I
52

I

,r7,
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Tables 3 through 5 describe curricula at the colleges and universities
served by the libraries returning data. Table 3 shows how many have
schools or departments of engineering, or science courses only. Table 4
gives the number of engineering graduate students and Table 5 shows
the number of faculty engaged in separately budgeted research. These
three particular measures of curricula were chosen mainly because very
current data was available in Engineering Education.s Most of the institutions (58 percent) have schools or "colleges" of engineering. The
median number of graduate students at the masters level is ninety-eight
and at the doctoral level forty-two. The median number of faculty investigatorswith extramural funding is ninety-six.
Results
A technical report was defined as a "near-print research or development report in scienceor technology which is not encumbered by securiTABLE 3
ENcINnrnrNc
Curnrcure ar ScuoorsRrrunnrNc QutsrroNNarnrs.

Curricula

/o of Schools
Answering

Number

School or College of Engineering
Dept. of Engineering
No Engineering:
Science Depts.

c5

TOTAL

60

TABLE

58
l0

6

q9

l9

tooTo

4

ENcImrxtNc Gnaouern SruorNrs er Scnoor,s Quntrco. Dere Is Nor Grvrt
FoR ALL Srxry Scnoors Brceusn ONr,y THrnry-Foun Havr Gnaouern
Pnocnents. Two oE Tursn Hevn Mesrrns Bur No Docloner- Pnocneus.
Masters Candidates

T" ot

No. of Students

500and over
400-450
300-350
200-250
100-150
under 50
TOTAL

Number of
Schools

Masters
Candidates

I
I
J

5
l6
8
84
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J
J

8
t5
47
24
t00To

Doctoral Candidates

Numberof
Schools
0
0
2
5
6
l9

32

7o oI
Doctoral
Candidates
0
0
5
l6
t9
60

r0a%
.37.

TABLE

5

Ar-r, ENcrNnrnrNc PnnsouNrr INvor-vno rN Snpanernrv
Buocrrro RssnAncu ar Eecn Sc:roor- rN 1968,169.DATA wAs Nor
Avarr,lsrE FoR ALL ScHoor-s: Sor'ln Havn No
Snpenernlv Buocnrro RnseAncH.
No. of
Researchers

No. of
Schools

500-550
400-450
300-350
200-250
r00-r50
under 50
TOTAL

9

I
a

6
6
t4
33

Toof
Schools
6
4

r2
l8
I8
42

TNT

ty restrictions." The questionnaire asked for the total number of reports
held by the library which fit the definition and were published by any of
the following: the U.S. Superintendent of Documents (GPO); States;
Government agencies (i.e. AEC); Private firms (i.e. Rand); and College
and university laboratories or research institutes. If a library noted that
it acquired technical reports only at the request of a student or faculty
member, the number was rarely indicated and the questionnaire therefore disregarded. Of the sixty returned questionnaires, twenty-three, or
approximately 40 percent, were used in the actual analysis. Incomplete
data was received from the others.
Table 6 (columns 2-13) tabulates information gathered from sources
1,2, 3, and 4, about each of the twenty-three libraries. The twelve independent variables indicated in the column headings were chosen because
these variables were thought to have some influence on the number of
technical reports the library had collected. The category "number of researchersin engineering" indicates the number of persons, whether they
be faculty or not, involved in research funded by sources from outside
the college. Column I gives the number of TR's in each collection. (See
Table 6.)
The data in Table 6 was analyzed to seewhether or not a suitable regression formula could be devised. Four of the twelve variables turned
out to be the best combination to predict the number of technical reports. These four variables were: the number of volumes in the library,
the number of FTE engineering faculty, the number of doctoral candidates in engineering, and the number of engineering researchers.The
pertinent multiple regression statistics are noted in Table 7. The multiple correlation coefficient was .77, indicating that a prediction from
these four variables is sufficiently accurate to make decisions with since
approximately 60 percent of the variance is explained. (SeeTable 7.)
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TABLE

7

Mur.trpr-n RtcnrssroN Wrtr Foun INorpnNosl'{t Venresr,rs
(L.lorcerrn rN CoLUMN l)
Variable I (Volume) is transformed by dividing each case by 1,000
and converting to logarithms. Variables 2 thru 4 are logarithmic
transformations while technical report figures are obtained by
dividing each caseby 100 and then taking the square root of each'

!:

oA
UO

.ov. =: ' t
3,2

vo

9

c
A3

v

€- ' a ( !

3
2.81

.t42

_.r2r

-

r.874

.253

-.146

-t2.278

r.773

.489

.32r

5.052

r.615

3.127x x

2.r04

.427

.368

3.864

1.642

2.879x*

G

a
OI

9
>
ts
!H
AJ

F{'E FE*
FF
e,E ,;'Ee 6t

t

>e

6.834

3.864

- 1.768i*

2.878

-4.273**

-

37.295
Intercept
=
.773
Multiple Correlation
2.318
Standard Error of Estimate -

(Dependent)
Technical
Reports

qi

cr

::
V

Volume
FTE Engin.
Faculty
Ph.D. Engin.
Candidates
Engin.
Researchers

p*9
^
*:O

12.153

3.301

* significant at P
4 .10; evaluated at 22 degrees of freedom
** significant at I,
<.05; evaluated at 22 degrees of freedom

Conclusions
An investigation of criteria used for the acquisition of technical reports by libraries shows that the four factors of volume size, number of
FTE engineering faculty, number of doctoral candidates (in engineering), and number of engineering researcherscan be used for prediction
purposes. The eight factors which were examined but found not to improve upon the prediction equation were the number of: professional
librarians, nonprofessional staff, graduate FTE engineering students,
master's degree candidates in engineering, master's degreesgranted in engineering, doctoral degreesgranted, total library operating expense, and
miscellaneouslibrary operating expense.
Results of analysis indicate that there is a predictive relationship between the four selected variables and the number of technical reports
a college should obtain. The prediction equation in two parts is: *
* A logarithmic and square root transformation
which appeared more normal in form.
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of the data yielded

distributions
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- - t o o oof
- /volumes
'I)y
' r = - 6.83log( -number
\ + 1-tZ.Zt;tog
\

+ 5.05 " ( "lloj',:t:1'o')
"g \ canct. rn eng.

(""#i:;":i,flI"
)

/

*r.ru ,os
/
\

+37.29
2) number of technical reports :
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The actual application of this equation is illustrated by the following
example: A library has 461,000volumes, 32 FTE engineering faculty, l5
doctoral candidates, and 49 researchers in engineering. When these figures are converted to common logarithms, the following data result.
,z volumes \
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log FTE Faculty Erg. - log 32
log Ph.D. Cand. Eng. : log 15
= log 49
log ResearchersEng.

These figures are then plugged into the two-part prediction equation.

r) y :

+ [(5.05)1.176]+
+ ler2.27) 1.5051)]
[(-6.83) 2.6637)l
+ 37.2s
[ (3.86)1.6e02]
: (-18.19)+ (-18.47)+ 5.94+ 6.52+ 37.29
= 13.09

2) number of technical reports = (13.09), X 100
= 17,135
The simplicity of the processesnecessaryfor the use of this equation
obviate the need for expensive eguipment and computer time. With the
aid of a log table and a desk calculator any librarian can use this equation to help in decisionsconcerning the acquisition of technical reports.
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the reprint market do exist; such sources are Reprints in Print and
Guide to Reprints. Current publishers' announcements and advertisements are also valuable sourcesfor information on new reprints.
A second source of o.p. materials is the various types of microforms and their related photocopy offspring. O.P. materials are to be
found in the physically distinct forms of microtext produced as microfilm (35 and 16 mm.), microfiche transparency, microcard, and microprint. There are, of course, a few major corporations in the field such as
University Microfilms and Readex Microprint which produce a great
proportion of the currently available material from o.p. texts in microtext form, but acquisitions departments should be aware of smaller
cornpanies that may have specialized subject ofierings of interest. Examples of this are the regional and source materials available from
Lost Cause Press.
One method that should not be overlooked when considering microform copies of o.p. materials is the copying of another institution's
films or the production of a single copy of microfilm from an original
text. The Union List of MicrofiIms and its supplements locate copies of
existing films; it is possible to have copies made from a master at a
relatively low cost. Acquisitions librarians should also not overlook the
possibility of training a subprofessional in the library to copy film
in the parent institution's or municipality's other facilities. The process
is not difficult, and Kodak microfilm runs about $3.50 per 100 foot roll
when bought from an Eastman Kodak distributor.
Production of one copy of a film from an original copy of an o.p.
work can be requested from University Microfilms, who will then add
the master negative to their stock of o.p. books available "on demand."
University Microfilms must locate the original copy and arrange permission for filming it, a process which can take a long time. Flowever,
obtaining o.p. material on film from University Microfilms is a costly
procedure, especially for items in photocopy form, produced by using
the Xerox Copyflo process to make photocopy from the microfilm. As
Agatha Leonard phrased it, acquisition of o.p. material on microfilm
{rom University Microfilms, is "a last resort" becauseof its expense.2
A more economical method of getting o.p. material on microfilm
would be to locate and borrow a copy, get permission to copy it, check
for copyright status, and have a microfilm of the item made locally.
There are companies throughout the country that do microfilming,
and these can be sources of comparatively inexpensive, one-copy "editions." An even less costly method would be to have another branch
of the parent institution or municipality do the microfilming in its
own facilities. For example, microfilm cameras and processing are often
routinely used in university or municipal business offices for storage
filming of financial documents, records, personnel data, etc. A bit of
liaison work in this area might be a profitable investment for future
o.p. microfilming purposes.
Another source for o.p. acquisitions is exchange. This may be by
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an agreement with other single libraries or groups whereby Parties
can exchange duplicate or withdrawn o.p. titles and receive in return
items from another Iibrary which may be on the first library's own
desiderata list. Or exchange can be through a formal organization
such as the United States Book Exchange (USBE) or the Duplicates
Exchange Union. USBE, for example, is a nonprofit organization
which in 1970 had a stock of three and a half million items. In 1968
USBE distributed about 600,000 items to its 1,739 members, of which
1,510 are American and Canadian libraries.s Member libraries pay
a membership fee and a handling fee per item bought (exchanged).
USBE circulates book lists, periodical lists, and special lists to its members, who then check their own desiderata lists against them. USBE will
also check requests against its own stock.
Before investigating various routes and methods to use for acquisitions from the antiquarian book market, note must be made of
exactly what items are wanted and of how libraries may systematically
record their wants. The most common means is t}:'e desiderata list or
file (a file has the advantage of a built-in update procedure). This type
of file may vary enormously in location, responsibility for maintenance,
and authority for addition or deletion. Reichmann reports size variations from 150 titles to 40,000, with a median size of 5,000 titles in the
libraries he investigated.a Part of the reason for huge files is, of
course, the size of research libraries and their needs. But a file which
grows huge with no justification usually owes its size to one or more
reasons: lack of review to see if items are still wanted or needed; lack
of maintenance in that items in the file are not removed as they are
acquired; or authority for designation of desiderata too loosely controlled. Emerson Jacob points out that not all requested library material found to be o.p. should be considered desiderata. He reasons
that if the burden of decision to search is placed on the requester, "the
lists are usually kept manageable."s Hala Piekarski also notes that in an
academic library the decision to search should be made by an experienced librarian or the requesting instructor. "Returning the o.p. reresults in considerable
quests to the faculty for a final decision
weeding of the fi1e."6
In short, all acquisitions search units should have some positive
program designed for placing authority for search designation, periodic review of desiderata,and updating maintenance responsibility.
The O.P. Marhet
The acquisition of o.p. material on the antiquarian market offers
a great challenge to modern librarians, who, existing only on its fringes,
have not that familiarity with it which book dealers labor so hard
and long to acquire. Hala Piekarski observes, "Librarians generally
'twiseem to lack the imagination and resourcefulness needed in the
light zone' of out-of-print titles."z But, using the same reasoning, one
could similarly assert that antiquarian book dealers generally lack the
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"imagination and resourcefulness" to provide systematic author, title,
and multiple subject accessto their wares.
In addition to its lack of experience in the o.p. market, the library
profession seems to have almost deliberately gone to extremes to
avoid learning enough about it to use it in an active manner. This reluctance or refusal to learn about the o.p. market exists, although libraries do have frequent peripheral contact with it. As an indication
of this, Carter and Bonk's Building Library Collections seestwo aspects
of acquisitions of o.p. material: "the search by the library for a specific title which it wishes to acquire. The other raspectl involves searching catalogs sent to the library by the various o.p. dealers to see if
anything is being offered which the library would like to buy."s gro"tt
this relatively authoritative source puts the passive searching of dealer
catalog offerings on the same level as the active search for desiderata.
Carter and Bonk not withstanding, is there pragmatically any justification for a library to search for anything other than "a specific title
which it wishes to acquire"?
It is hard to avoid a scathing judgment of library practices in the
o.p. acquisitions field when one reads such revelations as those written
by George MacManus, himself an o.p. dealer. l\{acManus reports that a
colleague of his had surveyed 200 American college libraries and found
that 89 percent of them claimed to have neuer ptrchased o.p. materials.e
Even if this survey was not accurate, one can imagine the irnpression such findings as this must present to the o.p. book trade. And
sadly, these findings are probably more true than not. As Shirley G.
Heppell notes in discussing an o.p. acquisitions survey which covered
ninety-two libraries of colleges with 2,000-3,500 students, "Many librarians showed vagueness about the nature and extent of their OP
purchasing and a lack of knowledge about common practices whicl-r
could enrich their holdings. Where certain techniques for getting OP
titles were used, they continued to be used regardlessof results."lo
One of the reasons for this lack of knowledge about o.p. acquisitions is the remarkable paucity of literature on the subject. Despite
the fabled overabundance of library literature, there is not much to be
found on this important subject. A January 1970 article by Felix
Reichmann in Library Trends includes an excellent bibliography
covering reference sources on pricing o.p. material, history of the book
trade, directories of dealers, as well as library literature on suggested
procedures, surveys of practice, administration of o.p. acquisitions, etc.11
The library literature section of his bibliography contains some twenty-three citations, and it is a very complete record of the materials on
this subject since the late 1940s. This scarcity of literature exists, despite the avowed library value placed on creation and maintenance of a
retrospective collection, and the fact that a recent study places median
library budget allocation to o.p. acquisitions at 20-25 percent of book
budget fundsl12
V o l u m e1 7 , N u m b e r l , W i n t e r 1 9 7 3
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Dealers
The first and most obvious accessto the o.p. market are the various
types of o.p. or "antiquarian" dealers. Reichmann classifies these into
six broad categories: (l) large-scalegeneral o.p. dealers-not generally
limited to one special subject area, with a large stock, good market connections, and real library service potential; (2) top-level rare book
dealers-dealing almost exclusively in extremely choice and rare items,
usually high-priced, but able to supply very scarce and valuable items;
(3) specialist bookdealers-usually quite knowledgeable and thorough
in coverage of their subject area, often a small shop or home operation; (4) book scouts-dealers who charge on a commission basis,
searching out materials which they then provide to dealers, collectors,
and libraries;* (5) dealers in publisher's remainders; and (6) junk
dealers, who often carry books among their other wares.
Although librarians often complain bitterly about what they feel
to be excessiveprofit for o.p. dealers, who work on a norntal basis of
100-200 percent markup, they must remember that this represents
gross profit, from which must be subtracted overhead, search expense,
labor cost, advertising expense, postage, capital tieup in nonmoving
stock, etc. An analogy to the dealer's situation is found in reports
compiled from records at the University of California, Berkeley (UCB)
of the relative labor costs to the library of buying desiderata through a
dealer catalog search method in comparison to using a search service.
The library found that the labor cost per order for the catalog search
method was six times the total labor cost per order for search service
orders. This held true "even when the entire search service routine
of listing wants, evaluating quotations, and writing orders was included."13 Aside from the labor performed for the library by the
search service in locating specific wants, some observers feel that
prices in the o.p. market represent preatomic age capitalism. ". . Of all
businessesin the world, it (the booktrade) seems to follow those simple laws of supply and demand laid down in the dismal theoretical
economic treatises of the nineteenth century. . . . A conference of scholars, booksellers, and librarians today is a conference of comparatively
free men, such as Adam Smith would have approved."la The "free
man" allusion is apt, since the decision for acceptance of the item at
the quoted price is entirely the buyer's decision. As the bookdealer
seesit, the "right" price of a book is what someone will pay for it.

* Book scouts generally have only a small personal stock of their own. This
category of Reichmann's can be expanded to include what are usually called search
services-larger
scale dealers who locate copies of specific wants for customers, quote
prices on them, and purchase and resell the items if their quotes are accepted. A few
search services have a fairly large stock of o.p. material which they have judged from
experience to be in demand, and of which they are assured a fairly quick turnover,
enabling them to avoid tying up capital in slow-moving stock.
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Adaertising
Another example of active workings in the o.p. marketplace is the
use of advertising journals for the booktrade. There exist in the U.S.,
and in most other major countries, antiquarian booktrade and collector's magazines which run advertisements for wanted items. Readers of the advertisements then check their own stock and send price
quotes on wants to the advertiser by mail (typically, a postcard). An
advertiser waits long enough to get representative bids from difierent
parts of the country, then chooses the item or items ofiered at the
lowest prices in a condition acceptable to him. In efiect, advertising
for o.p. wants is equivalent to a published call for competitive bids.
Depending on the publication chosen, the market reached may be
large and general, or specializedas to subject or geographical area.
The principal American journal for want list advertising is AB
Boohrnan's Weehly (also referred to by the trade as AB ot Antiquarian
Boohman). It is the largest advertising organ of the o.p. market in the
U.S., with a circulation of 5,900, of which 3,400 arc dealer subscribers,
the rest libraries and collectors.ls AB gives discount rates on advertising to dealer and library subscribers. In l97l the rate was twentyfive cents per thirty-eight character line for want listing. An even
more library budget-oriented advertising resource is The Library Book'
seller, at times called Th,e American Antiquarian Boohseller's Weehly.
This publication, familiarly known by the acronym TAAB, publishes
library want list advertisements at no charge. The expense for the
publication is borne completely through subscription sales to antiquarian dealers, who in l97l paid a fee of $40 per year to provide
themselves with prospective customers. Library subscription rate is
$20 per year, but free want list publication is offered to any library.
One hundred twenty-five dealers were reported as subscribers in a 1956
article about TAAB use.r6
Well-known advertising journals for the o.p. trade exist in other
countries. Examples are England's The Clique (with a circulation of
2,000), the Spanish Elenchus, the French Bulletin de la Librairie Ancienne et Moderne. and the German Boersenblatt'
Auction Buying
Another o.p. trade source for libraries is the book auction. Such
auction firms as Sotheby, Parke-Bernet, and Hotel Drouot handle
book sales and issue catalogs well in advance of scheduled sales. Although many of the top houses handle only high-priced rare or scarce
items that can be of interest only to large academic or endowed libraries, there are a number of houses that handle less expensive material for the general trade, and these could be of use to library o.p.
acquisitions programs.
Volume 17, Number 1, Winter 1973
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Buying Trips
A method somewhat akin to auction buying is the practice of library stafi or institutional faculty going on buying trips for o.p. material- These trips may be for the sole purpose of o.p. buving, or they
may be combined with other reasons for trips that happen to locate a
prospective buyer for the library in an area where known wants or dealers with generally good stocksare located.
Local Dealer Use
Another dealer visit-connected method is the use of visits and want
list submission to local dealers. Few libraries report doing this, and unless a library is located near large, well-stocked o.p. dealers, they tend
to regard local dealer use as a waste of time. However, ALA's lg5l Our
of-Print Books Committee felt this to be a potentially valuable, if neglected, source:
It would seem that in some localities,it would be a gracious and in many
casesa rewarding thing to do, if order librarians would turn over their want
lists to their local dealersbefore sending them out of town. It is a great asset

Collection Buying

Eualuation of Methods
Dealer Catalogs
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fact, 84 percent of these respondents answered that one important
method of o.p. selection was by checking dealer catalogs against desiderata files and/or the official catalog.re The Purdue survey reported by Cook, covering 307 usable library responses also listed dealer
catalog use {or o.p. acquisitions as the most popular and most used
method (about 60 percent of the Purdue respondents used this methodzo), as did the State University of Nerv York at Cortland survey,
written up by Heppell.
This almost universal popularity and use exists despite several obvious drawbacks to such a method: (l) o.p. material choice is restricted to what the dealers choose as likely saleable items; (2) the
labor requirement ol tlris method is enormous, as shown in the Eldred
Smith UCB study (cited earlier) which showed that six times more library labor cost was needed to locate and acquire desiderata using this
method instead of dealer search; (3) the typically used subject arrangement and the incomplete or incorrect entries often given in these
catalogs are not suited to efficient checking of typical library desiderata
files or official catalog records; and, (4) the element of competition
with all other prospective buyers who have received the same catalog
reduces the probability of obtaining the item wanted.
In regard to the Purdue survey finding that dealer catalog checking
is the most popular o.p. acquisition method used by American libraries, Hala Piekarski observes:
.
the conclusionspresentedby S. A. Cook that "circulating and checking
dealers'cataloguesis at least for the present the most frequently used and
perhapsthe best method" invites a comment that although the first statement
might well be true, the secondis not necessarilythe case.The checking of
dealers' cataloguesis the most obvious, least imaginative, and most timeconsuming,as well as the most expensivemethod. This is supported by the
o.p. buying statisticscompiled by the SearchDivision, University of California,
Berkeley.1E.Smirh,.zr
One other commonlyJreld notion about ordering from dealer catalogs is that speed is of the utmost importance, that no means must be
overlooked to get faculty or selectins librarians to make selection and
submission from catalogs as quickly as possible, and rhen have acquisitions departments process the order on a rush basis, so the order
may get to the dealer before anyone else can order wanted items. The
most common suggestion in the literature is to get the order on its
way (airmail, of course) within a week of catalog receipt; certainly
no more than two weeks should elapse between catalog receipt and order ffansmission. Some advocate regular use of long distance phone
call or telegram for utmost speed of order transmission, and one writer
advocated airmail return of a cataloE marked to indicate wants, to be
followed later by an official order foim, or confirmation order processirg.
All this efiort to be able to compete with other libraries seemsfaintV o l u m e1 7 , N u m b e r I , W i n t e r 1 9 7 3
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ly ridiculous, especially when one considers data such as Eldred
Smith's report that there was 70 percent cancellation of UCB dealer
catalog orders. This finding induced UCB to abandon this method as a
systenxof o.p. acquisitions. Piekarski reported from her olvn book shop
experience that it takes up to two months for a dealer to sell the bulk
of listed items in a catalog, but it is certain that scarce and desirable
items do go quickly, and all the rush does not changc the reality that
dozens of other buyers may be trying for the same single copy of an
item. The unbelievably high order cancellation rate does nothing but
add to labor chargesto figure into a per purchase unit cost.
Certainly, order departments should get out catalog orders quickly to accommodate faculty or bibliographers who have selected on
this basis, but a time limit from date of receipt should be set to avoid
submission of very late requests. A factual, objective evaluation should
show that dealer catalog searching is not acceptable for use as a normal
acquisitions routine or system.
Want Lists
A second major library accessto the o.p. market is the use of want
lists, or lists of material which a library is currently searching for, and
willing to buy at the right price. These lists are compiled from whatever variation of desiderata list or file a library may maintain. These
lists are then submitted to o.p. dealers for quotes by any one of several
means.
A common library practice is to make up a desiderata list, ptepare
multiple copies, and than circulate the list to several dealers for simultaneous search. This practice is looked upon with much disfavor by
the book trade, for several reasons, with two most commonly heard:
(l) dealers feel that multiple circulation of a library want list results
in several dealers searching for itents or advertising for them simultaneously, creating a false impression of scarcity which results in an
artificially inflated price; and (2) lack of specific direction or a simple
quote from stock may result in the clealer searching for the item, creating investment expense through labor cost, postage, advertising expense, and possibly capital outlay if he does buy the item for his stock.
The dealer then quotes the found or bought item to the library, only
to discover that it is no longer wanted, having been acquired (probably
from another dealer) in the interim since the want list was received.
In the light of dealer reaction to the practice of multiple submission of want lists, it would be advisable for libraries to make certain
points definite to the dealers if they do choose to use this method. Libraries should make it clear that the list is only for quoting from the
dealer's stock, not for search. Direction for quotation before filing the
list on an "ordet" basis should also be explicit. It is probably advisable
to inform the dealer that it is a duplicated want list. This is honest
and will let the dealer know his exact status. This may result in the
dealer ignoring, or spending little efiort on checking a list, since he
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might consider the chances of a possible sale uersus the effort and correspondence required to be unfavorable. So, it may actually not be
worth the extra labor and expense required to get more want list exposure by using this method as the list might get little serious attention. Although she seemsto have meant it as a negative comment, Shirley
Heppell noted in her article that 75 percenr of the libraries surveyed
did not use a "competitive bid system" (her view of multiple-submission wantlists).zz Restated, this could be taken to mean that only 25
percent of the libraries covered in her survey found this method
profitable enough to use. Hala Piekarski gives a more realistic picture
of this method and its possible pitfalls when she cautions that this type
of list should indicate clearly "quote from stock only" and indicates
that a correct choice of dealers based on past performance is important.28
A logical extension of using want lists submitted to many dealers,
who may give them less than full attention, is the submission of a want
list to a single dealer on an exclusive basis, for simple quote fxom
stock, or for search. Knowledge that his quotes are exclusive, or that
he has an exclusive search privilege should result in better dealer response, since he will be aware of the increased opportunity for definite sales.In order to prevent unquoted or unfound items from falling
into the limbo of the dealer's own backfile of. desiderata, a time limit
may be set for rights to exclusive search on a list. UCB records showed
that 90 percent of a sample of 746 o.p. purchases made during 1963164
were made from quotes offered within six months of their listing with
an o.p. dealer.2a A majority of the purchases had also been quoted
within 2t/2 months of their listing, but from the 90 percent figure, UCB
decided to give exclusive search privilege for six month periods. At
the end of the six months, unfilled items are relisted with another
dealer for the same six-month exclusive search.
Another practice which ofiers additional incentive to dealers is
some sort of an automatic shipment agreement. This practice sltould
be limited to dealers who have proven themselves trustworthy and reljahle in the past. Under an automatic shipment agreement, the
dealer is permitted to ship and invoice any ritles on the want list rhar
fall within a certain preset price maximum: for instance $10 for a domestic title, and $15 for a foreign one. Any sort of price limit rule may
be set by the library, and any number of subclassessuch as domestic,
twentieth century, Texana, etc. The dealer should be allowed some
fleedom in price range, and definite advice on the limits of acceptable
physical condition should be given by the library. If the dealef does
find items that will exceed the limits of the agreement, he may quote
on those items. Such an automatic shipment agreement is beneficial in
several respects: (l) correspondence is cut down for both library and
dealer; (2) the dealer has the incentive of concrete orders for wants;
(!) library labor cost for quote evaluation is nil; and (4) wise choice
of price limit will not increase averase unit cost of o.p. items. In fact,
Volume 17, Number I , Winter 1973
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unit cost from recent records may give a good basis for setting the limit.
Of course, such an arrangement with a dealer should be periodically
reevaluated as to performance and cost factors, and comment should be
solicited from the dealer on his satisfaction with the arrangement.
A first step in getting any sort of an exclusive want list assignment
routine for o.p. dealers is to make a list of acceptable dealers in general
and in special subject areas. Both types of dealer have their respective
advantages: the wide-subject coverage in the stock of the large general
dealer, and the accessto more scarce or hard-to-find titles through use
of the subject specialist dealer.
Besides recommendations from other acquisitions operations and
their experience, it is a fairly easy matter to find subject and geographical listings of antiquarian dealers. A good current list is the annual
listing of subscribers by specialty put out by AB. This list is currently
Part Two of the AB Boohman's YearbooA. For geographical listing, the
American Boohtrade Directory and the Antiquarian Booksellers Association of America (ABAA) membership list do this alphabetically by
state and then by city. Both of these sources also list dealer specialties.
-lt,e
American Boohtrade Directory is a standard reference continuation, and the ABAA list is free on request. London's Sheppard Press
publishes irregularly updated eclitions of their Boohdealers in North
America and A Directory of Dealers in Secondhand and Antiquarian
Boohs in thc BriLish 1sles.both o[ which list detailed informafion on
stock size,services,specialties,etc.
Other quite obvious sources for o.p. dealer information are aclvertisements in library and book trade journals and, of course, the
steady flow of o.p. dealer catalogs that filter into any library. Use of all
dealers for repeat or exclusive want list business should be reevaluated
periodically after transactions are voluminous enough to form a continuing, objective judgment of service and cost factors.
Excellent examples of procedures for this type of evaluation are
presented in the two recent articles by Smith and Mitchell (see bibiiography) from their experiences respectively at UCB ancl California
State University, Northridge. Mitchell reports on a system initiated in
a new, developing library which made exclusive search assignment of
17,689 o.p. titles. Using their o.p. acquisitions routine, they were able
to purchase 27 percent of the wants in one year at an average unit cost
of $10.18 (compared to unit cost of $9.19 for inprint books during the
same period). In a brief but detailed description, Mitchell explains
her library's procedure for: (l) setting up a beginning dealer/subject
file; (2) designing the form and establishing a system for a dealer performance recorcl for costs, percent of wants suppliecl, and want supply
over time span (indicating continlration of active search); and (3)
evaluating performance and choice of dealer. The California State
University, Northridge system used a dealer agreed upon one year exclusive search limit and an automatic shipment without quote if the
item did not exceed$35.00.25
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Smith's article is not so detailed as to procedure, but has an amazing
amount of statistical information on the factors that prompted the
Search Division at Berkeley to make certain major policy decisions.
With a desiderata backfile of some 30,000 items, Smith reports that
UCB was able to purchase l5 percent of the wants that were listed
with dealers during 1966-67.Because of the huge file size and the impossibility of frequent review, they proceeded on the idea of multiple assignment in order to decide on several dealers during one review. Becauseof the quote return percentagesmentioned earlier in this
paper, UCB decided on six-month exclusive search listings, and forwarding to follow-up dealers at the end of that time:
Each day, all new wants and a portion of older wants from ttre desi,deratafile
are examined.Three dealersare assignedfor each and three requestslips are
photographed,but only the first slip is mailed. The others are post-datedby
six months and one year and they are filed under that date. . . . Each day, the
slips filed under that date are removed,added to slips which have just been
photographed,and mailed to dealers.The assigneddealerswere noted on the
,
Post-datedslips before they were filed. . . . When a quotation is received.
the back of the bibliographicalcard is checkedbefore the order is placed [to
check that it is current and exclusivedealer] and any post-datedslips requestinga quotation on that book still in the files are removed and destroyed
[the bibliographic card is filed by main entry and has post-datedlocations
notedon its verso].24
Like Mitchell, Smith emphasizes periodic review of dealer service
and unit cost performance, in UCB's case semiannually, comparing
and rating for selection, dealers who are similar in subject, language,
or geographic coverage.
Both of these reported systemshave chosen the assignment of want
Iists for exclusive search during a definite time limit as the "best" system. In Piekarski's terms: "The only valuable yardstick for the o.p.
operation, regardless of the size of desiderata or the amount of funds
available is a ratio of titles obtained by a given method over those
sought."zz
Aduertising
Both of these reports, and other sources, concede that library use
of book trade advertising media is useful in certain cases,but is not
generally useful for extremely large desiderata lists. George MacManus
rightly notes that AB use is actually cheaper than the cost of duplicating want lists and mailing them out to several dealers for in stock
quotes.2sCertainly it is also more effective to pay twenty-five cents to
let 3,400 dealers see your wants, instead of two, when the twenty-five
cents is appliecl to postage. Even so, libraries are probably more likely
to use the free listing service of TAAB rather than one of the commercial trade lists, despite its smaller circulation. But use of any of these
want list publications has some definite favorable points: (l) It is a
good cheap route to getting your wants known by many dealers; (2)
V o l u m e1 7 , N u m b e r l , W i n t e r 1 9 7 3
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use of this method gets fast response, usually within about two or
three weeks of publication for a domestic list; (3) the market
reached can be general, as in use of TAAB or AB, or a specialized one
such as in Clique (English), Elenchus (Spanish), ot Ameri,can Book
Collector (firsts and rare items) ; and, (4) it has the advantage of
calling for competitive bids, resulting in the most reasonable price
possible.
However, UCB and California State University, Northridge probably
found the disadvantages of a large desiderata file too great to overcome. First of all, the search, although quick, is very short-lived, usually only until the next issue. The unquoted or unbought items must
either be relisted with labor and advertising costs thus increasing, or
they must be farmed out for search by a dealer. There is also the problem of the size of. desiderata lists, which both Smith and Mitchell mention. Both comment on the labor involved in advertising listing, and
then that of ". . . receiving, tallying, and responding to thousands of
quotes."2e Large numbers of wants must be spread into smaller lists,
and this in itself requires much labor, besides the added duty of keeping track of what is not bought and must be relisted or dropped.
Advertising is used only for very selective o.P. purchase at UCB.
Smith notes his present guidelines for TAAB or AB use: material
urgently needed for course reserve, because of the quick response from
listing and items regular dealers are not supplying. For instance, UCB
could not get o.p. anthropology books easily and by trsing AB were able
to get their wants, plus discover new specialist dealers in this field.8o
Smith concedes thai although UCB's use is very selective, advertising
could be extremely useful to a library with a small desiderata fileO.P. Dealer Surttey
In an efiort to help the strategy of library o.p. acquisitions, a survey of o.p. dealers was undertaken to see what common dealer Practices
and preferencesmight be considered in library o.p. buying. It would be
valuible to be able to make conclusions on buying practices, dealer relations, and pricing practices based on information learned from the
antiquarian dealer's viewpoint, instead of relying only on information from the librarian'J experience. A questionnaire consisting of
some twenty items was constructed which emphasized buying, pricing,
selling, and searching practices. The questionnaire lvas not pretested,
rather it was taken to a local antiquarian dealer and discussed and
adapted in accordance with the suggestionsof the firm's rare books division head. After revision, it was sent to fifty-four antiquarian dealers
selectedfrom advertisementsin the 1970AB Boohman's Yearbook.
Selection of respondents was based on positive indications by the
advertiser that the-firm would accept want lists for quote from stock
.and/or searching. Often the advertiser specified a willingness to accept
library business specifically. Questionnaires were sent with a cover letter explaining that the purpose of the survey was research for a paper
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in library science study, with a self-addressed,stamped envelope enclosed for return.
Twenty-two or 40.7 percent of the questionnaires wefe returned.
This was a good return when compared to a short, two-question survey described in the Report of the Out-of-Print Booh Survey in l95l
in which twenty-six of eighty-three dealers contacted answered.3l
Ilowever, the answers given in reply to the questionnaire were quite
spotty and incomplete, with many dealers leaving large areas of the
questionnaire unanswered. Most of these dealers would not give answers relating to pricing and profit ratios, perhaps in itself a verification of Stanley Pargellis' "Adam Smith-Free Man" allusion. Unfortunately, the spottiness of the answering renders invalid any attempt
at concrete conclusion or correlation of the various factors. However,
the returns do bear some explanation and elaboration.
Thirteen of the twenty-two respondents reported a bookstock of
less than 25,000 volumes. (However, nearly 30 percent reported a
stock of 50,000 volumes or more.) But these findings do appear to bear
out the belief that dealers who advertise search serwice tend to have a
small, selective stock. This small stock is partially explained by the
fact that many dealers offering search services or want list quotes were
highly specialized dealers in such subjects as musig medicine, or twentieth century literature.
Somewhat predictably, 73 percent of the respondents said they used
a combination of subject division subdivided by author arrangement
for stock shelving and display. The only notable exceptions were two
dealers reporting an alphabetical author or main-entry type of card
file with references to a fixed location shelving based on size and order
of purchase. One company using this type of retrieval also mentioned
IBM punch card record use for computer-based multiple-facet access
to their stock. The most popular method reported for searching requested items was systematic search of a stock shelflist. The next most
used method was reliance on staff or owner memory of definite stock
possessions.
As for pricing guides, by far the most frequently mentioned basis
for price assignment was book trade experience with nineteen of twenty-two dealers claiming to use this. Next in order were two "current"
pricing indicators, Boohman's Price Ind.ex and American Booh Prices
Current. Th only retrospective or "dated" guide mentioned by the
dealers as used to a good extent was Wright Flowes' U.S. iana, with
50 percent reporting its use. Several dealers also mentioned use of other
dealer's current catalogs and the "Books for sale" ads in AB as to determine cunent price guides.
For systematically-arranged accessfor use in library evaluation of offers, it would seem that BPI and ABPC would be most useful, as they
are the guides most frequently reported used by the responding dealers.
The prices given in these sources are updated annually, but are really
more a historical guide than actual representation of cufrent prices.
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They are valuable guides to recent price trends. BPI, it must be remembered, gives dealer catalog price listings, while ABPC gives auction or "wholesale" prices.
Only about a third of the respondents would answer questions
about percentage of desired profit markup. Most of the dealers who
did answer claimed to try for an average 100 percent markup, although
four dealers mentioned a 50 percent markup goal in sales to other
dealers while four dealers gave the 50 percent markup to libraries.
Apparently half of the eight dealers who did answer a question about
markups considered libraries eligible for "trade discount." One enterprising capitalistic dealer, however, reported a 500-800 Percent markup
on his library and dealer sales.
To questions about sales income sources and dealer sales practices,
responsesdiffered. When asked about various percentages of sales income from catalog sales,want list quotes, specific title requests, and onpremises sales, the response was good. Weighting for the value of income percentage reported from these various sales methods showed
that most dealers claimed most sales from catalogs, followed by want
list quote income. Using the weighted scale to show the emphasis
placed by the dealers on the position value of the various types of
sales,the four methods come out with the following scores:
Catalog sales
Want list sales
Specific title requests
On-premises sales

30
27
2l
16

It is evident that for these dealers at least, mail orders account for
most of their business. The closenessof the catalog and want list business is reflected in answers to questions on the effort devoted to each
ancl on the opinion as to which category of effort gave the best reward. Of sixteen responses, eight reported devoting major effort to
want list quoting, and eight reported major effort on catalog production and sales. Predictably, the value judgments on besf reward for
effort put forth reflected this split-eight for catalog sales, eight for
want list quoting.
Fifteen dealers indicated a favorable response return rate on want
list quotes which averaged to 53 percent. Twelve dealers reported an
average sale of 58 percent of the items listed in a catalog. In regard
to speed of catalog ordering, only one dealer suggested ordering items
within two or three days of catalog receipt, and two of the dealers suggested orders within a week of receipt. Five advised ordering within
two weeks, and four seemed to think a month's delay was acceptable.
These answers were in response to a question regarding the maximum
time an order could be delayed past catalog receipt with a prospective
purchaser able to "still expect to have a good chance of getting the desired item." Only the recommendations of the twelve dealers reporting
catalog issue were counted in response to this question, although most
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had some opinion on this. (Of the twelve who did issue catalogs,
only five reported dating their catalogs.)
Response to a question on the rate of catalog sales came from only
five dealers. These data are from too small a sample to be representative, but do indicate that catalog items as a total group do not
sell very fast. Average sales reported within respective dates from
catalog mailings were:
Date from issue

o/o o[ items sold (estimated)

One week
Two weeks
One month

tl.8ok

26%
45%

Although sales are not very rapid, it seems logical to assume that the
most desirable items are the first to go. Practice should follow this assumption if catalog ordering is to be used.
Questions relating to searching procedure were more consistently
answered. Sixteen of the dealers reported searching outside their own
stock for wants. Only five, or 3.8 percent, of the twenty-two dealer respondents confined searchfor want list items to their own stock. Nineteen
of twenty-two reported using lB for want advertising, and five also
said they used The Clique. Eighteen dealers reported scanning AB tor
quoting on others' wants, while only four, or 18.2 percent, subscribe to
or scan TAAB. Several respondents commented that TAAB was too
expensive to justify subscription to it ($40 per year in l97l). Of the
four dealers who did use TAAB, two felt that favorable response on
quotes to TAAB want lists was significantly better than response on
quotes to AB wants. Of the remaining two, one felt AB resPonse was
better, and the other thought there was no significant difference.
In regard to limited time exclusive searches, only one dealer indicated he would not accept a search on this basis. Responses on this
matter were:
Minimum acceptableexclusive search time
3 months
6 months
I year
More than I year
Will not accept

3
l0
4
I
I
l9 responsesto questions

Apparently this practice is quite acceptable to dealers. Almost all
would agree to Betty Mitchell's reported one year limit, and over
half (68.5 percent) to Eldred Smith's six month limit.
Responses to an open-ended search method question could be
summarized as follows: (l) search of own stock; (2) want advertising
in AB; and (3) issuing of own want list to regular suppliers and/or
V o l u m e1 7 ,N u m b e r I , W i n l e r 1 9 7 3
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specialist dealers. Significantly, not one dealer mentioned survey of
other dealers' catalogs, lists, stock, etc., as any sort of a regular routine
for acti.a,e want search. These methods, plus buying trips, auction
buying, and collection buying were cited for use in stock buildup, but
not as methods for search for definite wants. Librarians should note
that antiquarian dealers seem to use only advertising and want listing
for their own searching. This is quite a contrast to all the surveys
proving catalog surveillance as the "most popular and most effective"
method used in library o.p. buying.
An open-ended question on unfavorable dealer/library experiences
yielded several major dealer complaints. The most commonly voiced
dissatisfaction was impatience resulting from the slowness of library
payment. It is understandable that dealers would resent this as a standard process because most o.p. market trade is "cwo," or "cash/check
with order." This means the dealer has already made the capital investment and must wait for the library to effect payment for their
capital return. The next most commonly voiced complaint was the paperwork and excess invoice copy requirements set by many libraries.
This may be avoided to some extent by special prepayment processing
or confirmation order handling. A main source of dealer irritation is
library use of the multiple want list, often resulting in notification by
the library that the item is no longer needed after dealer search, location, and quoting. Another dealer criticism of library practice is a library's insistence on purchasing o.p. (second hand) material in excellent or fine condition. From the dealer's point of view, all a library
should want or need, except for rare items, is a good "reading copy."
To conclude on a bright note, however, one California dealer ended
his negative comments with the statement, "Frankly, we prefer doing
business . . . with libraries as opposed to private customers because libraries always pay and generally are more understanding about the
value of books and services."
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SER/ES ON TECHNICAL PROBLEMS IN MUSIL
LIBRARIES ANNOUNCED
Technical Information Reports for Music-Media Specialists (TIRMMS)
is the title of a new Music Library Association publication series. Publications
within the series will be devoted to technical problems encountered in the music
library. This will include statistical studies, bibliographical studies of technical
subjects, studies of technology, management and administrative techniques,
buildings and equipment, standards and standardization. Contributions are solicited from librarians or others who have met and/or conquered technical
problems of any sort which are pertinent to music libraries or collections. The
series is designed to meet the requests of M.L.A. members for practical information about such problems. Manuscripts should be submitted to: Troy Brazell,
editot, TIRMMS, University Library, Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti,
Mr 48197.
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Media Designations
VrncrNra Teyron
I nstructi onal M aterials Seruices
Houston Independent SchoolDistrict
Housto'n. Texas

With the introduction of nonprint materialsinto all typesof libraries,
the questionof the need for the use of media designationshas risen,
This paper discusses
someof the pros and consof the question.It concludesthat a genericterm should be usedafter the title of a work as a
medium designationand that a more specificdesignationmay be used
to introducethe collation if it is needed
-fHE
PROBLENI OF MEDIA DESIGNATIONS revolves around four
^ questions: First, should designations be used to differentiate prinr
and nonprint materials? Second, if so, what should they be? Third,
should they be specific or generic terms or both? Fourth, where should
they be placed if they are used?
First to be considered is the function of a medium designation. The
literature on the subject and discussionswith librarians and media specialists indicate that it is to notify the user briefly and immediately what
type of format is being cataloged. Patrons who are interested in the format of the nonprint of the work listed and have accessto the equipment
needed to read it, if any is required, will read further on the card for
more detail. Flowever, one who wants a book or who does not have accessto the needed equipment where he wishes to use the material will
move on to the next listing.
Many librarians point to the fact that no medium designation is used
for microforms, which are described in a note on the card for the original work, as shown on the catalog card (Example l):1

Reaised, text of ad,dress deliuered, at the program meeting held on June 29, 1972
by the Cataloging and Classification Section of the Resources and Technical Sentices
Diuision, in conjunction uith the annual conlerence ol the American Li,brary Association. Manuscript receiued and accepted, luly 1972.
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graphs, figures,
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;iicroItlicrofilm.
Ar,n Arbor, l.lich., ilniversity
films.
l reel.
35nn.
2. Vj.sual aids.
1. Technicat education.
3.
'.lieaching--Aids and rievices.
I. Title.
) t L . ) )

Examplel.

brary has only the microlilm or the microfiche copy' How disappointed
he can be lvhen he gets the item and discor,ersit is not in book format,
which he can take from the library! This situation illustrates again the
need for warning the catalog user early of the format of the nonprint
item.
The practice of cataloging microlorms as notes on the cards for the
original works also points up the discrepancv in the use of media desig-

the pagesof the books.
Ttri decision to use or not to use media designations rests upon their
value to the library patron. Since the maturity and Purpose of the user
will vary with types bf libraries, will this affect the general principle _of
using early designations? The mature user of the library will consider
his time valuable enough to warrant the use of these warning devices,
Volume 17, Number 1, Wi,nter 1973
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and the young user will definitely need them to identify formats of materials.
The use of early media designations is also valuable in omni
media indexes, bibliographies, or catalogs as an organizational device. In
the field of music, for example, scores will be separated from phonodiscs and from phonotapes of the same title. Also, in the field of litera.
ture, phonodiscs and phonotapes of plays r,vill be separated from the
books of the same titles.
What terms should be used as media designations to describe nonprint materials? Many groups have been working on the problem of
identifying and standardizing terminology. As an example, in 1970 the
authors of Non-Booh Materials: The Organization of Integrated, Collections, identified twenty-nine terms.4 The Association for Educational
Communications and Technology, in its third edition of Standards for
Cataloging Nonprint Materials, published in 1972, included twentythree terms.s The Joint Audio Visual Education Association of California and California Association of School Libraries Ad Hoc Committee
in l97l included twenty-two in its list.e The 1972 list from the Library
Association of Great Britain included forty-three. Many of the terms
included in the lists show standardization already appearing. On some
of the terms like "kit," "pack," "phonodisc," "sound disc," and "audiodisc" there is still disagreement. The authors of Non-Book Materials:
The Organization of Integrated Collections, who are preparing a revision of this book, have grouped these terms into the following list of
generic terms: Audiorecord (includes sound recordings of all typesdisc, tape, wire, roll); Chart (includes flip chart, wall chart); Diorama;
Filmstrip (includes filmslip); Flash card; Game; Globe; Kit (two or
more media which are not fully interdependent and, therefore, may be
used separately); Machine-readable data file (includes computer clatacell, disc, drum, magnetic tape, punched card); Map (includes relief
map); Microform (includes aperture card, microfilm, microfiche, microopaque); Microscope slide; Model (includes mock-up); Motion picture
(includes motion picture loop); Picture (includes photograph, art original, art print, art reproduction, post card, study print); Realia (consists
of specimen, sample, etc.) ; Slide (includes stereoscope slide); Transparency; and Videorecord (includes videotape, videocassette,videodisc,
electronic video recording). Any list of generic designations must be as
comprehensive as possible but also open-ended, since new media are being developed and terminology is still developing.
The next question that arises concerns the location of the medium
designation. Choice of generic or specific terms depends to some extent
upon the location of the media designations. For example, if the designation follows the title, it should be generic, as the specific physical description will be included in the collation. The use of the generic term
after the title of the work with a more specific designation, if needed,
to begin the collation is more useful to the patron than the use of only
specific designations to begin the collation. The card shown was devel-
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oped by the Library of Congress as a result of problems in cataloging
the Sony SuperscopeKeyboard. Immortal Series and illustrates the need
for generic ie..ns lf a designation is to be used after the title of the
work (seeexample 2):

Keyboard immortal Sergei Rachmaninofr plays again, in
stereo. lPhottorecortl. Strn Vnllev, Colif.t Superscope
(Thc I(evlxrrrtrl
inrntortal series, 1)
r1!)7t)'
'
'13
irr. 3:|* rpm. rtereophonic.
rtisi..ttht, 2 s.
8-trilek. *ereoPhonic.
rtt'tritlge !-A([1,
crlssetlo 1-A0O1. 2l x 4 in. $ereoPholuc.
iri.
:|l ips. stereoPhonic, qua&iphonic.
?
rRfl IJ-AOO1-S.

Ilenrrrled by tlre Welte reptotlucing piano from plnno rolls.
I'l'()grnnr notes on sllpc'ase of dlsc and olr reel cont,rlner.

00-0000
R.

Example2.
The item is produced as a stereophonic or quadriphonic disc, cartridge,
cassette,or reel.
The card also illustrates the value of the generic term following the

others, includes disc, cartridge, cassette,and reel tape'
Some librarians and media specialists,on the other hand, believe that
the more specific the designation even after the title, the more useful it
will be to ihe catalog user. Thus "Tape Cassette" will mean more than
"Audiorecord" to the patron who has a record player but not a tape re-

media or union catalogs or in multimedia bibliographies, identification
of the media after the title of the work in the cataloging of music, in
the cataloging of both hard copy and machine-readable copies of the
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same text, and in the cataloging o{ micro{orm copies of macfoform
texts is useful to the patron.

Adventures of Tom Sawyer,by Mark Twain (Filmstrip)
Adventures of Tom Sawyer (Filmstrip), by Mark Twain.
Adventures of Tom Sawyer (Filmitrip)
,based on rhe novell by
Mark Twain.
such confusion or misinterp.retation can be avoided if authorship or
primary intellectual responsibility for the original work is given in a
note on the catalog card.

l. Associationfor Educarion",
ancl rechnology,Information science
""r"-.lu""T)
' 64 ,
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C-ommittee, Standards for Cataloging Nonprint Materials (3d ed.; Washington, D.C.,
1972) , p. 34.
2. W. Simonton, "The Bibliographical Control of Microforms," LRTS 6:29-40 (Winter
1962) .
3. Joseph Z. Nitecki, "simplified
classification and cataloging of Microforms," zR?s
13:81 (Winrer 1969) .
4. Jea1, Riddte, shirley Lewis, and
Janet Macdonald, Non-book Materials: the organization ol Integrated collections (prelim. ed.; ottawa, ont.: canadian Library
Association, 1970), p. 50-bl.
5. Association for Educational communications ancl rechnology, Information science
Committee, Stand,ardsfor Cataloging Nonprint Materials, p. b6-b7.
6' Joint Audio Visual Education Association of California ind California Association
of school Libraries Ad Hoc commitree, stanclard,ization
for catatoging ol Nonprint
Materials (Unpub.; March 1970), p. 5.
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"EarlyWarning"GenericMedium
in MultimediaCatalogues
Designafions
Pnren R. LnwIs
Uniaersity of SussexLibrarY
Brighton, England

The much-favoured,"early warning" generic rnediurn desi'gnationis discriminatory,functionally inefficient,and out of line with the national
and international acceptanceof AACF-.A specificdesignation,placed
with the collation, is preferable on aII thesegrounds; and there are
betterwaysof giaing an "early warni.ng."

E HAVE HAD FROM VIRGINIA TAYLOR a wide-rangingsur-

t y vey of the various ways in which the question of medium designations has been, or could be, approached; given with a dispassionate impartiality that suggests this is still an open question. Flowever, as chairman of the British (Library Association) Non-Book Media Cataloguing
Rules Committee, I have been pretty continuously in discussion with committees and individuals in the United Statesand Canada on this question
(among others) over the last twelve months, and during this present
conference itself I have had ample opportunity to sample the prevailing
consensus. And from all this, I have formed the opinion that it is not
an open question at all. The majority of you aPpear to have made up
your- minds in favour of a particular form of medium designationthat is, of a statement occurring as the second element in the body of
the entry, immediately following the title statement, and being a general rather than specific indication of the medium being catalogued. Its
function and its form have led to its being labelled an "early warning
medium designation."
generic
In view of this, and recognising that I am probably engaged in a lost
cause, I shall abandon any pretence of impartiality and dispassion and

Reuised text of ad'dress deliaered at the ptograrn meeting held on June 29' 1972
at the Cataloging anil Classificati.on Section of the Resources and Tcchnical Sertices
Diaision, in ionjunction with the annual conlerence ol the American Library As'
sociation. Manuscript receiaed anil accepted, luly 1972.
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attempt the advocacy of another point of view which we on the British
side have come to prefer after long study both of the problem in general and of the "early warning generic" designation in particular.
What Are Medium Designations ForT
Let me begin with a piece of "non-book media liberation." The usual reason given for medium designations is that they alert the catalogue
user to the nature of the item described in the catalogue, so that he can
reject without further examination of the entry any item in a medium

standard below which nonprint media fall. There should, in equity, be
no discrimination in respect of medium in a multimedia library, any
more than of colour or creed in a multiracial society. But, when the
British Committee, recognising the importance of this principle, came
up with suggestedearly warning designations for print (they were, as a
matter of fact, "book," "periodical" and "printed text"), these were received without any shred of interest or enthusiasm, and do not figure in
any list of medium designations known to me.
What everybody seemsto have forgotten is that the Anglo-Arnerican
Cataloguing Rules abeady provide for medium designations for printed
materials. They are contained in Chapter 6, and they are the rules governing the collation in which are prescribed the abbreviations for the
terms "pages," "volumes" and so on. The points to notice about these are
that they are very specific designations indeed, and that they are not
placed in the "early warning" position, but occur toward the end of the
formal description. one way to eliminate discrimination is to adopt for
the newer media the conventions of what is still the senior, if not now
always the supreme, medium in our cataloguing.
Generi.c or Specific?
For books, the collation serves two purposes very precisely and economically: it states the medium and indicates the eitent of the item

consequencesflow.
First, the rnedium designation should be specifig not generic, since
Volume 17, Nurnber 1, Winter 1973
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there is so much hardware incompatibility within each genus of media
that a general statement is not helpful enough. For example, the generic
term "sound recording" (British usage, cf. American "phonorecord,"
"audiorecord") does not immediately tell the user whether his ownership
of a phonograph will enable him to use the item, or whether he must
lay hands on a tape recorder-and if the latter, whether with cassette,
cartridge, or reel-to-reel facility. He must go to the collation to find out.
Why not tell him immediately with some such specific designation as
"sound tape cassette?"
Notice the economy with which this designation both selectsthe hardware ancl indicates the mediur4 of communication. Logically, the specific points to the generic, but the converse is not always true. If I announced my subject as "beagles," I should also be saying that I was going
to talk about dogs; but the poodle-lovers and the German shepherd fanciers would know enough to leave the room if they wanted to. Rut if I
advertised my subject as "dogs" and still talked only of beagles, some of
my audience might justly feel that I had promised more than I performed.
In this field of rapidly developing technology and unstandardised
terminology, there is also a particular difficulty in grouping the media
generically, and it often happens that there is no adequate generic term
in existence to embrace speciesof media which have similar characteristics in use. For example, art reproductions, study prints, wall charts, and
posters all need vertical surfaces and communicate their contents in the
same way, but under what eeneric designation can we usefully gather
them? So, even when generic terms are agreed upon in principle, the lists
of medium designations which emerge are always a mixture of generic
and specific terms, and the principle is lost right away. And certainly,
from the user's point of vierv there is no merit in striving to preserve it
by the invention of our own classifrcationsof media, as some cataloguers
have advocated in the past.
Placing the Designation
The second consequence of emphasising the equipment indicating
function of the medium designation is that it should be placed in juxtaposition with the other physical and technical specifications which are
the nonprint equivalent of collation. In fact, the collation should immediately follow it. Both are concerned with the physical characteristics
of the item, and the one only extends further the information given by
the other. To split this information by placing one part after the title
and the other after the imprint (neither of these elements having anything to do with physical characteristics)is both illogical and confusing.
Besides,as we have seen, the collation is itself in part a medium designation, needing a specific term to explain the measurement of the item
more often than not. Even if you used the generic "microform" as a
designation, you would still have to introduce the term "microfilm" in
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the collation to make clear the statement of the gauge measurement; ancl
such unnecessarynear-cluplication is wasteful and extravagant.
So, if you settle on the second element in the body of the entry as
the place for the medium designation, both logic and common sensedemand that the collation should be the third element. But this is so radical a departure from the order of elements in established cataloguing
formats (not least in the International Standard Bibliographical Description, with which both AACR and MARC are rapidly coming into
line) that it would have serious and damaging effectson the standardisation of multimedia practice across two continents and more, and would
hardly find acceptance.
The only place left for the medium clesignation is as first term in the
collation, after the irnprint, where anyone familiar with library catalogues would have expected to find it all along.
How to Giae an Early Warning
But, I hear the cry go up, what about the early warning function?
This is still one of the purposes of the medium designation, even if we
agree that it is not the principal one.
I have already tried to suggestthat an early warning is not necessarily
important in many types of libraries. In those in which it is thought
to be important (and nearly everyone says that these are the school libraries, though not all the school librarians agree, and it must be remembered that AACR is not primarily intended for school libraries), it
seemsto me that the position of second element in the body of the entry
is not early enough anyway-why whet vour user's appetite with an interesting title and only then warn him (perhaps in the second or thircl
line of the enry) that he probably can't use it for the purpose he hacl
in mind?
If you want your warning early, then the earlier the better: the medium ought to be the first thing to catch yollr user's attention when he
looks at the catalogue entry. There are various ways of doing this without disturbing the logical progression of descriptive cataloguing. You
can achieve it within the formal description, by capitalising the designation, by indention, by underlining, or all three together. Or you can
leave the description alone and repeat the necessaryinformation in a
conspicuous place around the entry: as an addition to the class number,
or call number (with both of which it has a logical relationship in most
libraries), or as a form heading, and so on.
All of these are, in my submission, more effective and more useful
than a vague generic term, waiting in its second-element user trap to
spring out on your unwary and dismayed patrons.
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LC Card Order Experiment
Conducfedat Universityof Utah
Marriotf Library
E. Dem Cr-unr'
and
KenrN AxpsnsoN
M onographs O r der D epartment
Mani,ott Library
Uniuersity of Utah
Salt Lahe Ci,ty, Utah

Betweenthe months of October 1971 and March 1972 the Uniaersity
of utah Marriott Library conductedan experiment to test the tutnaround time of card orderssent to the Library of Congress.This article
i,sa brief report of that experi,rnent.

1N OCTOBER OF 1971, the University of Utah libraries carried out
I a study to determine actual return time of Library of Congress card
sets. The Library of Congress had provided information stating that
turnaround time from receipt of order to shipment on 7-seriesnumber
sets would average seven working days and that titles in the reprinting
and copyflo procedures would average three to four weeks.l There were
other priorities but the first two were of interest to the University of
Utah becauseof the time factor.
A total of 523 orders submitted on Library of Congress machinereadable forms were sent at various intervals from October I through
October 20. All orders which would have been processedin-house by a
Xerox-4 camera duplication method were sent to the Library of Congress Card Division, providing what we felt was a valid random sample.
Table I shows card sets ordered by imprint date, language, and subject
field.
fn order to monitor return time, working days were counted from
the day each order was sent. Return time for each order was kept indi-
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TABLE I
AND PERcENTAcE
NuMsrn
or LC Ceno Onorns sy CerEconv

Number
Sent

Category
Post 1968
Pre 1968

158
365

English language
Foreign language

403
120

Humanities
Science
History
Foreign language

198

Percent
of
Total

30.2
69.8
77.r
,, {)

r33
72

37.9
25.4
r3.8

120

99q

vidually, then compiled on a detailed master chart. Table 2 shows the
average return time on the 523 orders.
We found no significant difference in return by date of publication,
language, or subject. This result is pertinent because Library of Congress had "guaranteed" a quick return on newer items regardless of language or subject. Note the 43.4 percent average return of orders by
twenty-five working days and 53.9 percent average return by thirty working days. In-house card processing turnaround time is ten working days.
It is interesting that there was no return from Library of Congress in
TABLE 2
Avnnecr Rtturur Trrvrr
or Ceno Ononns
Orders Returned By

20 working days

Percent

7.1

25
30

53.9

40 (2 months)

63.8

50

82.3

43.4

60

65.1

70

89.7

80 (4 months)

9r.7

90

92.5

100

93.2

Totals at end of five months

93.3
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the same tirrre. However, we were pleased to receive over 90 percent of
our orders within a five-month time limit.
At the conclusion of the experiment we felt that we should continue
in-house card processing.A two-week turnaround time for card processing is essential for our card section to fulfill its commitment of complete processingof all materials in as short a time as possible.
RET'ERENcE
l. Dale Clufi received a letter dated August 31, l97l from Robert R. Holmes, assistant
director for processing services, Library of Congress explaining the improvement in
return time.
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SerialsCataloging:SuccessiveEnfry
JuoIrH Pnocron CaNNeI.l
SerialsDepartment
Cornell U niversity Libraries
Ithaca, New Yorh
This paper outlineswhy, in lune 1971,the Library of Congressdecided
to adopt successiue
entry catalogingfor serials,a reuersalof itq earli.er
decisionmadeprior to 1957in connectionwith the publicationof the
Anglo-AmericanCataloging Rules. The Cornell Uniaersity libraries
prouide an example of why a library decided to follow LC's d,ecision
and hou. Confusion arising from the ambiguousttording ol Angloentry, is d,is'
American CatalogingRlttle167G, dealing uith .successiue
cussedand i,llustrated.Despitesomepessimisticpredictionsconcerning
the change-ouer,
as bright, especiallyin the area
the luture is assessecl
of bibliographiccontrol.
TIOR YEARS LIBRARIANS have argued which of the three possible
I ways of cataloging a serial-earliest, successivc,or latest title-is the
most emcient, informative, and economical. To my knowledge no one
has amived at a definitive answer. In June l97l the Library of Congress
changed from latest to successiveentry cataloging for serials.* Of those
libraries faced r,vith the decision 'r,vhetheror not to follow suit, some
found it easy, for others it was more difficult, and a few are still undecided.
In the late 1950s and early 1960s,the three forms of entry were discussed at great length because of Seymour Lubetzky's recommendation
that successivetitle cataloging be adopted for serials. This recommendation was made in an earlier version of his 1960 Code of Catalogi.ng
Rules, but in the 1960 draft he allowed the individual library to choose
# The term "successive entry" applies throughout this paper to changes in name of
ooth title and corporate body entries. Prior to 1967 these tr{o types of changes lvere
treated separately; the narrower term "successive title" applied only to serials entered
under title. The term "successive entry" came into use as a consequence of the adoption of the Anglo-American
Cataloging Rules. Rule 68, which replaced tlae ALA
Cataloging Code rtrle 9lAl, provides that a new heading is established for a publication appearing with a corporate body name change. The old rule provided that all
publications be entered under the latest name of a corporate body.
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whichever form of entry it preferred for a current serial, while rec-Ihe
Angloommending latest title for a publication that has ceased.l
Ameri.can Cataloging Rules were printed in 1967 and most of Lubetzky's
efiorts to rationalize cataloging rules were incorporated into the final
draft of the AACR, including his original proposal to catalog serials under successivetitles, described in rule 167G.2Briefly, it states that whenever a serial changes title or is entered under a corporate body that
changes its name, a separate entry will be made for each difierent title
or author. The Library of Congress,however, did not follow rule 167G;
a footnote to this rule describes LC's procedure for entering serials under the latest title or name of the corporate body.
The Library of Congress retained its practice of latest entry cataloging for serials at the request of the Cataloging Code Revision Committee which cited the need for the bibliographic information provided by
the LC cards when a serial is cataloged as one entry under its latest title
or corporate author.s At the time this seemed like a perfectly legitimate
request, for no one foresaw the enormous burden it would place on the
Library of Congressor the continual increase in the publication of new
serial titles, which are subject to constant change. As a result of this decision many libraries in the United States followed suiq consequently nationwide adoption of successiveentry cataloging for serials was hampered.
About eighteen months after the publication of the AACR it became apparent that the Library of Congress could no longer keep pace
with cataloging under latest entry for serials. This necessitatedsome major changes to increase serial cataloging output and the availability of
LC card copy. The announcement of these changes appeared in the September 1968 issue of LC's Catalogi,ng Seruice. Formerly LC had cataloged most serials from the first bound volume but now cataloging from
the first issue in hand would be extended to all serials. On the other
hand, recataloging and reprinting of cards to reflect changes in serials
would be discontinued, unless time permitted the recataloging of dead
titles; but even so, any changes that occur would continue to be announced in the "Changes in Serials" section of New Serial Titles. lnterim entries covering changes in serials would be used in LC's catalog,
but would not be published because they might not meet the requirements of the cataloging rules and consequently LC's standards for publication. Kathryn Henderson concluded that "the interim entries seem
in essenceto amount to successivetitle cataloging but these entries will
of course be reflected only in LC's card catalogs."a
Not quite three years elapsed before these measures too proved insufficient to combat the ever increasing flow of new serial titles. Hence
the Library of Congress, after another re-examination of its practices
and procedures, finally adopted successiveentry. In April 1971, LC reported its intention "to abandon its long standing practice of cataloging
all issues of serials under the latest title and name of the corporate author and to follow the Anglo-American 661aloigi,ngRules as pdnted."6
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Along with this announcement came the information that New Serial
Titles and the National Union Catalog would adopt the same policy.
Obviously the Library of Congress must be facing serious economic
problems; otherwise it would not have abandoned latest entry instead of
hiring additional staff to cope with the backlog. Successiveentry was
probably adopted as a practical solution to the extremely expensive operation of recataloging under the latest entry. Since the announcement
gave no details regarding LC's procedures, the Cornell University li
braries sent a letter of inquiry seeking further information. In a reply
dated November 9, 1971, the chief of the Descriptive Cataloging Division explained that "the basic reason for changing our policy and procedures is that we were losing the serial battle at LC and something had
to be done. . . . Successiveentry cataloging allows us to work from the
piece in hand and to limit the amount of bibliographic searching done
since we no longer need the complete history of a particular title." It remains to be seen whether LC can win the serial battle with this latest
measure.At least it has increasedits serial cataloging output.
What are the crucial factors behind a library's decision to adopt successiveentry cataloging for serials? At the Cornell University libraries,
LC's basic reason for changing to successiveentry carried no weight because we were confronted with only a minimal arreara€ie.Moreover, we
were not willing to comply with LC's practices of cataloging from the
issue in hand and of limiting its bibliographic searching. Unquestionably the change to successiveentry is an economical as well as a timesaving measure for LC, yet it need not be so for other libraries. The
benefits to be gained depend on how tasks are distributed among the
staff, and in this regard every library varies. Of course LC's serials cataloging is streamlined and professional time is not wasted on clerical
work, but regrettably this is not so in many libraries. Any economic and
time-saving benefits accruing to LC from the changeover, it soon became
clear, would not be immediatelv forthcoming at the Cornell University
libraries.
We changed because most librarians felt we were committed to follow LC's cataloging practices and procedures whenever possible-expecially since they are reflected in the principal bibliographic tools, the
NUC and l/SZ. Also, some considered it unwise for Cornell to remain
one of the last strongholds of latest entry, which could prove a weakness
when joining computerized serial programs and data banks. Finally, no
conclusive evidence has yet surfaced proving that latest entry cataloging
for serialsis superior to successiveentry.
To coordinate the changeover in the total library system, a detailed
statement was drawn up concerning the starting date of the application
of successil'eentry for serials. It reads:
The use of successive
title entry is to be applied oNLY to publicationswhere a
title or corporate entry changeand/or a combination of both occurs.Serial publicationscovering 1972and any part of that year or after will be enteredunder
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entry. This meansthat serialscurrently being received,as well as retrosuccessive
spectivepurchasesregardlessof format (e.g. reprints, microforms, facsimiles,
etc.) reflectingtitle changesor corporateentry changesand,/or a combination
of both for the given title with a date on the issueor issuescovering the years
up to and including l97l are to be done under latest title entry, even if a 1972
or later printing date alsoappearson the publication.
It is hoped that uniformity will be achieved with the assistanceof
these guidelines, so that an identical title held in two or more libraries
will not be cataloged under latest entry in one and under successiveentry in the other. In time the likelihood of such an occurrence will lessen.
How should successiveentry be implemented? A review of the literature on earliest, latest, and successivetitles is assuredly profitable. Among
the informative material on this subject, Paul S. Dunkin's explanatory
commentary on Lubetzky's Code of Cataloging Rules makes a suitable
starting place.6 Dunkin defends successivetitle cataloging for serials on
several grounds: it may be cheaper, neither recataloging nor movement
of books is necessary,and time is not wasted establishing a serial's history. These arguments plus many more are taken up by F. Bernice Field
in her excellent working paper with its detailed and informative analysis for ancl against the three forms of entry.? Finally Kathryn Henclerson's "Serial Cataloging Revisitecl" furnishes a neat summary of the major arguments with examples.s
Besides comparing the favorable and unfavorable aspects of latest
and successiveentry, the Cornell University libraries gave consideration
to the Library of Congress' Processing Department's procedures as outlined in its Department Memorandum no. lll. Two sections in the
memorandum's "Procedures for First Issue Cataloging" have items of
general interest. One contains information for the descriptive cataloger:9
l. Catalogs issue(s) in hand. Issuesunder other corPorate bodies or
titles are not to be examined unless essential to resolve an entry or
heading problem.
2. Bibliographical searches,apart from establishing headings, will be
limited to the official catalog, unless a conflict arises there, and to
the NST files. Information from the NST files, subject to evaluation, will be used for the printed card.
The other addressesthe Subject Cataloging Division:10
L If numbering continues and there has been no major change in
the subject content of the serial, the call number will be continued. Subject headings will be reviewed.
2. If numbering continues and there has been a major change in subject content, or if the numbering does not continue, new call numbers and subject headings will be assigned.
After a lengthy discussion,it was decided at Cornell to leave the call
number unchanged. Several factors influenced our decision not to follow LC's practice of altering it. Perhaps the most important was that our
stacks are open, if not to all, at least to the majority of our patrons,
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some of whom have memorized the locations of journals. Furthermore,
retaining the call number for a serial guarantees, at least in the shelflist,
that the entire history of the publication is together. It also means that
a bibliographical volume, subject to a title change in midstream, can be
bound in a single physical volume.
As to reviewing subject headings, whether to alter or add them has always been left to the discretion of the cataloger, who usually retains the
former subject headings if they were originally correct.
The "continues" note provides another example of how we adapted
LC's practices-and in this instance, tine Anglo-American Cataloging
Rules as well-to suit our needs. The alteration amounts to placing the
volumes and dates, whenever known, after the "continues" note in order
to indicate to the public servicespersonnel where to search in NST when
we lack the previous title.
Even these modifications of LC's practices and the AACR were insufficient to meet our needs. Consequently an additional referral system
was designed to supplement the "continues" and "continued by" notes.
This system can only be applied in libraries where holdings cards are
used to indicate to the patrons volumes held. The additional referral
system is based on the use of tlrree stamps, "SEE LATER TITLE,"
"SEE EARLIER'IITLE,"
and "CEASED," which are placed on the Serials Catalog holdings card either immediately before or after the appropriate holding entry. To take a hypothetical example, when the serial
publication Studies in lournalisrn changes entry with v. 3, 1978, "SEE
LATER TITLE" is stamped below this holding on the holdings card;
and on the new holdings card, under the title lournal of .fournali'sm
"SEE EARLIER TITLE"
is stamped immediately above the holding
v.4, 1979. "CEASED" is used on those publications that are no longer
being published in order to avoid confusion between them and entry
changes.Before "SEE LATER TITLE" is stamped on the Serials Catalog lioldings card, the holdings are updated. This means the cataloger
usually has at hand the previous title if needed. We will not be relying
as the Library of Congressdoes, solely on the new title, NST, NUC, and
our union catalog for bibliographic information; thorough searching
is considered essential. In designing this additional referral system our
principal concern was the presenceof both latest and successiveentry in
our catalogs. In our opinion, therefore, anything assisting as well as
alerting the patron in his searchfor a desired entry seemedexpedient.
The above outline includes only the basic procedures aPproved unanimously at the Cornell University libraries, and hence adopted.
There remains an unsolvecl problem stemming ttom AACR l67G
which states:
A serial that appearsunder a different title or difierent name of corporateauis consideredto "continue"
thor, but continuesthe numbering of its predecessor
that publication; if the numbering has not been continued,however,it "super'
sedes" it.11

This rule leaves the choice of a "continues" or "supersedes" note for
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an entry change to the cataloger's interpretation of the word "numbering." Logically this rule should apply to any form of serial enumeration, including dates, but literally it applies only to serials with numerals
indicating volumes, numbers, or editions. Catalogers seem to have few
problems with periodical title changesand use the "continues" note even
when dates are the sole form of enumeration. However, corporate body
changes are more difficult, so the application of the rule is far from uniform in this area, as indicated by the following examples where the rule
has been applied literally. This results in one entry having a "supersedes"note, the other a "continues."

Natlonal Occnn Survcy.
U_nitedStntes const pilot 8: Atlentic Coast. Sandv Hook
to Cnpe llonry. 0th-ed.: l0?llTnshington.
y. llhli., mnD( 27 em. annuel.
Contlnuea a pilbllcrtlon of same tluo lssued by tho U. g. @i!t
rnd GeodetlcSuryey.

l. Pltot grlder-Atlrntle

vK08l.A3l35
IJbrnrt ol Conroeac

(!oad (U. S.)-perlodleali.

623.892916
7l

I. Tltle,

7L-61268a

t2r

Natlonal Occan Survcy.
'fide tnbles, rrcst ctlst, North nnd South America (in'
ctuding the llarrniian Island). 10?2Roekville,Illd.r
v. lllu!. 20 cE. rnhurl.
SuDersed6r gubllcttloo ol sloe tltlc lslued thc by U' 8. Ootst
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A corporate body either changes its name, or is completely reorganized and as a result a new corporate body comes into being. In the first
case the "continues" note should be used for all publications regardless
of whether or not numbering or dates appear on the publication, unless
of course the numbering is not continuous. On the other hand when the
second caseis true, the "supersedes"note should be used for all publications; if the volume numbering is continued, the phrase "and continues
the numbering" is added. As the rule currently stands, a combination of
both "supersedes" and "continues" notes may appear on the entries of
a corporate body that has either changed its name or been restructured
to form a new organization. This situation is confusing to the user of
the catalog, and it could be remedied if the choice of notes depended
not on the continuity of numbering but on whether the corporate body
had merely undergone a name change or been restructured. Another way
to avoid this problem would be to enter under a distinctive title whenever possible, rather than a corporate body.
These "supersedes" and "continues" notes are in turn reflected in
New Serial Titles, which complies with the AACR 167G, though the introduction still states that the serial entries comply with the ALA Cata'
loging Rules.rz The "continued by" note only appears in NST when a
title has undergone a name or corporate body change prior to being cataloged. An example of this occurs in the April/June 1972 issue where
there is an entry as follows:
Gerverkschaft Holz.
Ordentlicher Gerwerkschaftstag.

-7,

-1966.

with a "continued by" note stating that the same title was issued by the
union under its later name, Gewerkschaft Holz und Kunststofi. There
is also an entry as follows:
Gewerkschaft Holz und I(unststofi,
Ordentlicher Gerwerkschaftstag.

v.8-

r969-

with a "continues" note.rg
The "Changes in Serials" section of NS? has retained the same format, so in actual fact the only major difierence under successiveentry is
the replacement of the "title varies" note by the "continues" note. As in
the catalog, the user will now have to look under each title to locate the
necessarybibliographic information. This inconvenience will be negligible provided the data in NS? is adequate and accurate, which is not
always the caseat present.
Both technical and public service personnel fear that successiveentry
will result in loss of bibliographic control if the connecting links between titles are lacking or incorrect. Libraries with broken holdings often rely on the National Union Catalog or Neu Serial Ti,tles for their
bibliographic information; therefore the reliability of these tools is of
the utmost importance. Although LC card copy is more readily available
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under successiveentry, it is less accurate; these errors are perpetuated in
NST and subsequently in the catalogsof many libraries.
On the other hand, in fairness, the Library of Congress is making
every effort to surmount the overwhelming task confronting it. With regard to .l/SZ, the patron frequently overestimates its role. In his article
"The Consumer Survey of New Serial Titles," Kuhlman reminds users,
when evaluating bibliographic entries in NSZ, that "NST is compiled
on a current basis to serve three purposes: (l) to supply inforrnation
about new serials promptly as an aid to acquisitions; (2) to supply information on locations of serials to expedite interlibrary loans and (3)
to supply useful cataloging entries as promptly as possible."14
In the foreseeable future librarians can anticipate an improvement
rather than a deterioration in bibliographic control of serials. This prediction stems from a description of Phase III of the National Serials
Data Program, which began on April 17, 1972.16During Phase III a base
record of serial titles will be provided to which the International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) can be permanently added. In addition, the
establishment of an automated bibliographic resource will facilitate the
supply of serial cataloging information to libraries, the interchange of
serial data among libraries, and the building of serial processingsystems.
If the Library of Congress had made its decision to adopt successive
entry only with a mind to the international standards that are being discussed and adopted to improve bibliographic control, that would have
been sufficient reason. For with LC's acceptanceof the AACR as printed,
successiveentry overnight became internationally the most widely-accepted form of entry for serials. It was inevitable that most libraries adhering to the practices and procedures of the Library of Congress would
follow the same policy for the sake of economy and expediency, especially as it is difficult to prove that latest entry is significantly better than
successiveentry. Yet, each library when adopting successiveentry cataloging for serials should give due consideration to the requirements of its
system as well as its patrons, while complying basically, but not rigidly,
with either AACR l67G or the practices of the Library of Congress.At
the same time, this flexibility should in no way interfere with the provision of accurate and dependable bibliographic data.
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Stafe SecrefsMade Public'

The Albany Plan
JecqurlvN Gevnvcr
Dountown Campus Branch LibrarY
and
Sane KNaPP
R ef erence D ep ar tm ent-Li brarY
State Uniuersit"t of New Yorh at Albany
This article describesa simplifiedschemefor catalogingand classifying
stateand municipal documents.The plan, now in useat the State Uni'
aersi,tyof New York at Albany, employs a systemof double Cutter
numbersto designatethe documentsby stateand then by agency.The
use of a consistentschemelor subjectand state Cuttering makespossible both a subiectand an agencyapproach.
T|ONGUE-IN-CHEEK?
Of course, since no library which acquires
I state documents is deliberately keeping this material hidden from
its public. The fact is, alas, this material is so poorly documented and
indexed, the secret keeps itself. Unless the library fully catalogs all such
documents (a vain hope considering the quantity of material involved
and the lack of LC cataloging for much of it) some alternative classification plan or special location indicator has to be devised.
A small college library could conceivably put all its documents in
files by subject, but as the educational institution broadens its fields and
deepens its research needs, documents come into their own as excellent,
and inexpensive, primary and secondary source material. If the library
becomes a federal depository, and seeksyet other document sources, the
avalanche descends, often before practical solutions have been found
for classificationand storage.
The library of the State University of New York at Albany, an institution which has grown from a small teachers college to a major university center in less then ten years, found itself facing just such a problem. A number of major policy decisions have been made recently, with
the assistanceand approval of Dr. Jonathan R. Ashton, former director
of libraries, which are at last moving these materials from storage to the
shelves.
Manuscript receiued, Jan. 1972; mansucript
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The library is now classifying all United States government documents under one LC number plus the Superintendent of Documents
classification number. Library department heads were unanimously
agreed that as a New York State educational institution we should fully
catalog New York state documents, another large part of the processing
backlog. Of the three major areas left (United Nations, forelgn countries, states) the first rwo are still under study. The most original and
creative solution to date is the one which is solving classification for, and
accessto, the publications of state governments other than our own.
We began by examining features of the Oregon plan, adoption of
which had been promulgated by a documents committee working under
the library's previous administrator.r In our opinion, the major disadvantage to this plan is that the holdings are available only in chronological order on the catalog cards filed under the name of the agency.
Thus, the holdings cards must continually be removed from the catalog
for revision; and the patron has to have a sophisticated awareness ol
the names of state agencieswhich are likely to produce the type of materials he needs, since there is no subject approach to the contents of the
state documents collection.
We felt that any sysrem which required the removal of cards from
the catalog as part of the processingroutine was, in a large library, time
consuming, cumbersome, and self-defeating. But, the last disadvantage
was the most alarming. Everyone of the stafi with whom we talked (we
solicited reactions from catalogers and reference librarians frequently)
asked the same question, "How does the patron know that the most recent (or most valuable) information on this topic is probably in the
form of a document?" Informal observation in this library indicates
that the subject approach is the one used mosr frequently. This is particularly true of undergraduate students.
The downtown campus branch of the university library had, several
years ago, succeededin organizing their document collection by a scheme
which borrowed from the Oregon Plan the clever idea of assigning a
number to the governmental agency which produced the document.
That branch, which servesmaster and doctoral candidates, had devised
a system based on this premise which produced a unique number and a
title card for each document. By comparison, the number of items handled at the main library precluded this kind of in-depth processing, but
the experience had proven that an agencynumber was workable.
We took a giant step in our thinking when Miss Marion P. Munzer,
at that time head of technical services,suggestedthat the agencies,of all
states,which are empowered to administer in a similar subject area, e.g.,
departments of education, departments of motor vehicles, etc., be given
the same number with a differentiation by state.
The library had just implemented a new policy by assigning one classification number (J85) to all U.S. government documents. Adhering to
this policy, the cataloging department assignedJ86.2 as the classification
Volume 17, Number 1, Winter 1973
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number for use in the Albany Plan, and rve began building the scheme.
The LC schedule gave us a Cutter number for each state (see Table l)
and there we stopped-struggling to incorporate a standard number for
an agency'sfield with a subject approach to the agency'spublications. Dr.

TABLE I
Currsn Nulrsnns AssrcNno ro Srerrs eNo Ornrin JuRrsnrcrroNs
Alabama
Alaska
American Samoa
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Dakota Territory
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Guam
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indian Territory
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
N{ississippi
Missouri

.A2 Montana
Nebraska
.A4
.A5
Nevada
.4.6 New Hampshire
.A8
New Jersey
.C2 New Mexico
New York
.C6
.C8
North Carolina
North Dakota
.D2
Ohio
.D3
Oklahoma
.D6
Oregon
.F6
Pennsylvania
.G4
Puerto Rico
.G8
.H3
Rhode Island
.12 South Carolina
South Dakota
.I3
Tennessee
.I4
.16 Texas
Trust Territory
.I8
of the Pacilic
.K2
Utah
.K4
Vermont
.L8
.M2
Virgin Islands
Virginia
.M3
Washington
.M4
West Virginia
.M5
.M6
Wisconsin
.M7
Wyoming
.M8
Regional or interstate

.N,I9
.N2
.N3
.N4
.N5
.N6
.N7
.N8
.N9

.o3
.o5
.o7
.P4
.P8
.R4

.s6
.s8
.T2
.T4
,T7
.u8
.v5
.v7
.v8
.w2
.w4
.w6
.w8
.x5

Ashton eliminated both problems with one brilliant stroke when he suggested that we double Cutter, first by state and then by subject. However,
we soon learned that the problem of tying standard LC subject headings
to the work of a governmental agency requires cataloging experience, a
knowledge of governmental structure, patience, and imagination; at
times, a crystal ball would have been helpful. (SeeTable 2.)
The documents section composed a form letter which was sent to
every state, possession,and protectorate requesting some kind of agency
list, be it blue book, manual, or organizational chart. Of much help in
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TABLE 2

Department Names

LC Subject Headings Assigned

Administration (Departments of . . .)
Aeronautics
Aging
Agriculture
Air Pollution
Alcoholic Beverage Control
Arts
Atomic Energy & Nuclear Boards
Banking
Blind & Deaf
Building Comrnission

AGENCIES
ADMINISTRATIVE
AERONAUTICS
AGING
AGRICULTURE
AIR-POLLUTION
LIQUOR LAWS
ART
ATOMIC ENEIT GY
BANKS & BANKING
BLIND
INDUSTRYCONSTRUCTION
PRODUCTION STANDARDS
CHILD WELFARE
CIVIL DEFENSE
DISASTER RELIEF
CIVIL RIGHTS
CIVIL SERVICE
STATE GOVERNMENTSOFFICIALS & EMPLOYEES
COMMERCE
ECOLOGY
CONSTITUTIONS
CONSUIVIER PROTECTION
COURTS
trCONONIIC DEVELOPN{ENT
NATURAL RtrSOURCES
ECOLOGY
EDUCATION
REHABILITATION
DISASTER RELIEF

Child Welfare & Family Services
Civil Defense
Civil Defense SEE ALSO
civil Rights
Civil Service
Civil Service SEE ALSO
Commerce & Trade
Conservation & Ecology
Constitution
Consumer Protection
Courts
Development
Economic Development
[conomic Development SEE ALSO
Education
Education SEE ALSO
Emergency Servicesand Disaster Relief
Emergency Servicesand Disaster
Relief SEE ALSO
Employment Security
Finance
Fish & Game
Forestry
Geology and Geological Surveys
Governor
Handicapped
Highways & Roads
Housing
Human Rights & Fluman Relations
Indian Affairs
Industry
Volume l7,Number
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CIVIL DEFENSE
EMPLOYMENT STABILIZATION
FINANCE
HUNTING
FORESTS & FORESTRY
GEOLOGY
STATE GOVERNMENTSOFFICIALS & EN4PLOYEES
HANDICAPPED
ROADS
HOUSING
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
INDIANS
INDUSTRY
.
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Department Names (Cont.)

LC Subject Headings Assigned (Cont.)

Information
Insurance
lnterstate Cooperation
& Uniform State Laws
Labor & Employment
Labor & Employment SEE ALSO
Land
Legislature
Libraries
Licensing & Regulation
Local Government & Problems
Mental Health
Military Affairs (or Adjutant General)
Mines & Minerals
Motor Vehicles
Narcotics
Narcotics SEE ALSO
Natural Resources
Natural ResourcesSEE ALSO
Parks & Recreation
Personnel
Planning
Police
Prisons
Public Health
Public Safety
Public Safety SEE ALSO
Public Service-Public
Utilities& Institutions
Public Welfare & Social Services
Public Works
Rehabilitation
Revenue & Treasury
Secretary of State
Soil Conservation
Tax Commission & Equalization
Treasuret
Transportation
Urban Renewal
Veterans'Afiairs
Water Pollution
\ivater Resources
Women
Youth
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TRADE
INSURANCE

INTERSTATE AGREEMENTS
LABOR & LABORING CLASSES
EMPLOYMENT STABILIZATION
LAND
LEGISLATIVE BODIES
HISTORICAL SOCIETIES
LICENSES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
MENTAL HEALTH
MILITARY ART & SCIENCE
MINES & MINERAL RESOURCES
MOTOR VEHICLES
NARCOTICS
REHABILITATION
NATURAL RESOURCES
ECOLOGY
RECREATION
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENf'
PLANNING
POLICE
PRISONS
HYGIENE, PUBLIC
TRAFFIC SAFETY
CONSUMER PROTECTION
PUBLIC UTILITIES
SOCIAL SERVICES
PUBLIC WORKS
REHABILITATION
REVENUE
STATE GOVERNMENTSOFFICIALS & EMPLOYEES
SOIL POLLUTION
TAXATION
REVENUE
TRANSPORTATION
URBAN RENEWAL
VETERANS
WATER-POLLUTION
WATER RESOURCES
DEVELOPMENT
WOMEN-RIGHTS
OF WOMEN
YOUTH
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this task was State Manuals, Blue Boohs, and Election Results by Charles
Press.zIn some instances,when no reply was forthcoming, we sent a second form letter to the head reference librarian of the state library, or
state university library, appealing for help with the project. In no case
did we fail to receive an answer, often in the form of a bulky package
of otherwise unobtainable and very useful materials.
From these tools we selected agencieslikely to publish, typed a three
by five inch card for each, using an entry consisting of state and department, filed each behind tabs representing probable subject areas, and began, with the help of the cataloging department, to select true LC subject headings which would best match the outPut of the agency. These
iubjects were then Cuttered, and the scheme was complete. (See Table

3.)
We believe the true worth of this plan to be in its extreme flexibility
and growth potential. For instance, governmental agencies have characteristics of a living entity: they are born, they alter, they die. New agen'
cies are generated to control, or coordinate, the work which is creatcd by
identification of problems. The plan allows for the insertion of any
number of new cirds for new aqencies.If it is a new area of endeavor,

will be assignedto one already in existence. Seldom is a subject area entirely eliminated from human experience, the buggy whip not withstanding.
Ouiobjectives in devising the plan were to obtain simplicity and
speed of piocessing without sacrificing comprehensivenessor precision.

room in which all document functions are performed.
In order to keep the plan simple, the number of subject headings
and Cutter numbers used has been deliberately limited.
The fewer subject headings used, the less possibility- there would be
of inadvertently assigning the same agency to more than one subject
when there was an overlip of functions, and the fewer places to look
in retrieving an agency'spublications. On the other hand, the fewer subject headings used, the lessspecific the categories.
Volume 17, Number 1, Winter 1973
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TABLE 3
Currnn Nurr,rssns
AssrcNroro LC Susrocr }IneorNcs
Administrative Agencies
Aeronautics
Aging
Agriculture
Air-Pollution
Art
Atomic Energy
Banks and Banking
Blind
Child Welfare
Civil Defense
Civil Rights
Commerce
Constitution
Consumer Protection
Courts
Deaf
Disaster Relief
Ecology
Pollution
Air-Pollution
Soil-Pollution
Water-Pollution
Economic Development
Education
Emergency Medical Services
Employment Stabilization
Family
Family Allowances
Finance
Fishing
Forests and Forestry
Geology
Handicapped
Historical Societies
Housing
Hunting
Hygiene, Public
Indians
Industry
Insurance
Interpersonal Relations
Interstate Agreements
Labor and Laboring Classes
Land
Legislative Bodies
l,ibraries
Licenses
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A33
447
A55
Ab7
E262
A78
A85
835
845
C45
C53
C57
C64
U72
C66
C69
B45
843
E26
E26l
8262
8263
8264
E36
E38
843
F.46
C45
C45
F55
N38l
N385
N382
H35
L52
H68
N38l
H83
I53
I54
I58
C57
133
L32
N384
L43
L52
L53

License System
L56
Liquor Laws
L56
Local Government
L62
Maternal and Infant Welfare
C45
Mental Hygiene
M45
Military Art and Science
M54
Mines and Mineral Resources
N383
Motor Vehicles
M68
Narcotics
N37
Natural Resources
N38
Hunting
N38l
Fishing
N38l
Geology
N382
Mines and Mineral Resources N383
Land
N384
Forests and Forestry
N385
Water ResourcesDevelooment
N386
'
Parks
P37
Personnel Management
P47
Planning
P43
Police
P66
Pollution (General)
E26l
Port Authorities
C64
Prisons
P83
Public Utilities
P8B
Public Welfare
P94
Public Works
P96
Recreation
P37
Rehabilitation
R44
Revenue
R48
Roads
R62
Social Welfare
P94
Social Services
P94
Soil Pollution
8263
StateGovernments-Officials
and Employees
572
Taxation
T39
Tourist Trade
C64
Trade Regulation
C64
Traffic Safety
T73
Transportation
T75
Urban Renewal
U72
Veterans
V48
Water-Pollution
8264
\iVater ResourcesDevelooment
N386
Waterways
T75
Women-Rights
of Women
trV64
Youth
C45
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A further complication arose from the combinations of functions
of various state agencies. By assigning several overlapping, or similar,
subject headings to the same Cutter number, the necessityof looking in
several places for an agency is reduced. Of course, this makes it necessary to look at all the cards filed under a single Cutter number.
For example, cHrLD wELFARE,FANrrLy, yourH, and FAMTLv ALLowANcESare all Cuttered C45. There is a possibility of overlap between
these agencies and those under P94, puelrc wELFARE,socIAL pRoBLEMs,
wELFARE,and socrer- strRVrcES.
Other combinations used are LIBRARIES
and srsronrcAr, socrETrEsunder L52, rrquon rews and LTcENSE
sysrEMS
under L56, coMN,tERcE,poRT DrsrRrcrs, TouRlsrs rneor and TRADEREGULATIoN under C64 and the combination of sr,rNo and uner under B45,
while ueruotcAppEDis separate under H35. The degree of specificity depends on the nature of the state agencies,but also on the types of material a library expects to acquire.
After reviewing our material in the areas of ecology and natural resources, we decided to group all the subject headings covered into these
two main areas. We had previously assigned an "A" Cutter number to
ArR-poLLUTroN,
an "E" to Ecor-ocy, an "S" to sorr. poLLUTroN,and a "W"
to wATER-poLLUTroN,
etc., while HUNTTNG
and rrsnrNc had been given an
"H" number, FoRESTS
and FoRESTRv
an "F" and so on.
Then we discovered that, for example, Kentucky has a Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources; Indiana has Land, Forests, and Wildlife ResourcesAdvisory Council, Arkansas has a Soil and Water Conservation Commission; Florida has a Department of Air and Water Pollution Control; Nlissouri has a Division of Geological Survey and Water
Resources; Maine has both a Department of Inland Fisheries and a Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries; Nebraska has an Oil and Gas Conservation Commission. The problems, the emphasis, and thus the organization may vary considerably from state to state.
We tried to cope with this problem by grouping these materials together, and using the Cutter number for the general headings for agencies which combine severalfunctions (seeTable l).
The natural resources headings tend to emphasize the development
of resources,while the ecology headings emphasizeconservation.
Another problem lies in how far to subdivide a state agency. An
agency which functions separately in some states may in other states be
subsumed under another broader agency. There is no final answer to this
kind of question; it really depends on the subject headings chosen and
the nature of the material a library will collect. Cross-referenceswithin
the holdings file can also prevent confusion.
Until material is received it is often hard to tell whether agenciesare
comparable. For instance, should Wyoming's Board of Charities and Reform have the same Cutter number as Michigan's Department of
Health and Social Services?
Although we began using the plan only for state documents, it soon
became evident that the scheme was also applicable to interstate agency,
V o l u m e 1 7, N u m b e r I , W i n t e r 1 9 7 3
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commonwealth, territorial, county and municipal documents with only
slight modifications. It could probably be modified for application to
documents of some foreign national governments, although we have not
attempted it.
Since the shelflist is filed by Cutter number, that is, by state subdivided by agency Cutter number, the question has been raised concerning an
alphabetical approach to the file. This is provided by the agency card,
for each agency activated, which is filed in the author-title catalog. It is
not generally necessaryto use this, however, since the charts usually provide direct accessto the subject of the agency.
Once an agency'sform of entry, subject heading, and Cutter number
are established,the check-in and processingcan be done by a clerk.
It is not a flawlessscheme.It has to be applied with judgment, but we
believe it can make these government documents more accessibleto students. Perhaps our efforts may aid other libraries, which feel the need to
acquire these "secret" publications, to cope with the problem of making
them more readily available.
Record.s
Three sets of cards are used to organize and provide accessto documents classified by this plan: an agency card for the author-title catalog
(see Example l), a holdings card which is filed by call number in the
documents room (see Example 2), and a subject card for each subject
heading assignedthe work of the agency (seeExample 3).

J

86.2
P4
c57

Pennsylvania. Human Relations Commission.

Publications issued by this agency are listed by title
in documents section holding file, Consult reference staff
for assistance in locating the materials.

Example l. Agency card for state agency

The name of the agency doing any particular type of work may vary
greatly from state to state. Whenever possible, the agency'sname is used
in the form given in the state's organization manual. If that is not available, the form used is that given on the actual document, or on LC
proof slips if one accompaniesthe document.
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Example 2. Handwritten

holdings card

The call number for an agency card includes the prefix J86.2 plus
the Cutter number for the state and the Cutter number for the subject
of the agency. The hotdings cards also include the year of publication,
and the documents are labeled with the call number, double Cutter, and
the year.
Only one subject card is made for all the agencies classified under
that subject. Only one agency card is made for all the documents published by that agency. A holdings card is made for each agency for each
year of publication for which documents are to be recorded.
County and Municipal Documents-The same charts and types of
cards used for state documents apply to county and municipal documents, except that the Cuttering is further refined.

URBAN

J

86.2

RENEWAL

Publications issued on this subject by official state, county
and municipal agencies are arranged by state and subarranged by subject.
(e.g., J86.2 I33 CHI U72 Chicago
official publications on URBAN RENEWAL.)
Consult reference staff for classifications for specific states.

Example 3. Subject card

V o l u m e1 7 , N u m b e r l , W i n t e r 1 9 7 3
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A "2" is added to the state number to indicate counties and a "3" to
indicate cities. This is followed by the first three letters of the name of
the county or city, then followed by agency subject, number, and year.
(Names beginning with "New" are abbreviated to N plus the first two
letters of the secondword.)
For example, a 1970 publication of the Office of the Mayor of Chicago would have the number J
86.2
I33 (Illinois plus "3")
CHI

s72
r970
Interstate Agency Documents-This category includes regional or
other joint agencies,such as the Mississippi River Commission. It does
not cover agenciesof a single state whose function is to work toward interstate cooperation or uniform state laws.
Regional interstate agenciesare given the Cutter number X5, rather
than a state Cutter number. This places them after all the state agencies. They are further Cuttered by subject and then by agency name.
This puts them in alphabetical order by agency name within a subject
classification.
REFER,ENCES

l. Norman F. Clarke, "Cataloging, Classification and Storage in a Separate Documcnts
Collection," Li,brary Trend,s 15 6546 (July 1966) .
2. Charles Press and OIin Williams, State Manuals, BIue Books and, Election Results
(Berkeley: Institute of Governmental Studies, University of California, 1962).
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DescriptiveCatalogingCommittee
Reporf,July 197OlJune1972
Errzenp:rrr L. Terr.

Chairman

Committee Re organization
During 1969170 it became increasingly apparent that the substitution
of "Anglo-American" for "ALA" in the title of the cataloging code signified not merely a change of title but also a change of milieu in which
code development and rule revision must henceforth take place. The
previous chairman, Paul Berrisford, had recognized the significance of
the change and called the matter to the attention of the Cataloging and
Classification Section (CCS) Executive Committee. The salutary discussions that followed prompted the Descriptive Cataloging Committee
(DCC) to look closely at its organization and procedures and to recommend to the CCS Executive Committee certain changes.The changes regarding selection of the chairman and the membership terms, recommended by DCC and the Executive Committee were not authorized by
the Resources and Technical Services Division, but approval was given
to the suggestion that CCS replace any DCC member failing to attend
more than one meetine or to respond to more than three mail ballots by
the stipulated deadline for reasonsother than an extraordinary personal
or professional emergency. DCC decided to meet regularly in executive
sessionsas well as with the representatives of the other authors of the
code, quintupled the number of meetings, and instituted other practices
to facilitate communication. The committee also secured agreement to
a policy of deferring certain proposed rule revisions as editorial changes, and in response to a specific question from a cataloger, concluded
that its function excludes rule interpretation.
Code Deuelopmentand Emendation
The Descriptive Cataloging Committee, in concert with the Canadian
Library Association Committee on Revision of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, the Library Association Cataloguing Rules Committee,
the Library Association Media Cataloguine Rules Committee, and the
Library of Congress,devoted its attention primarily to the development
of rules for cataloging nonbook materials. To expedite the preparation
of the rules for cataloging audiovisual materials, it was decided to take
advantage of the work being done by the LA Media Cataloguing Rules
Committee and by the authors of Non-Booh Materials, a manual being
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revised under the aegis of the Canadian Library Association. This decision obliged the group to seek agreement on three troublesome issues:
(l) the applicability of the principle of author main entry to media
cataloging, (2) the media to be included in this corpus of rules, and (3)
media designations. The group also reviewed the specific rules drafted
by the LA Media Cataloguing Rules Committee. At the same time the
DCC Subcommittee on Rules for Cataloging Machine Readable Data
Files was investigating the premises on which to base rules for cataloging computer records. This subcommittee completed two position PaPers,
forwarded by DCC for the consideration of the other authors of the
code.
During this reporting period, further code development came in the
form of additional transliteration tables. One revised and three new
transliteration tables were prepared by the Library of Congress staff and
approved by the CLA and ALA committees: Amharic and the revision
of the table for Greek, Sindhi in Arabic script, and Georgian.
The Descriptive Cataloging Committee is responsible not only for
filling the lacunae in the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AACR),
but also for revising the rules that have been found inadequate in the
day-to-day application of the code. The most important of the rule
changes adopted for the "North American Text" was the deletion of
rules 98 and 99 which provided for the entry of certain corporate bodies
under place. This change eliminated one of the major differences between the "British Text" and the "North American Text" and brought
the latter into harmony with the "Paris Principles." Complete revisions
of the rule for Indonesian names (AACR 57) and the rule for Thai
names (AACR 58) also were approved. Numerous other proposed rule
revisions were considered and several were authorized for publication in
Cataloging Seruice.
Editions and Translations of the AACR
The cataloging code as a publication has been a matter of concern
to DCC during the past two years. The Committee's responsibilities to
ALA were explored with the executive editor, ALA Publishing Services.
The request for authorization to incorporate revisions into the text of
the French-Canadian translation required a recommendation from the
authors of the code, and brought up the question of copyright protection for revisions and amendments. Plans were made for the publication
of a supplement to make the revised rules of description quickly available. There was considerable interest in the report from the LA Cataloguing Rules Committee concerning their project of preparing an
abridged edition.
The prospect of substantial additions and revisions in the near future brought the authors face to face with the need for a second edition of the AACR and a Subcommittee was proposed to consider the
many problems.
.94
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I nternational Standards
The application of computer technology to problems of bibliographical control is accelerating the metamorphosis of descriptive cataloging
rules into international standards. T'wo important standards have been
referred to the Committee this year. The International Standard Bibliographic Description for Single Volume and Multi-volume Monographic Publications was approved in principle by DCC. Its incorporation into the rules for description of monographs in the AACR was begun at the Library of Congress and at the British Library. The International Standard Bibliographic Description for Serials also was discussed
especially with regard to its relationship to the UNISIST International
Serials Data System.
Worh in Progress
Since the protean quality of library collections makes cataloging code
development forever a work in progress, the DCC agenda are crowded.
Immediate attention must be given to the resolution of certain problems
of corporate authorship to permit the urgently needed revision of rules
lA and 17. Rule 78 with its thorny problems of entry for government
agenciesand rule 43 the provisions of which have precipitated extensive
recataloging also require attention. Other major projects before DCC
have been suggestedin this report-prompt review and publication of
AACR, chapter 6, revised to accord with the ISBD; preparation of the
rules for cataloging nonbook materials; the formulation of rules for
cataloging machine-readable data files; and planning for the second edition of a code that its authors hope will someday be not just "AngloAmerican" but international.
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RTSD NOMINEES-Ig73 ELECTION
Resourcesand Technical SeraicesDiaision
Vice-president (President-elect) (1973-75) :
Doralyn J. Hickey, School of Library Science, University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
Joseph A. Rosenthal, University of California, Berkeley, California.
RTSD Director-at-Large (1973-76):
Mrs. Phyllis A. Richmond, School of Library Science, Case Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio.
William J. Welsh, Processing Department, Library of Congress,
Washington, D.C.
Chairman, Council of Regional Groups (1973-7a):
Mary E. Pound, University of Texas, Austin, Texas.
Betty Jane Meyer, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
Vice-chairman (Chairman-elect) Council of Regional Groups (1973/D):

Nadine L. Baer, University of Rhode Island Library, Kingston,
Rhode Island.
James B. Soester,Central KansasLibrary System,Great Bend, Kansas.
(Nominating Committee: Barbara A. Gates, Chairman; John E. Galejs
(AS), Edmund G. flamann, Mrs. Jane Moore, Mrs. Josephine S. Pulsifer (SS),Robert C. Sullivan (RLMS), Thomas E. Sullivan (CCS).
A c q u i s i l i o n sS e c t i o n
Vice-chairman (Chairman-elect) (1973-75):
Alfred H. Lane, Gifts & Exchange Division, Columbia University
Library, New York, New York.
Robert C. Sullivan, Order Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
Member-at-L arye (1973-74) :
W. Stuart Debenham, Jr., Acquisitions & Bibliographic Department,
Yale University Library, New Ffaven, Connecticut.
Mrs. Eleanor Herling, Case Western Reserve University, University
Libraries, Cleveland, Ohio.
Member-at-L arge (1973-76) :
Mrs. Ruth Bell, Leawood, Kansas.
Mrs. Helen Oeschger, Omaha Public School Libraries, Omaha, Nebraska.
Member-at-Large (1973-76) :
Mrs. Louise Keller, Book Selection, Detroit Public Library, Detroit,
Michigan.
Mrs. Josephine Shepard, Technical Services,Denver Public Library,
Denver, Colorado.
(Nominating Committee, AS: John E. Galejs, Chairman; Mrs. Rose
Myers, Marian Sanner.)
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Cataloging and C lassificati.onSection
Vice-chairman (Chairman-elect) (1973-75):
Carol F. Ishimoto, Harvard College Library, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Mrs. Marguerite C. Soroka, Technical Services,Engineering Societies
Library, New York, New York.
Member-at-Large (1973-76):
Mrs. Eleanor A. Gustafson, Wellesley College Library, Wellesley,
Massachusetts,
Wilson D. Snodgrass,Southern Methodist University Libraries, Dallas, Texas.
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IN THE MAIL:

DOCUMENTS

CONTROL

'J"'
I was pleased to see "The Plain
by Mina Pease in the last number of
LRTS (16:315-25) which seemsto be the first step towards positive handling of
the problem of a growing and active documents collection. The complications
are rapidly beginning to go beyond the capacity of conventional cataloging and
classification processes.It would be extremely desirable if some way could be
found for Mina Pease to concentrate on further extension. Having completed
some months ago a long article (170 typed sheets) "Government Publications
(Documents) " for volume X of the Encyclopedia of Library and Inf ormation
Science as well as having wrestled with the problem for nearly fifty years, I
would feel that such would mark a most considerable forward steP in attemPting to meet a situation of increasing importance and complexity-lames Bennett Childs, Washington, D.C.

TN THE MAIL:

MORE

ON SUBJECT

ENTRY

SEARCHES

In volume 16 no. 2 (Spring 1972) page 267 of LRTS, Sidney L. Jackson refers to filing of subject cards by publication date. During the summer of 1971,
the catalog department of the Wilbur Cross Library began an experiment in
filing selected headings in our subject catalog by inverse chronological order by
publication date.
In May l97l lengthy discussionswere held between the catalog department
staff; the reference department stafi; and David Kapp, administrative assistant
for public services,who initiated the request for this type of filing. The request
was made on the basis of suggestions and recommendations cited in Ben-Ami
Lipetz's User Requirements in Identifying Desirerl Worhs in a Large Library.
It was finally decided to experiment with inverse chronological filing. Sixty subjects were selected by the reference departrnent using the criterion of headings
with large files where currency of information is considered important.
The cards for each selected subject were filed by date of publication with the
most recent date first, and alphabetical by main entry when there was more than
one card for a year. Pink instruction cards were filed at the front of each subject stating.
Example:
BANKS AND

BANKING

Cards under BANKS AND BANKING are filed chronologically by publication date with newer books first.
Annual reviews, on-going sets, etc. are filed in a
seParate section in front.
A pink guide card headed CURRENT was filed directly behind the open entry
material to indicate the beginning of the chronological sequence. Date indication guide cards (pink) were filed at reasonable space intervals.
In March 1972 a committee evaluated the filing experiment. Although there
were very few comments from the users, the Reference Department staff considered the arrangement very helpful. It was agreed, therefore, to refile all cards in
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the subject catalog chronologically by publication date except Ior those headings
beginning with a geographical name and those which are divided into chronological periods. We estimate that about 50 percent of the subject catalog will be
filed by inverse chronological order by dare of publicarion.
We are now in the process of refiling the subject catalog. Although we have
no formal plans for evaluating user reaction, we will probably consider some
method of evaluation in a year ot so.-Mary Balmer, Wilbur Cross Li,brary,
Uniuersity of Connecticut, Storrs.

IN THE MAIL:

CATALOGING.IN-PUBLICATION

ZRTS is the outstanding journal in our branch of the profession. Fine. The
editors decide to publish a lead article on Cataloging-in-Publication (Henry
W. Wingate, "Cataloging-in-Publication: Problems and Prospects," ZRTS
16:423-32 [Fall 1972]), a program of great interest to the cataloging world.
Fine. The author writes well and reasons logically. Fine. The writer draws his
conclusions from serious misapprehensions about the nature of the present
Cataloging-in-Publication program. Not so good. Though the program has been
well described in the literature, the editors of ZR?S do nor perceive the writer's misapprehensions. Not so good. Reasoning logically from these misapprehensions the writer comes to very pessimistic conclusions concerning the
possibility of successfor the program. Nor so good. Though the wrirer correcrly says, "The single largest problem
. is thar of gaining the cooperarion of
individual publishers," any publisher reading his article and not knowing its
factual flaws would pretty certainly be quickly turned off from the program.
Not good at all.
What are the misapprehensions that led rhe writer to his pessimistic conclusions? First, and I quote: "To relieve pressure on the cataloging stafi rhe new
program will operate under a ten-day time limit rather than the previous
Z4-hour limit. This will no doubt relieve some o{ the tension for the catalogers,
but a week-long delay may prove to be unacceptable to a majority of publishers." The problem of time pressure, on the publishers' schedules or on the
catalogers' nerves, has been solved by operating from galley proofs instead of
page proofs, as in the earlier Cataloging-in-source experiment. The difierence
is not merely one of days or weeks but of many months. We have cataloged
some 12,500 titles and about the only problems in this regard were a few cases
where the publisher's office forgot ro send the material to us until the lasr
minute. Even then we got the CIP data back very quickly by phone. We have
a file of letters from publishers expressing their detight with our fast service.
Catalogers do CIP cataloging at their standard cataloging pace. They just
catalog the CIP galleys before any non-CIP books.
Second, and I quote: "The Library of Congress . . must set up a department
to rush catalog the titles submitted by publishers." Actually the Library of
Congress has not found this to be necessary at all. However, it was necessary
to set up a special omce to manage the project-to
handle the incoming galleys, etc-, mail out the completed CIP data, maintain liaison with the publishers, keep control records, and the like. Titles are cataloged by the regular
cataloging divisions and moved from station ro starion by the CIP office stafi.
Our initial estimates of extra cataloging staff required to handle titles in the
CIP mode turned our ro be much too high.
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. must, to all intents and
Third, and I quote: "The Library of Congress
purposes, catalog every book in the CIP progtam twice." Actually the cataloger
catalogs the galley proof completely, except for collation, although only selected
elements of the cataloging are sent back to the publishers for printing as CIP.
Only in rare instances does the cataloger see the published book when it arrives. A trained library technician compares the book and the full cataloging
copy, corrects any discrepancy (a rare event), adds the collation, and sends
the card to the printer.
Fourth, and I quote: "The rate of discrepancy between the entries and the
books will necessitatecareful examination of every CIP entry [by a cataloger in
any library using CIP data] . . . It will probably be necessaryfor a cataloger
to prepare the entire card." The discrepancy rate in CIP data should not be
perceptibly different from the discrepancy rate on LC cards for books cataloged
after publication. If changes are made during production, these are reported to
the CIP Office to update the CIP data printed in the book. In other libraries
the need for a cataloger to handle a CIP book is the same as the need for a
cataloger to handle a set of LC cards. A call number has to be established
and if headings are checked against the catalog by a cataloger as standard routine, this will be required also for CIP titles. The point is, there is no difBut the preparation of the card copy can be done by trained techfr..*:
Based on these and other misapprehensions Mr. Wingate comes to the conclusion: "For a number of reasons, the optimism with which CIP has been approached does not appear to be warranted."
Now the facts are that Cataloging-in-Publication is alive and well! Since
the CIP program began JuIy l, 1971, approximately 12,500 titles have been
processed, although only 4,400 have actually appeared on the market to date.
Over 350 publishers are enthusiastically cooperating in submitting all their
titles. Most of the publishers who began participating in the program prior to
June 1972, have CIP data in 100 percent of their spring titles, Current receipts for processing projected on an annual basis show that we are operating
at the rate of 14,000 to 15,000 titles per annum or about 50 percent of the
United States trade book output. \{hen several large firms who have recently
joined the program get into full gear, this figure will jump much higher. A
sign of the interest and impact the program is generating in the publishing industry is evident in the number of publishers who are now writing to ask how
they may join rather than waiting to be contacted by the CIP office. A cooperative effort with the National Library of Medicine for biomedical titles is
also proving successful. Over 70 percent of the major medical book publishers
have joined the program. The CIP cooperative cataloging efiort, begun with
NLM in May 1972, has now seen over 400 titles processed to include the alternate NLM subject headings and class numbers for biomedical titles.
Publishers are indicating an enthusiastic response from librarians, in some
cases reporting an increase in their prepublication ordering.
A suwey of D.C. area public library systems and select U.S. university li
braries shows they are regularly using CIP data to speed the books to their
readers. Public librarians unanimously requested that every efiort be made to
increase as rapidly as possible the coverage of U.S. books in the program. Current CIP titles represent about 15 to 30 percent of these libraries' total receipts of new books.
University libraries report that 85 to 95 percent of CIP books have LC
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printed cards waiting in depository card sets when the books arrive at their
libraries. Getting an advance copy of the book from CIP publishers insures
in most cases that an LC printed card is available on or before the date of
publication.
No doubt the sharp contrast between these reports and Mr. Wingate's
great reservations about the possibility of successfor CIP can be traced to the
fact that his article was written before the CIP program had gotten underway
and was issued originally in l97l as an ERIC/CLIS document (ED 053 752) .
Republication of this article in January 1973 with no mention whatever of its
earlier issuance strikes us as being a disservice to both the author and his
readers.-C. Sumner Spalding and William A. Gosli.ng,Library of Congress.

METHODS OF CARD REPRODUCTION

TO BE REPORTED

The ALA/RTSD
Reproduction of Library Materials Section announces that
it is now assembling reports on methods of catalog card reproduction used by
libraries. The project aims to provide a collection of informal papers, prepared by the librarians most directly involved in rhe card production operation in their libraries, which describe and evaluate the techniques and costs of
varlous systems.
Mr. Joseph Z. Nitecki, current chairman of RLMS, who is compiling the
reports, has arranged for the microfilming and distribution of the collection
in cooperation with the Library of Congress Photoduplication Service. Detailed
information about the price and ordering procedure for the document, which
is expected to be available in May, will appear in the LC Information Bulletin.
Although he is especially interested in techniques employed by small libraries,
he would welcome information concerning any method, from stencil to computer-assistedproduction. Reports received after March 15, if sufficient in number, may result in a follow-up volume.
RLMS is also preparing a two-hour meeting to be held at the ALA Annual
Conference at Las Vegas in June, during which a panel comprising those who
have contributed to the collection will review card reproduction systems and
answer questions about them. It is suggested that anyone planning to attend
this meeting purchase and read the reports in advance.
For further information concerning the project or meeting, write to: Joseph
Z. Nitecki, Assistant Director of Technical Services Division, Palev Library,
Temple University, philadelphia, pA l9lZZ.
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REVIEWS
The Unabashed, Librari,an: A Letter
; Nov.
f or Innouators. No.I(Available from Marvin
l97lH. Scilken, Box 2631, New York,
NY 10001).

toward small public libraries, The
Unabashed Librarian might well meet
their need for practical advice if
there were stronger editorial control
and if there were not so many unabashed librarians ready to foist their
notions on an unwitting world.-Norman Steuens, Uniaersity of Connecticut Library, Storrs,Connecticut.

Disdaining, or perhaps simply being blissfully unaware of, its pejorative connotation Mr. Scilken undauntedly proclaims his journal to
have originally been called "How I
Libra'ty
of Congress Classification
Run My Library Good." The first
(filmstrip and cassette). Wichita,
four issues have certainly been just
Kans.: Library Filmstrip Center,
that! Designed as an informal non1971. 57 frames. color. 35 mm. 18
scholarly letter for the exchange of
min. $23.00.
useful ideas among librarians, The
It should be noted at the outset
Unabashed Librarian to date has been
that of the fifty-seven announced
essentially a one-man, one-library
frames the first twenty-two-after
publication telling the world how the
three devoted to focus, imPrint, and
Orange, New Jersey Public Library
with the history and detitle-deal
does things. lVith a little more of the
scription of the Library of Congress
leavening from other libraries that
has appeared in the most recent is- and its collection, with one excePtion
where the six classes of an early
sues, and the use of Dui's simplified
scheme are enumerated. The twentyspelling, it could well be mistaken for
seven frames that actually treat of
t}l^eLibrary Journal of 1876.
the subject announced in the title are
This is a technical journal of powell presented, the photography is extential interest to all readers of
cellent. and the schedules shown are
LRTS, The contents of the first four
issues include: a list of high loss clearly explained in the accompanybooks; publishers' discount tables; ing recording. But it seemed appallmagazine expiration codes; magazine ing to the reviewer that only about
circulation figures; numerous pseudo- half of the filmstrip is devoted to the
subject of the title, as the Library of
classification
schemes; complaints
Congress classification scheme presents
about the too scholarly nature of LC
cataloging; relevant subject headings; a number of difficulties to the begintopics; ner, especially in its tables, none of
bibliographies on popular
which are given even honorable mensamples of forms; descriptions of a
variety of home-made systems; etc.; tion in this work. Certainly those
twenty-two wasted frames could have
etc.; and even one or two intentionally not so practical or even serious been efficiently utilized to explain the
articles. To characterize its contents operation of certain tables which
as bold or innovative is an exaggera- could provide the key to the use of
similar tables throughout the schedtion for there is little described that
ules. The reviewer, in his own courses,
is really new or different and much
that is impractical and unsound. has found that the tables of the B
(g.o(authors in philosophy) , H
What is most lacking in this publicagraphical tables), L (Table I), and
tion is any sense of editorial judgP (especially VIII, IX, XI) schedules
ment or evaluation. Clearly oriented
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provide the essential types of difficulties and their solution can be applied
analogically to most of the others. In
fact, the reviewer would strongly recommend that the publisher produce
a separate filmstrip on the history and
description of the Library of Congress and revise this one so that it
honestly represents its title.
No teacher who is serious about
presenting students with the intricacies of LC classification wants to
waste class time with showing portraits of Jefferson, Putnam, the Juilliard String Quartet, and pictures of
the Gutenberg Bible, etc. The histori
cal aspects can better be handled in
a lecture. It is certainly unfortunate
that the producers of educational
films and filmstrips so often seem to
follow the pattern of the old military training film which presupposes
the intellectual ability and attention
span of a fifth-grader.
R.eturning to the work at hand,
the last three frames contain a view
of the dome from the inside, credits,
and a very sketchy bibliography
which includes only the authors' surnames (Wynar is misspelled), brief
titles, and no edition or imprint information. Finally, although advertisements and labels announce fiftyseven frames, the reviewer could find
only fifty-five in his copy, and these,
of course, included a focusing frame
and the usual credits, title, etc. In
other words the reviewer strongly suggests that Immroth's book is still far
better and at less than half the price.
-Francis
J. Witty, Department of
Library Science, The Catholic Uniztersity of America, Washington, D.C.

and Training Centre. Indian Statistical Institute. Annual Seminar,
8) .452 p.

The proceedings of the Documentation Research and Training Centre,
establistred in Bangalore in 1962, provide up-to-date knowledge of the
Colon classification, specifically, and
information on cataloging and classification, generally. The twenty-nine
papers--by documentalists, librarians,
professors, and research and subject
specialists-which comprise the eighth
annual seminar are divided into four
major groupings. S. R. Ranganathan
introduces sections A, B, and C with
the papers, "Conflict of Canons of
Cataloguing," "Formation of Basic
Subjects and Isolates in Social Sci
ences," and "Documentation Service
to Top lVlanagemcnt."
One fourth of the book is devoted to Part A: "Library Cataloguing,
Rendering of Names of Corporate
Bodies." The discussion in Part A is
based on the Canon of Recall Value,
"the principle that in the multiworded name of a person, or a corporate
body, or an organ of a corporate
body, or a series, or a work . . . the entry element is to consist of the word
or word group with the highest Recall
Value." The implications of the Canon of Recall Value are explored in
papers on corporate bodies, titles, series, and multiple purview (a word
or group of words expressed in terms
relating to two or more entities) . The
same general pattern is followed in
each: scope, suggestions, examples,
and distribution of recall value.
The second section deals with subject analysis in the social sciences.
The two papers on new basic subjects
Rendering of Names of Corporate
and compound isolates are particuBodies Subject Analysis, with Spe- larly interesting. As knowledge excial Reference to Social Sciences pands, classification must somehow acDocumentation Systems f or Incommodate new knowledge, and of
dustry. Part 1: Papers. Bangalore:
course the question is inevitable, "Is
1970. (Documentation Research this a new subject or a part or isolate
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of an existing subject?" The rate of
growth of new basic subjects (Editions 6 and 7 of Colon Classificati,on)
in social science is compared with development in natural sciences. The
total number of main basic subjects
in social sciences in Edition 7 is 16,
representing an increase of eight new
subjects compared to forty-five in natural sciences, an increase of thirteen
new subjects.
The largest number of papers
(fifteen) is on "Documentation Systems for Industry." These are mostly
short essays, some of which are case
studies. Although some of the reports
in this section deal with specific industries such as textiles, mining, glass,
ceramics, and food, the informational needs, requirements, and services
may be applied to other technical libraries.
The final section consists of three
technical papers on classification, cataloging, and computer-aided document
finding systems from the DRTC Research Cell.
In general there are bibliographical references at the end of each paper; the papers are well-organized and
easy to read. There is a table of contents but no index, a feature which
would be helpful in a work of this
length. All of the papers are based on
the assumption that the reader is familiar with Ranganathan and his five
laws of library science, and this book
is therefore of particular interest to
cataloging teachers and classification
specialists.-Geraldine O. Mattheus,
School of Library
Science, North
Carolina Central Uniuersit^t,Durham.
Verona, Eva. Statement of Principles
Adopted at the International Conference on Cataloguing Principles,
Paris, October 196L Annotated
Edition
uith
Commentary and
Examples by Eua Verona Assisted
by Franz Georg Kaltuasser, P. R.

.
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Lewis, Roger Pierrot. London:
IFLA Committee on Cataloguing,
1971.18, l19 p.$6.00. ISBN
0-903043-00-9.
That IFLA's International Conference on Cataloguing Principles at
Paris in l96l
(ICCP) adopted a
Statement of Principles was a major
achievement. Over the years that
Statement has continued to dominate
catalog code writing in individual
countries and to stimulate creative
thinking about cataloging itself. Eva
Verona's commentary gives a clear
and concise account of the Staternent's efrects in both areas. It draws
heavily on (l) the "provisional" annotated edition of the Statement by
A. H. Chaplin and Dorothy Anderson (1966) and (2) the International
Meeting of Cataloguing Experts at
Copenhagen in 1969 (IMCE). But
the Verona commentary and its helpful examples are much more elaborate than in Chaplin-Anderson, and
the account of how post-Paris codes
have dealt with individual principles
in the Statement is entirely new.
Problems not solved by the origi
nal Statement continue to plague
both code makers and code theorists.
Of these problems perhaps the most
serious is the failure of the Statement to define "author." During the
Paris meeting in 196l the sectional
group on terminology did agree on
as the
the definition
of "author"
"person or corporate body who created a work or is responsible for its intellectual content, arrangement or
form" (ICCP Reporf p. ll8). Such
a definition has dominated AngloAmerican cataloging since Cutter. But
this definition carried only the authority of the group on terminology,
not of the Paris conference.
In post-Paris codes, differences resulting from different definitions of
"author" have resulted in difieient
rules for entry (l) under personal
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authors and/or corporare bodies, (2)
for works done under editorial direction, and (3) for collections (See
Verona p. 24, 4546, 85-87 and elsewhere) . The problem, of course, lies
in accepting one word: "responsible."
Even in our own Anglo-American
code (AACR) we do not always require that a heading meets our definition-e.g., AACR rule 22Al which
produces "Australia. Constitution." a
heading representing neither authorship nor responsibility. The popular
notion is that the ICCP Statement
reconciled the long-standing AngloAmerican and Germanic differences
about corporate bodies as authors.
But the Verona analysis reveals clearly "the disappointing fact that in the
field of corporate entries we are still
very far from international uniformity" (p. 73) .
A second major problem of the
Statement is "international uniformi
ty" itself. AACR, for instance, provides (44ABa and 44Ble) for headings such as "Horace" and "Homer"
rather than the formerly used "Horatius Flaccus, Quintus" and "I{omerus." The Verona analysis, however,
endorses the "definite trend of the
IMCE recommendations towards international uniformity and towards
the use of original forms whenever
possible" (p. 33), and suggests that
"the English form of name as heading" on LC cards "considerably impairs the value of those cards as international means of bibliographic
information and renders their use in
libraries
in
non-English
speaking
countries less convenient" (p. 32). It
may, however, be possible that in nonEuropean countries Latin is no longer
(if it ever was) an international language.
To many catalogers the main
thrust of tl:'e Statemenf is toward international standardization of choice
of entry rather than form ot entry.
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Indeed, what purpose would international standardization of form of entry serve unless we have some kind of
international Cataloging in Publication (CIP) ? But "for alphabetical
catalogues using a non-roman script
the IMCE agreed that a uniform
phonetic transcription might be used
for each name written in characters
difierent from those used in the catalogue, if no exact transliteration system exists" (p. 34) . This concession
seems to admit that international CIP
is impossible because the cards with
such transliterated headings would
(like the cards with English headings) not be equally useful in all
countries and particularly in the
countries using the language which
has been transliterated.
Eva Verona and her colleagues
have written a stimulating and informative book: it is unfortunate
that there are no specific citations of
rule numbers in the various postParis codes discussed and that there
is no index.-Paul S. Dunkin, Bloomington, Indiana.

Lehnus, Donald J. How to Determine
Author and Title Entries According to AACR: an Interpretiae
Gui,de with Card Samples. Dobbs
Ferry, N.Y.: Oceana Publications,
1971.195p.$7.00.
The Anglo-American Cataloging
Rules l'as been the subject of a considerable number
of
publications
since its appearance in 1967, as
well as many prepublication discussions, interpretations,
conferences,
and analyses; personal and olficial interpretations of what AACR is or
should have been are available in the
literature. Most of these publications,
however, have been written for, or
from the point of view of, experienced catalogers, thoroughly familiar
with the basic purposes of cataloging
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and with previous eataloging codes.
Such background provided many catalogers with an advantage in the
changeover to the new code. But, frequently forgotten in much of the discussion is the beginner-the
student
who must not only absorb the purpose of AACR, but become knowledgeable in its use. Aids for the beginning cataloger have appeared sporadically during the past five years,
however, and the book under consideration here is such a work.
Designed to be used in conjunction with AACR, this work interprets
some of the technical language and
meaning of the rules and illustrates
many of them with sample cards
(some are LC cards, others are typewritten) . This guide, as the title indicates, covers only the rules for author
and title entry-but
in doing so includes both headings and choice of
entry. Not all of the rules are included: special rules for religious and legal publications, for example, as well
as others which the author determined to be self-explanatory have
been disregarded. The arrangement
of the book does not parallel AACR,
but begins with the rules for headings for personal names; then rules
for choice of entry; uniform titles;
sacred works; conferences, corporate
author headings; headings for government bodies and officials; and a
chapter on rules 98 and 99 (both virtually eliminated recently by ALA
and LC-a decision supported by the
author) .
In the preface, Lehnus states that
"the principal objective o{ this manual is to explain these nerv rules for
the novice catalogcr." One of the major aids to the "novice cataloger" that
is not included in this work is the title page. The interpretations of the
rules and the sample cards are helpful; but beginning catalogers start
with some work in hand, identify the
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"problem" and then go to the rules.
Many of the sample cards included
here would be much more enlightening if used to illustrate how the title
page information was translated into
a catalog entry with the title page
next to the card-particularly
for the
rules on choice of entry.
The author also states that he will
demonstrate the differences between
ALA and AACR, which he does to a
certain extent in his explanations, but
this is not extended to the samples
themselves. The first sample card in
42
AACR
the book, illustrating
(Pseudonyms), shows a main entry
under "Twain,
Mark, 1835-1910."
While this author would be entered
as such under AACR, it may prove to
be very confusing for students who
find that the entry is under "Clemens,
." in most catalogs. An explanation of differences and of the principle of superimposition here would
certainly be an aid to interpretation.
The lack of title pages is a handi
cap in this work. But, there is also a
problem in that some of the sample
cards do not illusrate the rules which
they are supposed to cover, while others require exhaustive examination to
make the connection between the card
and the rule. Two examples: For
AACR 3Bl (principal author indicated and no more than three named)
there are four sample cards, but one
is a case of joint editorship. And, for
AACR 6 (serials), one of the examples is an LC card for a title main
entry on which has been typed a corporate name to make the card into an
author main entry, but which looks
like-and in any other context would
be assumed to be-an author added

enrry.
From the title and from the preface of this work, the reader is given
the impresion that this is a "how to"
manual for the use of the AACR, btt
the author gets side-tracked into criti-
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cism of the rules or the lormat of
AACR. In a guide for the "novice cataloger" such criticism is unnecessary
and out of place. The Anglo-American
Cataloging Rules is an established fact,
and despite revisions, this is the code
now in use. A guide to ttre AACR
should be just that, not a critical
analysis. Another point in this area
of discussion is the author's apparent
conviction that the British text is superior to the North American text.
Again, this kind of personal bias has
no place in this publication. Students
must learn to use whatever tools are
available, and while they should do
so with a critical eye, extrapolations
such as may be found in this work
are beyond the author's stated intentions.-ludith
Ganson, School of Library Science, North Carolina Central
Uniaersity, Durham.

Sayre, John L., and Hamburger, Roberta. An Illustrated Guide to the
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules.
Enid, Okla.: Seminary Press, 1971.
150p.$6.30.
This collection of approximately
500 catalog cards illustrating the
AACR has been arranged by rule
number. Most of those included are
LC cards, but a few are typed. Many
of the LC cards have been adjusted
to conform with the AACR, rather
than with current LC cataloging. Still,
there are cards which are erroneous,
e.9., those illustrating rules lB, 8E2,
and 78A type 2. The examples are
principally of works found in theological libraries, but this in no way
diminishes the volume's usefulness
for other types of libraries.
Each card is accompanied by extracts from AACR text and, occasionally by a comment from the compilers. It must be noted that there has
been no attempt to interpret or clariIy AACR statements, only to illus-
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trate them by using actual catalog
cards. The coverage of the cataloging
code as a whole is quite good, and
commendation is due the compilers
for including
so many examples
which illustrate the AACR's Part III
on nonbook materials. Due to the emphasis on theological materials, exemplary cards for legal publications
(rules 20-26) and for names in certain languages (rules 54-59) have
been omitted. For most libraries this
is not nearly as serious as the paucity
of examples for nonreligious corPorate bodies, and the fact that apart
from the section on nonbook materials no example whatsoever is given
for interposed uniform titles.
There is an alphabetical index,
but arrangement by rule number is
more important. This makes it quite
a useful tool for the cataloger needing an example which illustrates a
specific rule. Even though this guide
ofiers little help in the interpretation
of the rules, the examples ofier some
assistance.It might well be that the
publication of such guides, containing full catalog cards, will point out
the need for exemplary cards to be
included in a forthcoming edition of
tineAACR.-Donald
J. Lehnrn, School
of Library Science, Case Western Re'
serue (Jnia ersity, Cleaeland, O hio.
Razionalizzazione e automazione nella Biblioteca nazionale centrale
di Firenze; Incontro di studi ore dal
ganizzato dall'UNESCO
Ministero della pubblica istntzi'one, Firence, 29-31 ottobre 1968.
Atti. A cura di Diego Maltese
Firenze: Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, 1970.215p.
This report of a conference held
five years ago in Florence contains,
happily for English-only readers, two
basic communications in English; one
is by John Finzi of the Library of

. r07

Congress and the other by Joseph
Becker of EDUCOM. The purpose
of the conference was to study the
possibility
"rationalizing"
of
or
applying to certain fundamental services of the National Central Library
of Florence more modern efficient
methods, using the most advanced
techniques available. Both Finzi's and
Becker's communications
addressed
themselves directly to this problem.
Comments by the distinguished delegates from Europe and Canada were
largely limited to encouragement and
reports of their own aur;mation efforts with minor criticisms of the basic documents. The outcome
,i.
-"i
"i
conference was ,rr. la"rii."-'""
-. ;*"f
.
lwetve resolutrons and tne
lornatron
of a committee to implement them.
Unfortunately the most advanced
techniques are probably not available
to the Italians. Among the persistent
themes of the meeting' was the realization of the limitation of funds and
especially of trained personnel. It is
greatly to the credit of the administration of the Nazionale that they
proposed to take the lead in modernization and automarion in ltaly so
soon after the disastrous flood of
1966. But rhe resources at their dis_
posal are restricted. It is also to Finzi's
and Becker's credit that they were
fully cognizant of rhese limitatiJns and
proposed only small .,;;. ;;
t"gi*
"i"ning to automation. ir"rr, "l*
srance, suggesrsa srudy or rrr"-lrrr"r- -','--'
,:,.,nal organlzatlon ot tne tlbrarv along

work of the cataloging and national
bibliography secrions.
Both Maltese and Becker discuss
and usefully summarize the experience of the Nazionale in mechanizing
aspects of its work associated with
production of the Bibliografia Nazionale Italiana (BNI). The MARC
format has been adapted, in coordination with LC. Becker recognized the
following serious constraints: cost,
availability of trained staft, and access
to a high-quality photo-composition
machine
91q t" a comPuter service
bureau' Neither the library nor IBM,
the consultant, were willing to sacriqualitytypogrlphy
lce ,Rrin-ti1g
-a-nd
it,,1ht BN1' and IBM exPressed its
willingness to cooperate in solving
this problem.
Che matter which seemed to gen_
erate the most discussion was Finzi's
recommendation that the library review its policy of collecting ephemera
(postcards, leaflets, advertising matter, wedding announcements, etc.)
which come to the library under the
depository laws. T. Tombor of the
Hungarian National Library in Budapest and .f. LethCve of the Bibliothdque Nationale in Paris both objected to any suggestion to eliminate
these items. As Tombor said: "the history. of a people is not written only
in its government documents' intertreaties, parliamentary acts"'
l:-'i:Tt
N^evertheless' these items are b:olky to
and time-consuming to process'
19re,
moment we have no really
|:-jn"
g o o d g u i d e l i n e sf o r e s t a b l i s h i n gt h e
:

functions of the various administrative sections and to set up channels
of internal communication. His recommendations are confined to automatine the accessioning and registration of incomins materials as the first
link in securing bibliographic information
in machine-readable form
which would ultimately facilitate the

+;;1",
is righr, for we cannor know
now what uses the future will make
of present artifacts. And yet .,uni
.,r".rul" collection places an
extremelv
severe strain on sistems alreadv ovei_
loaded. The pro'blem remains and
begs for conside-ration.
At this point in time the conference has primarily an historical inter-

systems
analysis
1r"."
-;.,;,.,gfi

.
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est, although Finzi's and Becker's
methods of analysis might provide a
useful model for other libraries wishing to undertake a similar modernization. In addition, a certain amount
of detailed information on accessionirg and acquisitions procedures is
presented-of doubtful value except
as a curiosity. It would be more interesting to know what progress has
been made along the lines of the conference, and for this we must turn
to the periodical literature.---Sally Gibson, Unhtersity of Michi,gan, Ann Arbor.

National Library of Canada. Research Collection in Canadian Libraries: I. Uniaersities, 1. Prairie
Proainces, Ottawa, 1972. 136p.

$r.00.
In 1968, responding to a request
by a goup of university librarians,
the National Library of Canada undertook a sun'ey of the library collections of universities ofiering graduate studies in humanities and social
sciences. The result of this endeavor
is beginning to appear in the form
of a series of volumes, each dealing
with the resources of libraries located
in a province or a group of provinces.
This is the first in the series; it is devoted to the prairie provinces of
Manitoba, Saskatchewan,and Alberta.
In the Introduction, the National
Librarian assures the reader that the
(which in some cases is
information
out-of-date) presented in rhe volume
will be kept up-to-dare and will be
augmented by suweys of federal government libraries, special libraries,
large public libraries, and by the inclusion in future surveys of science
and other collections.
The
handsomely-designed book
comprises two parts. The first gives a
historical sketch for each university,
[/olume 17, Number 1, Winter 1973

enrollment figures, the number of degrees conferred, the composition and
duties of the graduate faculty, the
fields of graduate studies with some
notes, and brief comcurriculum
ments on some library collections
worthy of note. The second part consists of a series of subject tables arranged by LC classification giving figures for monographs and periodical
holdings. The tabular form of reporting the findings is good in that it
is simple; but the simplicity hides
some thorny problems of interpretation
government
regarding
documents, special collections, audiovisual
materials, and microforms, depending on whether or not a particular library classified the material or not. A
threeline note on page 7 provides a
reminder that nothing is ever quite
as simple as titles of books indicate:
"Undergraduate and graduate collections are not separated in the Prairie
Provinces with the result that the statistics are of the integrated collection."
This survey of research collections
in Canadian libraries is an important
step in the direction of coordination
and cooperation among libraries. The
financial constraints already with us,
and likely to remain for some time,
render rationalization of library collections imperative. This volume and
its companions will be a useful complement to the report of the Association of Universities and Colleges of
Canada's Committee on the Rationalization of Research in Canada. The
true worth of the publication will be
determined by the uses made of figures which are available.
Large research libraries and American institutions particularly interested in the Canadian library scene
should find this surprisingly and refreshingly inexpensive book a worthwhile addition to their collections.Laurent-G. Denis, Faculty of Library
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braries. He states that "libraries have
been more useful to OR than has OR
been useful to libraries." However,
he attributes this, at least in part, to
Operati,onS Research: Implications
the lack of ". . . more perrnanent inf or Libraries. The Thirty-Fif th
house OR teams which can concenAnnual Conference of the Gradtrate on model implementation as
uate Library School, August 2-4,
well as model development." Abra1971. Ed. by Don R. Swanson and
ham Bookstein concludes the philoAbraham Bookstein. Chicago: Uni
sophical discussion by considering the
versity of Chicago Press, 1972. implications which OR has for li
(University of Chicago Studies in
brary education.
Library
Science) $7.95. ISBN
The second group of paPers con0-226-78466-5.
centrates on the mathematical modeling of specific library or information
The papers presented here are the
transfer problems, covering a wide
proceedings of the 35th Annual Conrange of library applications. Philip
ference of the University of Chicago
M. Morse discusses several measures
Graduate Library School, August 2-4,
Michael K.
1971. The purpose of the conference of libmry effectiveness.
a specific measure
Buckland
proposes
was to introduce librarians to some
"satisfaction level,"
of the contributions that operations of effectiveness,
"the chances that
as
which
he
defines
research (OR) has made to libraries.
a copy of a book
find
a
reader
would
As stated in the introduction by
on the shelveswhen he wanted it." He
Abraham Bookstein and Don R.
presents a model which relates the efSwanson, the conference did not
fects of "variable" loan and duplica"presume to define the limits of Option policies to the "satisfaction leverations Research in the field of liel."
Buckland reports that the applibrarianship" and that "an attempt
cation
of this model at the University
was made in organizing this conferLancaster contributed to a 200 perof
ence to select representative and imcent increase in borrowing over two
portant lines of substantive work and
Morris Hamburg, Leonard G.
years.
to invite those who have carried out
Ramist, and Michael R. W. Bommer
this work to prepare papers.
."
develop a different performance meaGenerally, the contributors are wellsure called "document exposure."
respected scholars. As a group, they
They
report that a "useful conceptuare predominantly OR practitioners.
alization
of library objectives is to
Only four of the seventeen contribumaximize document exposure per doltors are directly connected with either
7ar. . . ."
libraries or library schools.
Ben-Ami Lipetz reports on a very
generally
The papers can
be didetailed study of card catalog use at
vided into two groups. The first group
emphasizes the philosophical aspects Yale University. Fred Glover and Darwin Klingman present a mathematical
of OR; included is an introductory
programming model for the selection
paper by C. West Churchman. The
of journals. Their model, despite its
philosophical discussion is continued
by Ferdinand F. Leimkuhler who ex- mathematical elegance, does not seem
to be a reasonable representation of
plores in some detail what libraries
the journal selection process, Even if
could expect to gain from operations
required
for the
research and also what operation re- the information
model could be obtained, which
search could expect to gain from liScience, Uniaersity of Toronto,
ronto, Canada.
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tvould be diftcult if not impossible,
it is questionable that the model
would produce results as good as
those achieved by a competent librarian using normal selection procedures.
Two papers deal with information transfer. Robert R. Korfhage,
U. Narayan Bhat, and Richard E.
Nance present a communications
model
for
information
networks.
Manfred Kochen reports on a model
for the design of directories for information networks and referral centers. To some extent, the implications
of Kochen's model should apply to
reference service in general.
As a group, the models seem to
give a fair reflection of the present
state of operations research in libraries. However, these models should
not be viewed as "final solutions" to
the particular problems with which
they deal, but rather they need to be
viewed as products of early attempts
to apply OR to libraries. Most of the
models presented could be expected
to yield satisfactory results if and
when they are implemented. However, it would be expectcd that some
of these rnodels will undergo significant modification as the data required
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to test them become available. Morse
recognized that "we need more data,
both to extend the present models
and to test out proposed ones."
Generally the book does a commendable job of trying to present a
very difficult topic. Very few librarians will want to read the entire book,
although a majority of papers would
probably be of interest. Most of the
authors have done an admirable job
of keeping the mathematics to a minimum, but several papers will be difficult reading for the average librarian.
The result is an excellent book for
either librarians who are interested
in operations research or professional
OR practitioners who have an interest
in libraries. It is not, however, recommended as an introductory text on library OR. The reader is forced to integrate the various concepts presented
in order to achieve an overview of
of operations rethe implications
search for libraries, and the differences in terminology and notation
tend to make this a difficult process.
-Edward
T. O'NeiIl, School of Information and Library Studies, State
Uniaersity of New Yorh at Bufialo.
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ERIC/CLIS ABSTRACTS
selected and edited brr Err-sr.r Ar-ruerl

The following abstracts are based on those prepared by the Clearinghouse for
Center
I-ibrary and Information
Sciences of the Educational Resources Information
(ERIC/cLIs).
Documents with an ED number are available in the format specified-microfiche
(MF) or hard copy (HC) -from:
ERIC Document Reproduction Service
LEASCO Information Products, Inc.
P.O. Drawer O
Bethesda, Maryland 20014
Palment must accompany orders totaling less than $10.00. Book rate or library
rate postage is included in the quoted price. Order blanks containing further information may be obtained from LEASCO Information Products.
Cataloging

in Publication;

Progress Report,

luly-December

1971. January

1972.

llp. ED 060 905.MF $0.65,Hc $3.29.
Institution:

Library

of Congress, Washington, D.C. Processing Department.

The purpose of Cataloging in Publication (CIP) is to provide professional cataloging data to publishers so that the data will be printed in the book. Since CIP will
reduce cataloging costs and speed the delivery of books to readers, it should be
beneficial to both the library world and the publishing industry. The number of
participating publishers has grown tuom 27 in July l97l to 157. The goal of CIP
is to provide Library of Congress Cataloging in Publication data at an annual rate of
30,000 titles by July 1973. The publishing houses and their divisions who are actively
participating
in the CIP program, or who plan to participate in the future, are
listed, The selected bibliography contains references to the articles and announcements
concerning CIP that have appeared in the library and trade press.
Cataloging

Non-Print

at NMAC;

a Guide

for

the Medical

Librarian.

Match

Audiovisual

Centet,

1972.36p.ED 061985.MF $0.65,HC $3.29.
Institution:
National
Atlanta, Georgia.
Sponsor: National

Library

Library

of

Medicine,

of Medicine

National

Medical

(DHEW) , Bethesda, Maryland.

Cataloging audiovisual materials consists of compiling depictive information which
best describes the content and substance of the audiovisual. Since the physical nature
of AV's makes it necessary to limit access to them, the catalog entry should contain
information which will reduce to a minimum the occasions when the handling of the
media take account of certain
AV is necessary. The rules for cataloging nonprint
attributes of the materials and of the conditions under which they are generally
catalogued and used, These rules are designed for the treatment of nontheatrical
AV's of the most common kinds. This guide follows the standard library cataloging
practices as far as they are applicable to the cataloging of AV's. The Anglo'Amzrican
Cataloging Rules have been expanded and modified when necessary in order to include all elements required for thorough cataloging of nonbook materials. These
rules can be adapted for cataloging special types of AV's and aggregations of AV's
assembled for special purposes.
Creation

.112.

of Machine

Readable

Catalog

Entries;

An

Adaptation

of the "Data
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PreparationManual: MARC Editors."May 1971.72p.ED 060858.MF $0.65,
HC $3.29.
Institution:

Ohio College Library Cenrer, Columbus.

Sponsor: Office of Edrrcation (DHEW) -Washington,

l).O.

This manual specifies the additional steps rcquired in the data collection process
to prepare bibliographic data for conversion into machine-readable form. It is designed to aid catalogers in preparing catalog entries in machine-readaltlc form for thc
on-line cataloging system of the Ohio College Library Center. The rules for data preparation for compatibility with an on-line system are presented, and are based upon
"Data Preparation Manual: MARC Editors" (MARC Manual, Vol.2).
Epstein, A. H., and others. Ilibliouaphic
Automution of Large Library Operations Using a Time-Sharing System: Phase II, Part I (July 1970-June 197 1).

Final Report February1972.287p.ED 060883.MF .$0.65,
HC 1f9.87.
Institution:

Stanford University, California. Libraries.

Sponsor: Bureau of Libraries and Educational Technology
ton, D.C.

(DHEW/OE)

, Washing-

The main objectives of Project BALLOTS
(Bibliographic Automation of Large
Library Operations Using a Time-Sharing System) are: to control rising technical
processing costs and, at the same time, to provide improved levels of service. This
report on BALLOTS Phase II is concerned with the development and implementation
of the production library automation system-the system thht $'ill support the day-today operations of the library. The report is divided into four parts. Chapter I gives
some background for the report and summarizes the nature of the BALLOTS system,
as well as its status at the end of the reporting period (June l97l). Chapter 2
describes development progress in two rlifierent areas: the bibliographic sen'ices and
system design as seen by the user; and the softrvare and hardware design to support
these services (including video terminal selection and screen design). Chapter 3 describes the major standards and analytic studies completed during the design. Each
of these standards or studies became a part of the design, or had a substantial effect
on the user or the design described in Chapter 2. Chapter 4 describes the activities
currently rrnder way and future plans.
Gilbert, John. Nezu Code, OId Problems; A Critical Discussion of Some Aspects
of the Anglo-American
Cataloguing
Rules (1967). 1971. 30p. ED 061 958.
MF.$0.65.
Institution:

North East London Polytechnic

(England) . Library.

There is a fairly lalge body of literature on the 1967 Anglo-American Cataloguing
Rules (AACR). Much of the adverse criticism rvhich this literature contains is concerned
with comparatively unimportant shortcomings of the code. This paper discusses what
thc author cotrsiders to be somc of the more serious defects. Several suggestions are
made for improving the code: (l) to avoid ambiguity, the rules in a catalog code
must Lre based on a carefully controlled vocabulary; (2) a code should be based on
stated principles; (3) rules for the selection of main entry headings should be more
strictly adhered to; (4) inconsistency in rules determining the structure of main
entries must be eliminated; and (1i) a cataloging code should be as brief as possible.
The overall effectivenessof a code depends to a large extent on the effectivenessof its
arran8ement. The fact that the scope of some rules is not clear makes it difficult to
assessthe comprehensiveness of the AACR, but it is probably the most comprehensive
code for author/title cataloging in existence.
Grego, Noel

R., ed. 1971 Directory

of InstitlLtions
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Assi'stants. 1971. l4lp.
Technical
ol Library
f or the Training
ED 060 906. MF $0.65, HC $4.75, $6.00 outside U.S.A. (Council on Library
Technology, 3800 Peterson Ave., Chicago, IL 60659).
grams

Institution:

Council on Library Technology

Programs for the training of library technical assistants exist in more than 3l states
of the United States and six provinces of Canada. A total of 134 programs have been
identified, ll8 in the U.S. and 16 in Canada. This directory is arranged in two alphabetical groups-by state for the U.S. and by province for Canada. Within each state or
province, entries are arranged alphabetically by institution. Each includes the name,
address, and telephone number of the instittrtion; name and title of the person in
charge of the program; the title of the program; the vear it began; course numbers;
titles; and credit.
System
oJ Detailed Specilications for a National
Haas, Warren J. Preparation
]972.
February
34p'
Final
Report.
of
Library
L[aterials.
Preseruation
the
for

ED 060 908.NrF $0.65,HC $3.29.
Institution:

Association of Research Libraries, Washington, D.C.

Sponsor: Bureau of Libraries and Educational Technology
ton. D.C.

(DHEW/OE)

, Washing-

This report identifies steps that might be taken by organizations, individual libraries,
and libraries acting collectively to rt'ork towards resolution of the many problems
that have been brought on by the physical deterioration of books and journals. An
attempt is made to clarify the nature of the preservation problem and to assess
progress made in recent years, A number of specific recommendations for action are
made. A method of generating broader participation is suggested in the area of
research into the causes of paper deterioration and remedial techniques. An analytical
investigation of the merits of alternate methods of text preservation is also proposed.
Additional
needs in the area of education and training are identified, and the importance of specific preservation activities by individual libraries is underscored. The
fundamental requirement is affirmed that preservation of library materials be seen
as an inseparable part of the broader objective of extending access to 'recorded
information. Approaches to developing a capability for collective action are advanced,
and reand measures to be taken in such areas as storage standards, identification
cording of preservation copies, and preservation priorities are suggested.
Johnson, Donald W. Tozoard a National Serials Data Program: Final Report of
the National Serials Pilot Project.l972. 93p. ED 063 009. MF $0.65, HC $5.00
prepaid (The Association of Research Libraries, 1527 New Hampshire Ave.,
NW, Washington, DC 20036).
Institution:

Association of Research Libraries, Washington, D.C.

The National Serials Pilot Project, Phase II of the National Serials Data Program,
is described. Utilizing the N{ARC format for processing serials, the objectives were:
(l) to create a machine-readable file containing live serials in the fields of science and
technology; (2) to produce a number of preliminary listings; and (3) to produce one
or more written reports covering procedures, problems, and results. Data were input
via an administrative terminal system to a 360140 computer; processing of data was
done on a 360150 computer. Among the conclusions and recommendations are: (l) a
national serials data bank in machine-readable form is both technically and economically feasible; (2) such a data bank should have its own machine-readable
authority file for corporate names; (3) input and output in upper case only would
be more satisfactory from both the systems viewpoint and the cost viewpoint, but
probably would not be accepted by the library community; and (4) serious con-
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sideration should be given to the question of applicability of existing cataloging
rules in the determination of main entry in a machine-readable file.
Lakhanpal, S. K. I Manual [or Recording
in Kardex, ReSerial Publications
a i s e d E d i t i o n . 1 9 7 1 . 4 4 p . E D 0 6 0 8 8 7 . X , I F J t 0 . 6 5 ,H C g 2 . 0 0 ( M u r r a y M e m o r i a l
Library, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada) .
Institution:

Saskatchewan Uniyersity, Saskatoon. Murrav

Memorial Librarv.

datc stamp, call number, plastic indicarors, missing issue slips, duplicates, tirles on
display, remor,al from the reading area, reprints, separately cataloged items, titles
not in the Kardex, invoicing, rvithdrawal of cards, filing, back issues, damaged jorrrnals, errata and information sheets, and. notes. Included are several examples of
sample forms used in the process of recording serials.
Lamy-Rousseau, Francoise. Easy Method lor Inuentory-Taking
and Classificatton of Audio-Visual A,Iaterial, lst ed., rev. 1972. l8lp. HC $8.50 prepaid
(M. F. Rousseau. I87 rue Brais, Longueuil, Quebec, Canada).
The alphanumeric code is a system put forward with the hope thar it will bring
uniformity in methods of inventory-taking and describing all sorts of audiovisual
material l'hich can be used in either French or English. The alphanumeric code
classifies audiovisual materials in such a way as to indicate the exact nature of the
media, the format, the year the document was edited, ancl the color if any. The
classification systems actually in usc regroup all documents by subjects. The alphanumeric code can be added by combining it with either of the following: (l) key words
assembled on cards in alphabetical order in the same manner as subject-headings
are traditionally classified; (2) key rvords assembled on periodical and cumulative
lists with the help of a computer; and (3) traditional classification systems such as
Dervey Decimal, Library of congress, and the Universal Decimal classification. The
code can also be easily combined with the llniterm Inclexing System.
Martin, M. D., and Barnes, C. I. Report on the Feasibility of an International
Serials Data System, and Preliminary
Systems Desi.gn. Prepared for the
UNISIST/ICSU-AB
Working
Group on Bibliographic
Descriptions. April

1970.1I5p.ED 061954.MF $0.65,HC Ji6.58.
Institution: Institution of Electrical Engineers, London
Sponsor: International

(England) .

Council of Scientific Unions, paris (France).

The purpose of the study was to define a rvorld-rvide machinery registering thc
essential characteristics of scientific periodicals and making them available to alI
interested individuals or organizations. The study is a cbmbined feasibility study an<l
preliminary system design. No provision was made to identity individual organizations
which might participate at the international or local levels; nor for the maintenance
of the data base; nor for the production of publications and services. Chapters 2 to
l0 of the report constitute a detailed study of the proposed International Serials
Data System. In particular, Chapters 4 and 7 are concerned with the contcnt of the
computer data base, and tvith detailed procedures for capturing and recording
information for the system. Chapter I I summarizes the authors' conclusions and
recommendations. Supporting information is presented in a series of appendixes including a brief survey of existing serials data systems.
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in Relation to Other InProceedings of the International
Symposium: "UDC
dexi,ng Languages" (Herceg Noui, Yugoslaaia, lune 28-Jttly 1 1971). 1971.
4:22p. ED 062 995. MF $0.65, HC $6.00 (Jugoslovenski Centar za tehnicu i
P.O. Box 724 tselerade, Yugoslavia) .
Naucnu Dokumentaciju,
Institution: Yugoslav Center for Technical
(Yugoslavia) .
Sponsor: International

and Scientific Documentation,

Federation for Documentation,

The

Haguc

Belgracle

(Netherlands) .

The stress of this symposium was on the role of the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) and other indexing languages, especially in multilingual and multidisciplinary information systems, rather than on their potential uses in mechanized
retrieval systems. The consensus of thc symposium 'tvas: (I) that, without major
structural changes, a system like the UDC cannot continue to serve as an internationally accepted ordering system for the rapidly proliferating new subject-fields, which
have to be handled in modern information retrieval systems; (2) UDC improvement
should be based on better methodology and clearer guidelines for those working to
revise specifrc fields; and (3) that the International Federation for Documentation
(FID) should aim at preparing, publishing, and maintaining a Standard Reference
(SR) scheme consisting of a "roof classification schedule" of not more than three or
four hierarchic levels as the unifying/srvitching language, rvith suitably indicated
points and symbol devices for coupling to specific classifications, thesauri, etc. leaving the responsibility for full editions with national members, and for special-subject
editions with the specialized interests concerned. A list of symposium participants
is appended.
Proiect Intrex. Semiannual Actiaity Report, 15 September
March 1972. lllp. ED 060 899. NIF $0.65, HC $6.58.

1971-15 March

1972.

Institution: MassachusettsInstitute of Technology, Cambridge.
Sponsor: Carnegie Corporation of New York, New York; Council on Library Resources, Inc., Washington, D.C.; National Science Foundation, trVashington, D.C';
Office of Education (DHEW), Washington, D.C.
Heavy emphasis was placed on experiments, and interpretation of exPerimental
results. A set of experiments rvas designed to yield quantitative information on holv
the experimental subjects used the full-text-access system, why they used it and horv
elfective it rvas. A detailed report of rvork on this topic to date is presented. The instorage and retrieval is condepth analysis of the Intrex system of bibliographic
tinued. The economic studies of information systems were extended along lines that
refined the system models being used for study and that included consideration of
networks of information systems. Two Project Intrex-designed display terminals are
now in operation and both can engage the Intrex system simultaneously. The termiSearch Console).
nal has been newly named BRISC (Buffered R€mote'Interactive
Users prefer BRISC to other available terminals because of its large-size characters,
bright display, and the save-page feature of the terminals. Refinements in the fulltext-access system have been made to overcome occasional difficulties experienced in
centering text on the cathode-ray-tube screen.
Roberts, Stephen A. A Machine Readable Data Base of Social Science Serials.
November 1971.27p. ED 060 876. MF $0.65, HC $3.29.
Institution:

Bath University

of Technology

(England) . University

Library.

A discussion of one of the main activities of the DISISS (Design of Information
Systems in the Social Sciences) project is presented in this working paper. A comprehensive Chech List of Social Science Serials (CZOSSS) is being prepared as a basis

.n6

Librar^l Resourcesb Technical Services

for bibliometric
studies of the primary and secondary literature of the social sciences. The crosss
data base will be made machine readable so rhat a wide range of
bibliometric studies can be undertaken using statistical and mathematical technfrues.
Section 2 of this paper deals with requireirents for bibliometric studies. probiems
associated with the construction of a machine-readable data base are discussecl in
section 3. Detailed design features and problems of closss
a(e s€r d,own in section 4.
section 5 takes a wider view and looks at caosss in a number of contexts in which
a serials data base can make a contribution. Section 6 concludes the discussion, giving
some general issues which must be resolved before the future development of CiOSSi
can be estimated.
Uniuersal Copyright Conuention., as Reuised, uith protocols; Messuge from lhe
President of the United States Transmitting
the tJnitersal Cofyright
Conaention as Reuised at Paris on tuly 24, 197i, Together with Two Related
Protocols. 1972. 67p. ED 060 869. MF 90.65, HC $3.29.
Institution:

U.S. Congress, Washington, D.C. Senate.

The basic purpose behind the Paris conference was to satisfy the practical needs
of developing countries for ready accessto educational, scientific, and technical works,
with_out weakening the structure and scope of copyright protection offered by developed countries under both the universal copyright convention and the Berne convention. This document is a copy of the one sent to the Senate for ratification.
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Immediate accessto our collections of Early English Books is
perhaps not as
better than a sabbatical in Great Britain-although
much fun. Students and faculty alike will enjoy the benefits of doing
research from primary sources when they are in your library.
Our collections include almost all the titles listed by Pollard
and Redgrave in their "Short-Title Catalogue ' . . 1415-1640"
(STC I), and by Donald Wing in his "Short-Title Catalogue. . .
164r-1700" (STC rr).
Through the cooperation of libraries in Great Britain and the
United States, we are photographing the titles from these two
authoritative bibliographies, and making them available to the
academic community on 35mm roll microfilm and as bound, xerographic copies. Included with the microfilm are guides listing the
collbctions'contents by reels, and cumulative cross indexes by STC
number,
These primary sources for the study ofTudor and Stuart times
are issued serially as additional titles are photographed. They are a
very economical way for your library to increase its holdings
dramatically-without
the need for elaborate storage facilities or an
increased budget.
Further information about these collections can be obtained
from the Series Product Manager, Xerox University Microfilms' 300
North Zeeb Road. Ann Arbor. MI 48106.

XeroxUniversityMicrofilms

,q

XEROX
XEROX@ is a trademark of XEROX CORPORATION.

S
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LC/TITLE REGISTER lists alphabetically tho lull tille entry of
all library materials calalogued by the Library of Congress
since January 1970.
Under each lille entry data also shown includes:
beginningJanuary1970
. LC card order number
. Authorilalave LC Main
Enlry
. MARC/CIP Indicator
Flags

plus beginningJanuary1973
. ISBN where assigned
. Unitorm Title
. SeriesAdded Entries

LClENGLISH TITLE REGISTERis identical to the lull LC Title
Regisler above, excepl it contains only lhe English language
enlries. All foreign language materials have been r€moved
tor lhe conv€naenceof libraries not inleresled in lhese tilles.

TITLE REGISTERUSES abound for all libraries; academic and public, research and
special, large and small:
. order catalog cards from LC by number and save 400 per tifle search
. verify individual purchase requisitionsby title for correct identification
. when title is known, search current materials contents of catalog files
arranged by authoritativeLC Main Entry, e.9.,
E! National Union Catalog
E! RegionatUnion Catatogs
f, ProofslipFiles
E! Author Catalogs
fl Official Catalogs
El DepositoryCard Files
. Use as title index to MARC tapes and other MARC based {iles
Subscription Rates
lor Title Registers
on 4"x6" n€gative
microtiche

Subscriptions
Weekly Update & Bi-Monthly RunninqCumulations
Bi-Monthly Update & Cumulation
M e r g e dR e g i s t e rt o r 1 9 7 0 , ' 71 , a n d ' 7 2

LUl ilfle
Regisler

LClEng[sh
Title Reoisler

$2,240

$1,200

$1,150/Yr.
$ 385/Yr.

$ 800

$ 410

discounts available for multiple year subscriptions and quannnln Special
nnntr tity orders tor library consortia and netirork groups. OnOER fiOM:
nnnn
ntrE@INFORMATIONDYNAMICSCORPORATION,Dept. T nntrn 8OMain Street,Reading,Massachusetts
01887
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The Gulhris Thealer.
1963.Minncapolis

Casino Thealer, New York, 1896.The Bron
Colleclion. Museum ol the City of Ne* Yorl

I)oeurnents

Arrreriean

of

Theater

History

VoIs. 1 and 2: Famous American Playhouses
William

C. Young

Presenting a unique compilation of primary and
secondary sources illuminating the history of
American playhouses, from 1716 to 1971. Letters,
diaries, journals and newspaper reports of participants
and observers show how the American playhouse evolved
architecturally from crude colonial structures to
elaborate complexes, how theater companies were
organized and financed, how audiences responded to the
plays presented and how religious and cultural values
affected the theatrical enterprise. Arranged
chronologically. Lavishly illustrated, completely
indexed for use as a reference book. All sources
reproduced have complete bibliograp'hic citations.
Volumes 1 and 2, $50. ISBN 0-8389-0136-0(1973)
Volume 1. 1716-1899
Volume 2,1900-1971
Volumes 3, 4 and 5, Famous Actors and Actresses of
the American Stage are in preparation.

American Library Aseociation
50 E. Ifuron St.o Chicago, Illinois
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A socieilsciences reference tool
thotts eosy to use, highly currenlt

ond mulridisciplin olr,ytoo !
Beginningiri 1973it will be
a lot easierto searchthe
socialsciencesjournal
literatureif your library
has the new Socia/
Sciences Citation lndex"

(sscr').

SSC/ will offer an
integratedsearchsystem
designedto overcomethe
ambiguous.
terminology
and wide scatterof related
articlesthat used to make
social sciencesearchesso
d i f f i c u l tl.t w i l l t a k e
advantageof two powerful
retrievalmethods:
CitationIndexing-which
utilizesthe fact that an
article's reference
citationsto earlier
publicationsare excellent
indicatorsof the subjectof
the article.and
Indexing-a
Permuterm@
naturallanguagesystem
that pairseverysignificant
word in an article'stitle
with everyotherword in
that title to produce
extremelyspecific,twolevelindexingentries.
WithSSC/,all you'llneed
to start a searchon any
subjectis the nameof a
keyauthorin the lield of
interestor any English
word that is descriptiveof
the subject.There'sno
needto masterspecialized

searchvocabularies
or
complexclassification
schemes,
With SSC/you won't have
to use a half-dozen
discipline-orientedindexes
to assure comprehensive
searches.A singlelook-up
lets you searchthe entire
outputof over 1,000
journalsfrom all the fields
relevantto the social
s c i e n c e si n c l u d i n g
community
anthropology,
health,demography,
economics,educational
research,ethnicgroup

studies,geography,
history,law,linguistics,
marketing,
management,
politicalscience,
psychiatry,psychology,
sociology,statistics,and
u r b a np l a n n i n ga n d
development.
And becauseSSC/will be
it will
computer-produced,
be the mostcurrentindex
of its size.That means
you'll find new articles
whilethey'restill new.
Sendthe couponfor
moreinformation.
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. . . becauseyou pay less when you are a Baker
& Taylor customer.Any type of book or edition, it doesn't matter-you get the most
competitivediscountsin the industry.So the
money you save can be used to buy extra
books-very importantin thesedays of higher
pricesand tighter budgets.
Would you like proof of the savingswe offer?

Just send us a copy of a recent order filled by
anothersource.Mask out the prices if you like,
and ask us to give you a computerprint-outof
our prices,book by book. Then you'll see how
many more books you can get for the same
dollars-at Baker& Taylor.
No obligation,of course.Addressyour nearest
Baker& Taylordivision.

TheBaker&Thylor9o.

soulHwEslDlvtst(lr wEsTtRt{olvlsl(l
Mil,wrsl Drvrsl0l{
I{EVA0A
89502
TtxAs75426 REl{(t,
rrul{0ts00954 crARt(svtttE,
MoilEl{CE,
Way
Industrial
Park
380Edison
Avenue
Gladiola
Iel2l4427-3811
fel,702-786-670
lel,8l5-472-2444
Tel:312-641-3233
Chicago
90035,
Iel:213'938'2925
l{ewBooksInspection
California
Centcr 5820t{ilshireBlvd, LosAngeles,

l,lvlstoil
tAsTtRl{Drvrsr|ll{
souTHrAsT
l{EWJtnStY08870
GtoRGlt
s(lMERVil.r.E,
C0MMIRCI,
30529
Tel:201-722-8000
Tel:404-335-5000
50 KirbyAvenue,
N.Y.CityTef,2l2-227-8470

IIilOHilUMI

ltlrouHnffnue
A L L d e s i r e d t i t l e s , p e r i o d i c o l s o n d i r r e g u l o r s ,f o r e i g n o r d o m e s t i c , o v o i l o b l e f r o m
one source
simplifies your work. Regionol offices ossure exceptionol, dec e n t r o l i z e d s e r v i c e .N e x t t i m e , g i v e u s o c o l l . . . w e ' d l i k e t o b e o f s e r v i c e ,

EBSGO

SUBSGRTPTIO]I

826 S. Nodhw..t Highwoy
lo.ringrd, lll.600lO
l3l21 38r-2r90

SERYIGES

Soilc llo-1, Dionond Hill Compl.x
2,EO W. 26rh Av.nu.
D.nv.r, Colo. to:lll
130:ll i(!3.323s

P. O. aor 1943
liminshon, Ala.352Ol
l2osl a7r-3s29

681 trt6.kor Srr€r
Son Francii(o, Colif. 94165
{ill51 391-3500
5406-A Porr Royol ld.-Sullc
Sprinsficld, Vc. 22151
l7o3l 321 -75r 6 l32r -96'J

2352 Utqh Av.tru.
El Sesundo, Colit. 9A245
l2l3l 772-23Ar

5,|o G.onile Sli.€r
lrointil.,
Moi. 02184
(6171 843-2383

512 Ni.oll.t Building
Minnodpolis, Minn, 55a02
16r2l 333-5081

545 C.dol Lcn.
Te6n..k, N.J 07666
l20rl 836-1700

415 Douslor Ploro luilding
Dollos, tet6s 75225
9.7s91
l2t4l

ESSCOBullding
ned Bonk, N.J. OZrOI
(2Oll 74t-4:t00

Six lhorncllff Pd.k D.iv.
lo.onlo 17, OrErio, Conodo
(4r61 42t-9O0O
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YOU}VILLHAVE-

"c0ilFlDEilcE'
In Our Completc
PeriodicolsScrviceAll Americonond ForeignTitlce
Pr.mptn.rr
of tcOrrgrr

.
.
.
r
.

ir r
Srrvic

Trcditicml'pcrt
-q
mll lr:
. . .

EXPERIENCE
TRAINEDPERSONNEL
FINANCIALSTABILITY
AMPLEFACILITIES
RESPONSIBTE
MANAGEMENT
An cnr.diy.
avdoblo
lq

bmchvt
h
the eiing.

sursclttE
To

lfEARLY7,000
coRE
coLLEciloll
IIII.ES
REPH]IT
PI.UT:

. originaltrade books
o tape cassettes
o largeplantedilions
o miclotiche
All this and no gimmicks...
iust good service trom the
Ii b r ary-ori ented pu bl isher.

touNT [orilt,

t|.|'tilor3atota

ffiffi

(56) 379 9270

For Catalogs, Wrlt€ or Call Coll€ct

Hownuch A
cono subscription

:gil?.r'librory
I
Considerhow long o ,"*"9ro

WHY
LIBRARY
BINIDING?

Library Bindingis a specialkind of
binding developed primarily for
libraries.and includesthe initial
hardcoverbinding of periodicals,
the rebinding of used books and
the pre-binding of new booksall in accordance with the LBI
Standard.
By specifyinglow cost librarybinding for all your binding requirements,you can save thousandsof
dollarc in your budget (amountdependent upon size of original
budget) becauseeach volume will
withstand100or more circulations,
over lour times the number provided by a publisher'slibrary edition. This new-found money can
then be used to purchase new
titles,therebyincreasingthe size of
your collection without substantially increasingthe budget.

Wrlte today for out
fiee brochures and
lhe name of your
ner.eEt Cedilied
Ubrary Bindee

m

how much
order one subscription,
it costs to processone invoiceJor
paymentand send one check. Estimatesrun from $10.00to $18.00
for each order. Multiply by the
number of subscriptionsyour library orders, and see how much
you'll save by sendingone order
and one checkfor all your periodicals to F. W. FaxonCo.
Send lol our free descrlptive
brochura and annual Librariln3'
culde ll.ting more than 50,000
domertacrnd torelgn perlodicrl!.
Libnry businessis our only
business-srncef886.

co.,tnc
F.
u.tnxon
if\A/Fl
15 Soulhwert ParI
W$twood, lr.$.021190
T.hphono: (800) 225-7094(Toll Fre€)

AVAILABLE

NOWI A New
Llbrary Tool.
SERIAIS:
Acquisition
& Mqinlensnce
by Cloro D. Brown

Library of Congress CatalogCard
Number:76:189654
Mrs. Brown has authored this book
during retirementafter 30 yearsservice as librarian at Washington
State
and Louisiana State Universities.
Librarians who have reviewedthe
volume find it "down to earth and
extremely clear"
. "outlines with
wit and perceptionall of the difficulties with which serials peoplemust
contend and suggestssolutions."
OrderNow at $4.95from

t8sc0lndu$HGs,lnG
Book Dept.
P.0. Box 1943.Birmingham,
Ala.35201

urhen
you

boughr
that

microform
reador

did

you
?
considor consult
T H E MANUFACTURER'S
CLAIMS:
The lreaderJ has no complicated controls or touchy adjustments; maximum
ease of operation is built into the reader.
Just insert the fiche in the precision holding and transporting mechanism, flip
the switch, adjust focus, and scan.

Quoted frcm the manufacturels literature.

LIBRARYTECHNOLOGYREPORTS:
The design of the reader does not provide for a page indicator grid. The platen
moves awkwardly and binds, especially
when moving from side to side.
The user must reach to the left side ol
the reader and move a short arm back
and forth to focus the image.
None of the controls are labeled. The
user must experiment with the various
levers and handles to learn how to use
the reader.
The bracket holding the platen handle
allows the film to catch between the
bracket and glass, which can tear the
film if the user is not careful.
From an evaluation of the same machine in the July, 1972 LIBRARY TECHNOLOGY BEPORTS.

library
technology
r0ports
A Product Testingand EvaluationService

&t

AmericanLibraryAssocialion,
50 EastHuronStreet,Chicago,lllinois60611

@mputenploclucedby
Rlchad Abelb m#h your catdfuffiat.

No. I ln computer cataloglng.
We've spent over 6 years developing and
perfecting a computer system entirely
adaptable to your cataloging system. We
added Richard Abel's extensive records of
over 5fl),000active titles-considered one
of the largest data bases in use in the
world-to handle as. large a load as you
might require, at any time. These and
many other flexible advantages-;ust to
do it your way!
Whole or part of your program.
Our staff is working for you all the
time, whether you need them right now or
not. Ready to take care of your backlogs,

for instance, and getting them down to a
reasonable level. Or, ready to handle your
entire cataloging function under your direction. The cost is only 45c a 4SAT card
set (by LC card number request), with no
special set-up fees or inconveniences.
Your man at Rtchard Abel.
A Richard Abel specialist is located near
you for prompt, personal service. He will
help you fit our system to your format, as
well as be on hand if further modffications
rnay be required at a later time. He is on
hand right now to provide further details
and a complete explanation of this time
and money-saving service which we t}ink
is the very finest available.
r Formats tallor-made to your
speclficatlons
I Over 500,000actlve tltles
I Catalog card sets, processlng klts,
full book processlng, maclrlne.
readable necords

lfulfr orcalloolbctftrturtfrcr Inftmatbn:
5G€4ti-3511,
exbrclon il4

RICHARD ABEL & COMPANY, INC.
POSTOFFICE BOX 4245 . PORTLAND,OREGON97208
. ATLANTA, CA . BLACKWOOD, N J . DENVER. COIO.
BRANCH OFFICES: ARLINGTON, TEX
. MARION, OHIO . WALTHA"II, MASS . MILL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
CLENDALE, CALIFORNIA
. TORONTO, CANADA . OYERSEAS OFFICES: AMSTERDAM . ttNDON
. SYDNEY
ZION, ILL

Fromtltepublislters
wltodrei dentifed witlt
majorbibliograplr)"
ASIAN STUDIES
Canbridge South Asian Archiue:
Records of the British period in South Asia
relating to India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Burma,
Nepal and Afghanistan held inthe Centre of
South Asian Studies, University of Cambridge.
E d i t e d b y M A R YT H A T c H E R
f,6.oo o7zoto3649 Marcb
Union Catalogueof Atian Publicationt
t 97 t Supplement
Editedbyo. E. HALL
Adds recent acquisitions to the list of maior
Asian holdings in British libraries.
Price to be announced. o 7zo r o3o2 g May

LIBRARY SCIENCE
P nbli sbed Li brarl Cataloguu
E d i t e db y n o n E R T c o L L r s o N
A handbook to major English language
libnry catalo gues in boo k form.
Price to be announced. o 7 zot o369x April
AND THE ARTS
LITERATURE
Sale Catalogwt of Libraries of Eninent Persons
GeneralEditor: A. N. L. MUNBY
This series,published with Sotheby ParkBernet Publications, reproduces in facsimile a
selection ofhistoric salecatalogues.The first
six volumes are still available.
Y olwme 7, Men of Ix tters, edited by rr u c rr
anonv: the salesof Atterbury, Blair, F ielding,
Goldsn i th, Malle t, Montagu.
Price to be announced. o 7 zor o166 , April

Union Catalog.u of the Serial Publicationt of the
Indian Couernmentt 8S8-r 9 47held in libraries in
Britain
E d i t e db y r . M A c D o N A L D
The fourth volume in the paperbound series:
Soath Asian GouernmentBibliograpbies.
o7zoro363o Febraary
{,6.p

Volume 8, Political Think"crc,edited by
sEAMUs DEANE : the szlesof Barke, Godwin,
Has tings, Ho I li s, O' Connell, IVi lke t.
Pricetobe announced.o7zoro367 3 April

SOCIAL SCIENCE,S
A London Bibliographl of the Social Sciencet,
Snentb Sapplement, r g 6g- r gZ.zVolumes z z-28
Sevennew volumes ofthe London School of
Economics card catalo gue,
{98.oothe set. o 1.zoroz979 Mal

Vaaghan lYilliant Menorial Library Catalogue
The listings include published and
unpublished material representing the
holdings of the EnglishFolkDanceand Song
Society.
Price to be announced. o 7 zor o368 t Spring

Manse/l
3 BloomsburyPlace London!7CrA

zQA England

*Librarians have coined our Na tional[Jnion CatalogPre-t9 S6Inprints'The Mansell'

BIBIETTSNowANp ronoRRow
r
D Call617-944-2224
or writeto: Dept.8-422
!!
!!!D

DyNAMrcs
coRpoRArroN
EFHErNFoRMArroN
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80 Main Street, Reading, Massachusetts flSOZ

